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REPORT TITLE: Corporate Business Plan, Budget and Business Plan
1. PURPOSE
1.1 This report introduces the proposed Corporate Business Plan, Annual Budget and
Medium and Long Term Financial Plans.
2. RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 The Board is asked to:


Approve the 2021/22 Corporate Business Plan



Approve the 2021/22 Annual Budget (Appendix N) including 2021/22
Investment Plan (Appendix L)



Approve the 2021/22 medium and long term financial plans (Appendices O, P
and Q)



Approve the 2021/21 Delivery Plan (Appendix F)



Approve the 2021/22 internal audit plan (Appendix J)




Approve the 2021/22 key performance indicators (Appendix H)
Approve the 2021/22 Risk map including long term risk horizon scanning
(Appendix E)
Approve the 2021/22 Governance Effectiveness Plan (Appendix I)
Note the potential covenant breach (and notifiable event submitted) caused by
moving Investment spend from 2021/21 to 2021/22 as a result of the covid
pandemic and the proposed resolution of this.




3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
3.1 The annual Corporate Business Plan sets out our strategic objectives and how we
will resource these objectives. It explains how we have considered the changing
environment we operate in and plan to mitigate risks. It sets out how we will take
opportunities to continue to improve the services we provide to customers and the
contribution we make to the wider Maryhill community. This Corporate Business
Plan is an update to the three year plan set in March 2019 and is the culmination of
a process that started in January 2021 with team planning sessions.
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3.2 Key priorities for 2021/22 will be:
Improving customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Fully implementing our new Customer Charter
Promoting our MyHome customer portal which will allow customers to directly
book repairs online
Carrying out a full customer satisfaction survey and using this to inform the way
we work at Maryhill post covid-pandemic
Addressing poverty and enable customers to make their lives better.
Providing a Smart Heating and internet service to over 300 properties
Developing a Volunteer Strategy to give opportunities to the Maryhill and Ruchill
communities
Exploring the use of Social Value as a tool to inform future planning
Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Installing air source heat pumps in 300 properties
Identifying the best heating solution for 700 properties with traditional electric
storage heaters
Working with partners to complete the masterplan for the North Maryhill area
Progressing the new build schemes at Rothes Drive, Smeaton Street and
Botany Corner
Building a sustainable business
Completing our programme of external landlord health and safety audits and
acting on the feedback
Developing a Digital and IT Strategy and that supports new ways of working
post covid-pandemic
Launching our subsidiary Maryhill Communities to manage our mid-market rent
accommodation
3.3

Board are asked to note that the 2021/22 Budget shows non-compliance for one
of the two loan covenants with the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS). This is
because of delays in delivering planned investment in our properties due to the
covid pandemic in 2020/21. The impact of these delays is that we are projecting
to spend significantly more in 2021/22 than previously planned. Officers have
discussed this with the bank and are confident that a solution will be found. This
is an issue affecting a number of other Associations in the sector. A formal
request for flexibility on the covenant has now been sent to RBS and an update
will be provided to Board at the night of the meeting on any covenant flexibility
agreed with RBS. However, as the draft Budget 2020/21 presented here
currently shows a covenant breach, this is a notifiable event to the Scottish
Housing Regulator and the Regulator has been informed.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

FINANCIAL
RESOURCE AND
VALUE FOR MONEY:

The 2020/21 proposed budget shows a surplus for year of £1,565k, closing
cash position of £2.8m and net assets of £33m with details contained within this
report and appendices. Currently a loan covenant breach is indicated in
2021/22 due to COVID-19 impact on the investment programme. The bank
have indicated flexibility on this and a formal request is with them to address
this covenant breach.
The Board are asked to consider medium and long term financial plans in the
context of providing rent affordability for customers and ensuring the
Association has sufficient resources to invest in its homes, continue to improve
services and meet its loan covenants.
This years’ business plan for the first time assumes CPI only rent increases
throughout the 30 year plan. This is in line with our VFM aims.
The structure and process of developing the Corporate Business Plan has been
prepared in line with the Regulator’s Business Planning guidance.

LEGAL/
REGULATORY/
NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS/RULES:

Under Regulatory Standard 3.3 the RSL must have a robust business planning
and control framework and effective systems to monitor and accurately report
delivery of its plans.
Under Regulatory Standard 3.4 the Governing Body must ensure that financial
forecasts are based on appropriate and reasonable assumptions and
information, including information about what tenants can afford to pay and
feedback from consultation with tenants on rent increases.
Under Regulatory Standard 3.5 the RLS must monitor, report on and comply
with any covenants it has agreed with funders. The governing body assesses
the risks of these not being complied with and takes appropriate action to
mitigate and manage them.

CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:
CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:
COMMUNICATIONS:

HEALTH AND
SAFETY:
ENVIRONMENTAL:
EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:
RISK ANALYSIS:

The Corporate Business Plan and specifically the Delivery Plan at Appendix F
sets out specific Strategic Objectives 2021/22.
Customer feedback, for example from the main satisfaction survey and
complaints have fed into the priority setting for this year.
Staff have been fully involved in developing Team Delivery Plans which feed
into the organisation-wide Delivery Plan. A public facing version of the
Corporate Three year plan has been produced and distributed to key
stakeholders. The Annual Review video also promotes the key Corporate Plan
messages and this has been promoted trough social media.
A new strategic objective has been identified around compliance which includes
meeting legislative health and safety requirements.
A sustainability strategy is planned to be produced for 2021/22 and a new
strategic objective has been identified around making our contribution to zero
carbon and the wider green agenda.
There are no specific equality implications arising from the plan.
There are no risks arising specifically from production of the plan. A risk
analysis is included within the plan and the impact of risks materialising has
been assessed through scenario testing in the Resourcing the Objectives
section of the plan.
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4.

Background
Process of Developing the Corporate Business Plan

4.1

The diagrams below summarise the information considered when developing
our 2021/22 Corporate Business Plan and the stages in developing the Plan.
Information feeding into the Corporate Business Plan
SWOT
analysis

VFM strategy
and savings
targets

Pestle analysis

Housemark
cost and
performance
benchmarking

Customer
satisfaction
survey

Corporate
Plan

Risk review

Best
Companies
Survey

Process of developing the 2021/22 Corporate Business Plan
3 Year Corporate
Plan

2020/21
Corporate Plan

Team Delivery
Plan sessions

• January 2021

Board and SMT
Away day

• March 2021

Board
approval final
Corporate
Plan

• March 2021
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Guide to the Corporate Business Plan
4.2

The plan is split into six sections as below. The Executive Summary is identified
as required reading. Other sections are identified as additional reading.
Executive Summary. This summarises key elements of the Corporate
Business Plan including strategic priorities and short, medium and long term
financial positions. This section is coming to the Board for the first time.
Process of developing the Corporate Business Plan. The summarises the
process we have undertaken in the development of the Corporate priorities and
Corporate Plan. This section came to the Away Day in March.
Where we are now. This section sets out our current position: how we are
performing; how we are perceived by customers; and how the environment we
are opening in affects our business. This section has been developed by officers
and is coming to the Board for the first time.
Where we want to be. This section sets out our proposed vision, mission and
values. Board have seen the majority of this before but the new strategic
objective of ‘Building a Sustainable Business’ has been added as discussed at
the March Away Day.
How we will get there. This section sets out the specific objectives and targets
for the next year. It also sets out plans in key areas, such as new build
development and internal audit. The Board reviewed the proposed targets and
objectives at the March Away day
Resourcing the objectives. This section sets out our short, medium and long
term financial position. It shows the impact of a range of different scenarios,
linked back to our strategic risks and tests how robust our financial position is
faced with these risks. This section is coming to the Board for the first time
although key principles, such as moving to CPI-only rent increases, were
discussed at the March Away Day.

4.3

The plan contains a number of different appendices, a number of which require
specific approval as set out in our Scheme of Delegation. Explanation of these
appendices is provided below. Where appendices do not require approval they
are marked for additional reading.
2021/22 Annual Budget (Appendix N) including 2021/22 Investment Plan
(Appendix L). These set out the proposed financial budget and property
investment plans for 2021/22. Performance against the budget is reported to the
Board quarterly.
2021/22 medium and long term financial plans (Appendices O, P and Q).
These documents set out the cash projections, statement of comprehensive
income (income and expenditure account), and statement of financial position
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(balance sheet) for the next thirty years. The 2021/22 budget forms year one of
these financial plans.
2021/22 Delivery Plan (Appendix F). This is the Association’s Corporate action
plan for the year. Individual Team Delivery Plans sit underneath this and feed
into the organisation-wide Delivery Plan. Performance against the Delivery Plan
is reported to the Board quarterly.
2021/22 internal audit plan (Appendix J). This sets out internal audits planned
for 2021/22. This was considered by the Audit and Risk Committee in February
2021 and no further changes are proposed.
2021/22 key performance indicators (Appendix H). These are the key
performance targets the Association must meet. A more detailed suite of
operational performance indicators feed into these. Performance against these
targets is reported to the Board quarterly.
2021/22 Governance Effectiveness Plan (Appendix I). This plan sets out
actions to ensure that the organisation is governed effectively. In practice this
means actions to improve Board processes and systems and to develop Board
Members. The majority of this plan has been developed from recommendations
from the 2020 Board Review process carried out by North Star.
How the proposed 2021/22 Corporate Business Plan responds to feedback
4.4

This Corporate Business Plan has been prepared in line with the Scottish
Housing Regulator’s Business Planning Guidance. In 2020 the Association
carried out an internal audit to assess compliance with this guidance. The audit
returned a rating of strong assurance and one recommendation was made
which was to include the programme of Board meetings and draft agendas in
the Corporate Business Plan pack. This has been included at Appendix T.

4.5

At the Board and Senior Management Team Away Day on March 6th attendees
considered the proposals for: Delivery Plan priorities; key performance
indicators; 2021/22 budget; 2021 – 2025 Investment Plans; principles of the
2021/22 long term financial plans. The table below summarises feedback and
explains how this feedback has been incorporated into the final documents
presented on 29th March.
Area
Delivery Plan
Priorities

Feedback
Support for new proposed
objective ‘building a sustainable
business’.

How incorporated
Appendix F:
New strategic objective added.

Priority areas identified.

Delivery Plan drafted to ensure
staff resources allocated to
priority areas.

Clarification on taking

Objective around council owned
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Area

Feedback
responsibility for council owned
land requested.

Key performance
indicators

Support for indicators proposed
Clarification on energy efficiency
and customer contact targets
requested.

Investment plan

Request to add back in provision
for stonework repairs

Budget

Definitions table requested

Request for benchmarking on
Factoring charges

Business plan

Request for training on financial
business planning.

How incorporated
land amended and paper added
to the Board calendar for
2021/22.
Appendix H:
Proposed indicators included.
Amendments made to energy
efficiency targets, calls to the
Association and customers at
the counter.
Appendix L:
Provision of £250k over three
years included in final proposed
plan presented.
Appendix N:
Definitions included in final
version of the budget
This has been included as
Finance Team Delivery Plan
action for 2021/22 and results
will be included in the 2022 rent
and charges setting process.
Optional training to be provided
on Thursday 25th March 2021.

Budget and Business Plan changes since the March 6th away day
4.6

The following table provides a summary of the changes made to the 2021/22
budget & 30 year business plan after the 6th March Away Day. These changes
take account of comments from the Away Day and also some minor
amendments identified by staff after the event. All have been incorporated in the
financial plans presented for approval in this report:
Details
Reactive maintenance – Year 1 updated for
repairs delayed due to COVID-19 restrictions
being carried forward

2021/22
Budget
Impacted
Yes

Business Plan
Impacted Year
2 onwards
No

Cyclical - landscaping missed in error from Year 2,

No

Yes

Cyclical - CCTV maintenance added year 1 to 30

Yes

Yes

Investment - Oran heating replacement costs
reduced Year 3

No

Yes

Investment - stonework contingency added Year 1
£50k, Years 2&3 £100k each

Yes

Yes
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Details
Grant funding amended - minor increase Year 1

2021/22
Budget
Impacted
Yes

Business Plan
Impacted Year
2 onwards
No

SHAPS deficit payment updated with latest info

Yes

No

Loan opening balance & capital repaid updated lower interest paid

Yes

Yes

Timing of loan drawdowns amended in line with
Treasury Strategy

No

Yes

Value for money amendment - from £250k in
2024/25 to £100k in 2022/23, 2023/24, 2024/25

No

Yes

Budget 2021/22
4.7

Removed as commercially sensitive
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30 year financial business plan
4.13

Removed as commercially sensitve
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MARYHILL: CORPORATE BUSINESS PLAN 2021/22
1. Executive Summary
Maryhill Housing was established in 1977 and is responsible for the management of
approximately 3050 rented homes and providing factoring services to a further 700.
Maryhill Housing has charitable status and is registered as a social landlord with the
Scottish Housing Regulator. Maryhill Housing owns and manages homes in Maryhill
and Ruchill in the North West of Glasgow.
2021/2022 is year three of a three year Corporate Plan approved in March 2019.
This plan sets out a mission, vision and strategic objectives that aim to refocus the
organisation around providing excellent services to customers and making a
difference to their lives.
These objectives have been reviewed in March 2021 and a new strategic objective
has been identified for 2021/22: developing a sustainable business. This is in
recognition of the need to focus internally on developing our staff team after a
challenging year and ensuring compliance with all regulatory and legislative
requirements.
Vision
Our vision is: Great homes in strong and thriving communities.
Mission
Our mission is: Providing great housing and services for our customers; supporting
strong, inclusive communities in North West Glasgow.
Values
Our values are to:
-

Think customer first
Deliver on our promises
Celebrate diversity
Keep improving

Long term strategic objectives
Our long term strategic objectives are:
-

Improving customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Addressing poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud
of
Developing a sustainable business
1

This annual Corporate Business Plan sets out how our deliverables in 2021/22 will
help to achieve these strategic objectives, and how we will assess and monitor
performance throughout the year. The plan identifies the resources required to meet
objectives, and provides medium term and long term financial projections. The plan
identifies key risks and risk mitigation strategies and uses financial sensitivity testing
to assess the robustness of the business to withstand these risks.
2020/21 has been an exceptional year with the majority of staff working remotely
since the end of March 2021. This has made staff engagement in the development of
the business plan challenging. Despite this, the whole organisation has been
involved in team planning which has fed into the proposed Delivery Plan for the year.
The Board have held two strategic away days this year, the first in December to
focus on developing as a Board following high Board Member turnover in 2020. The
second away day in March 2021 considered the draft proposals underpinning this
Corporate Business Plan.
The Association delivered significant achievements during 2020/21 but the covid
pandemic meant that some key projects had to be postponed into 2021/22. This
allowed the organisation to focus on adapting services to a challenging and
constantly changing operating environment.
Significant achievements during 2020/21 were:
-

Bringing in and distributing over £100k in grant funding to support the Maryhill
and Ruchill communities during the pandemic,
Achievement of £373k of financial savings against a target of £250k.
Consulting over 600 customers on a proposed rent increase and approving a
rent freeze for April 2021.
Starting on site with two key new build projects at Botany Corner and Rothes
Drive.
Maintaining critical Neighbourhood Team (concierge) services for our high
rise customers throughout the pandemic.
Reprocuring a new reactive repairs contract generating significant savings for
the Association.
Piloting a new bulk uplift service to replace the service cancelled by Glasgow
City Council.
Commencing provision of an in-house energy advice project following a
successful grant award.
Delivering youth activities and digital inclusion activities at our Glenavon and
Maryhill locks developments.
A reduction in rent arrears with rent arrears now lower than pre covidpandemic

However, this is offset against key challenges including:
-

The covid pandemic which led to delays in our new build programme, property
investment programme and key project delivery.
Reductions in customer satisfaction in almost all areas (as measured in 2018)
High staff absence partly related to the covid pandemic.
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-

Escalating costs in void repairs
Identification of health and safety compliance issues in the areas of water
management, gas and electrical safety
High turnover of Board Members

This Corporate Business Plan aims to bring the organisation’s focus back onto the
customer after a year responding to external challenges. It also introduces new
energy into supporting and developing our staff team to ensure we meet all
legislative and regulatory expectations.
Key deliverables for 2021/22 are summarised below:
Improving customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Fully implementing our new Customer Charter
Promoting our MyHome customer portal which will allow customers to directly book
repairs online
Carrying out a full customer satisfaction survey and using this to inform the way we
work at Maryhill post covid-pandemic
Addressing poverty and enable customers to make their lives better.
Providing a Smart heating and internet service to over 300 properties
Developing a volunteer strategy to give opportunities to the Maryhill and Ruchill
communities
Exploring the use of Social Value as a tool to inform future planning
Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Installing air source heat pumps in 300 properties
Identifying the best heating solution for 700 properties with traditional electric storage
heaters
Working with partners to complete the masterplan for the North Maryhill area
Progressing the new build schemes at Rothes Drive, Smeaton Street and Botany
Corner
Building a sustainable business
Completing our programme of external landlord health and safety audits and acting
on the feedback
Developing a Digital and IT Strategy and that supports new ways of working post
covid-pandemic
3

Launching our subsidiary Maryhill Communities to manage our mid-market rent
accommodation
Asset Management
Our Asset Management Strategy was approved by the Board in March 2020. It sets
out our approach to investing to provide better homes and neighbourhoods to feel
proud of, meet legislative requirements and ensure our homes remain affordable and
financially sustainable.
The strategy identifies four key asset management challenges:
- Maintaining pre-1919 tenements including delivering extensive stonework
repairs
- Securing owner buy in to deliver improvements to back courts and other
common areas
- Investing wisely in our multi-storey properties
- Improving heating systems in one thousand electrically heated properties with
unpopular, expensive storage heaters.
Detailed stock condition data is now held for over 85 percent of our properties and
lifecycle costings form the basis of our four year investment programme. We will
commence an annual 10% sample of our asset data from April 2021. The specific
investment programmes have been developed taking data from staff feedback and
lessons learnt, customer priorities, repairs data, legislative requirements, demand
analysis, stock sustainability assessments and affordability assessments.
A four year investment plan was approved in March 2020 but the covid pandemic
has significantly impacted our ability to deliver the first year of this plan. As a result
the majority of improvement work planned for 2020/21 will not be delivered until
2021/22.
The key focus for the next three years of the investment plan is still addressing fuel
poverty by delivering energy efficiency improvements, specifically replacement of
electric storage heaters and internal wall insulation in our pre 1919 tenements. We
are also delivering extensive common area improvements to create safer places
where our customers want to live now and into the future.
Resourcing the objectives
Overall profitability and cashflow
The 2021/22 Budget shows a surplus for year of £1,565k, closing cash position of
£2.8m and net assets of £33m.
The 2021/22 Budget shows non-compliance for one of the two loan covenants with
the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), with the interest cover covenant sitting at 54%
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with a shortfall of £372k below the required RBS level of 110% and a shortfall of
£572k on the internal ‘golden rule’ threshold of 140%.
The 2021/22 covenant breach is due to the impact of COVID-19 restrictions on our
investment programme, particularly the delay in starting the air source heat pump
installation project in 11 of our mini-multi properties. RBS indicated in summer 2020
that they would take a flexible approach to covenant breaches due to the impact of
COVID-19 restrictions and they recognised that this was a sector wide issue.
A formal request for flexibility on the covenant has now been sent to RBS and an
update will be provided to Board at the night of the meeting on any covenant
flexibility agreed with RBS. However, as the draft Budget 2020/21 presented here
currently shows a covenant breach, this is a notifiable event to the Scottish Housing
Regulator and the regulator has been informed.
The thirty year financial projections show a projected operating surplus throughout all
years of the plan, a healthy 30 year cumulative cash position of £55m and a strong
balance sheet position with all loans fully repaid by 2041 Year 20 of the plan.
Loan covenants will be met in all years throughout the plan period, with the
exception of Year 1 noted above and Year 3 when a contingency has been included
within the plan to allow for potentially significant costs for replacement of the render
and windows at our three high rise properties. This contingency has been included
for planning purposes only at this stage whilst we progress legal action against the
contractor. RBS have indicated in principle that, in the event this one off major spend
occurs, they will allow this to be excluded from the covenant.
In the medium term, the Cashflow includes a development spend of £85.2m over the
first 6 years on 441 newbuild units, budgeted to be funded by HAG grants of £52.1m,
loans of £30.0m and shared equity sales of £2.6m. Planned maintenance spend of
£25.2m is included over the next 5 years, which includes a contingency of £6.2m in
Year 3 for the replacement of the render and windows at our three high rise
properties.
Value for money and affordability
Our rents in 2020/21 were between 5 and 12% lower (variations between property
sizes) than in other North West Glasgow Associations. The percentage of Maryhill
tenants viewing rent as value for money decreased from 82.5% to 71% from 2015 to
2018 which may in part be due to the introduction of a new rent structure in this
period which saw rents increase significantly for a proportion of tenants. Our 2020/21
rents were also checked against the Scottish Federation of Housing Association’s
affordability model and our larger property rents are assessed as affordable but the
assessment suggested pressure on smaller property rents when occupied by single
people.
In April 2021 the Association will freeze its rents. This decision followed an extensive
consultation with over 600 tenants on a proposed rent increase of 1.2%. Over 60%
of tenants responding to the consultation were in support of the proposed increase
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but the Board acknowledged the unprecedented impact that the coronavirus
pandemic has had on our tenants. The rent freeze has been made achievable
through cost savings in our programme of heating improvements and by extensive
value for money savings across the Association.
Our new Value for Money Strategy due to be approved in March 2021 sets out two
new objectives:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end
of the three year strategy period

This Corporate Business Plan assumes CPI only rent increases in every year of the
plan. This is a significant reduction in the rent increase assumptions contained in the
previous year’s business plan and will ensure that our rents stay lower than our
peers, and continue to be affordable to tenants in the long term.
Value for money continues to be a key medium term focus for Maryhill. In October
2017 the Association committed to achieving £750k of savings in seven years by
2024/25. This target was exceeded when £850k was identified by 2019/20. The
2020/21 business plan set a new value for money challenge, with a further £500k of
savings to be achieved, with £250k to be achieved in 2021/22 and a further £250k in
2024/25. This target should also be exceeded with £373k of savings identified in the
2021/22 budget. This Corporate Business Plan sets a new savings target of £100k
per year for the next three years. The Association has established a Value for Money
Working Group and action plan to monitor progress against this next phase of value
for money savings.
Maryhill joined HouseMark in 2017/18 to facilitate effective cost benchmarking and
this has been used to identify efficiencies. The Association will be exploring
alternative cost benchmarking options and introducing new financial key
performance indicators during 2021.
Borrowing
The Association undertook an externally-supported Treasury Management Review
during 2018 and entered into a new loan facility with the Royal Bank of Scotland for
a total of £35.5m in March 2019. £10.74m remained on existing loan terms and a
new £24.76m rolling credit facility has been secured on improved loan terms.
The Business Plan includes a requirement for loan finance for newbuild development
of £30m, this indicates that new borrowing beyond the current £24m available from
the rolling credit facility would be required to be negotiated and in place by Year 6 of
the plan period.

6

Growth and diversification
We have a planned new build programme of 441 units over the next 5 years. This
programme will be supported by Housing Association Grant administered through
Glasgow’s Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP). Our new build programme
includes mid-market rent, new supply shared equity units and specialist and older
people’s housing. The Association will continue to provide development services to
three other associations until at least March 2023. The Association launched a new
pilot in-house bulk collection service December 2020 and will assess the viability to
provide this in the long term during 2021. The Association is interested in exploring
the potential benefits of additional in-house services and during 20/21/22 will create
a Board working group to learn from the experiences of other Associations.
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MARYHILL: CORPORATE BUSINESS PLAN 2021/22
1. Executive Summary
Maryhill Housing was established in 1977 and is responsible for the management of
approximately 3050 rented homes and providing factoring services to a further 700. Maryhill
Housing has charitable status and is registered as a social landlord with the Scottish Housing
Regulator. Maryhill Housing owns and manages homes in Maryhill and Ruchill in the North
West of Glasgow.
2021/2022 is year three of a three year Corporate Plan approved in March 2019. This plan
sets out a mission, vision and strategic objectives that aim to refocus the organisation around
providing excellent services to customers and making a difference to their lives.
These objectives have been reviewed in March 2021 and a new strategic objective has been
identified for 2021/22: developing a sustainable business. This is in recognition of the need to
focus internally on developing our staff team after a challenging year and ensuring
compliance with all regulatory and legislative requirements.
Vision
Our vision is: Great homes in strong and thriving communities.
Mission
Our mission is: Providing great housing and services for our customers; supporting strong,
inclusive communities in North West Glasgow.
Values
Our values are to:
-

Think customer first
Deliver on our promises
Celebrate diversity
Keep improving

Long term strategic objectives
Our long term strategic objectives are:
-

Improving customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Addressing poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Developing a sustainable business

This annual Corporate Business Plan sets out how our deliverables in 2021/22 will help to
achieve these strategic objectives, and how we will assess and monitor performance
throughout the year. The plan identifies the resources required to meet objectives, and
provides medium term and long term financial projections. The plan identifies key risks and
risk mitigation strategies and uses financial sensitivity testing to assess the robustness of the
business to withstand these risks.
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2020/21 has been an exceptional year with the majority of staff working remotely since the
end of March 2021. This has made staff engagement in the development of the business
plan challenging. Despite this, the whole organisation has been involved in team planning
which has fed into the proposed Delivery Plan for the year.
The Board have held two strategic away days this year, the first in December to focus on
developing as a Board following high Board Member turnover in 2020. The second away day
in March 2021 considered the draft proposals underpinning this Corporate Business Plan.
The Association delivered significant achievements during 2020/21 but the covid pandemic
meant that some key projects had to be postponed into 2021/22. This allowed the
organisation to focus on adapting services to a challenging and constantly changing
operating environment.
Significant achievements during 2020/21 were:
-

Bringing in and distributing over £100k in grant funding to support the Maryhill and
Ruchill communities during the pandemic,
Achievement of £373k of financial savings against a target of £250k.
Consulting over 600 customers on a proposed rent increase and approving a rent
freeze for April 2021.
Starting on site with two key new build projects at Botany Corner and Rothes Drive.
Maintaining critical Neighbourhood Team (concierge) services for our high rise
customers throughout the pandemic.
Reprocuring a new reactive repairs contract generating significant savings for the
Association.
Piloting a new bulk uplift service to replace the service cancelled by Glasgow City
Council.
Commencing provision of an in-house energy advice project following a successful
grant award.
Delivering youth activities and digital inclusion activities at our Glenavon and Maryhill
locks developments.
A reduction in rent arrears with rent arrears now lower than pre covid-pandemic

However, this is offset against key challenges including:
-

The covid pandemic which led to delays in our new build programme, property
investment programme and key project delivery.
Reductions in customer satisfaction in almost all areas (as measured in 2018)
High staff absence partly related to the covid pandemic.
Escalating costs in void repairs
Identification of health and safety compliance issues in the areas of water
management, gas and electrical safety
High turnover of Board Members

This Corporate Business Plan aims to bring the organisation’s focus back onto the customer
after a year responding to external challenges. It also introduces new energy into supporting
and developing our staff team to ensure we meet all legislative and regulatory expectations.
Key deliverables for 2021/22 are summarised below:
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Improving customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Fully implementing our new Customer Charter
Promoting our MyHome customer portal which will allow customers to directly book repairs
online
Carrying out a full customer satisfaction survey and using this to inform the way we work at
Maryhill post covid-pandemic
Addressing poverty and enable customers to make their lives better.
Providing a Smart heating and internet service to over 300 properties
Developing a volunteer strategy to give opportunities to the Maryhill and Ruchill communities
Exploring the use of Social Value as a tool to inform future planning
Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Installing air source heat pumps in 300 properties
Identifying the best heating solution for 700 properties with traditional electric storage heaters
Working with partners to complete the masterplan for the North Maryhill area
Progressing the new build schemes at Rothes Drive, Smeaton Street and Botany Corner
Building a sustainable business
Completing our programme of external landlord health and safety audits and acting on the
feedback
Developing a Digital and IT Strategy and that supports new ways of working post covidpandemic
Launching our subsidiary Maryhill Communities to manage our mid-market rent
accommodation
Asset Management
Our Asset Management Strategy was approved by the Board in March 2020. It sets out our
approach to investing to provide better homes and neighbourhoods to feel proud of, meet
legislative requirements and ensure our homes remain affordable and financially sustainable.
The strategy identifies four key asset management challenges:
- Maintaining pre-1919 tenements including delivering extensive stonework repairs
- Securing owner buy in to deliver improvements to back courts and other common
areas
- Investing wisely in our multi-storey properties
- Improving heating systems in one thousand electrically heated properties with
unpopular, expensive storage heaters.
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Detailed stock condition data is now held for over 85 percent of our properties and lifecycle
costings form the basis of our four year investment programme. We will commence an
annual 10% sample of our asset data from April 2021. The specific investment programmes
have been developed taking data from staff feedback and lessons learnt, customer priorities,
repairs data, legislative requirements, demand analysis, stock sustainability assessments
and affordability assessments.
A four year investment plan was approved in March 2020 but the covid pandemic has
significantly impacted our ability to deliver the first year of this plan. As a result the majority of
improvement work planned for 2020/21 will not be delivered until 2021/22.
The key focus for the next three years of the investment plan is still addressing fuel poverty
by delivering energy efficiency improvements, specifically replacement of electric storage
heaters and internal wall insulation in our pre 1919 tenements. We are also delivering
extensive common area improvements to create safer places where our customers want to
live now and into the future.
Resourcing the objectives
Overall profitability and cashflow
The 2021/22 Budget shows a surplus for year of £1,565k, closing cash position of £2.8m and
net assets of £33m.
The 2021/22 Budget shows non-compliance for one of the two loan covenants with the Royal
Bank of Scotland (RBS), with the interest cover covenant sitting at 54% with a shortfall of
£372k below the required RBS level of 110% and a shortfall of £572k on the internal ‘golden
rule’ threshold of 140%.
The 2021/22 covenant breach is due to the impact of COVID-19 restrictions on our
investment programme, particularly the delay in starting the air source heat pump installation
project in 11 of our mini-multi properties. RBS indicated in summer 2020 that they would take
a flexible approach to covenant breaches due to the impact of COVID-19 restrictions and
they recognised that this was a sector wide issue.
A formal request for flexibility on the covenant has now been sent to RBS and an update will
be provided to Board at the night of the meeting on any covenant flexibility agreed with RBS.
However, as the draft Budget 2020/21 presented here currently shows a covenant breach,
this is a notifiable event to the Scottish Housing Regulator and the regulator has been
informed.
The thirty year financial projections show a projected operating surplus throughout all years
of the plan, a healthy 30 year cumulative cash position of £55m and a strong balance sheet
position with all loans fully repaid by 2041 Year 20 of the plan.
Loan covenants will be met in all years throughout the plan period, with the exception of Year
1 noted above and Year 3 when a contingency has been included within the plan to allow for
potentially significant costs for replacement of the render and windows at our three high rise
properties. This contingency has been included for planning purposes only at this stage
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whilst we progress legal action against the contractor. RBS have indicated in principle that, in
the event this one off major spend occurs, they will allow this to be excluded from the
covenant.
In the medium term, the Cashflow includes a development spend of £85.2m over the first 6
years on 441 newbuild units, budgeted to be funded by HAG grants of £52.1m, loans of
£30.0m and shared equity sales of £2.6m. Planned maintenance spend of £25.2m is included
over the next 5 years, which includes a contingency of £6.2m in Year 3 for the replacement of
the render and windows at our three high rise properties.
Value for money and affordability
Our rents in 2020/21 were between 5 and 12% lower (variations between property sizes)
than in other North West Glasgow Associations. The percentage of Maryhill tenants viewing
rent as value for money decreased from 82.5% to 71% from 2015 to 2018 which may in part
be due to the introduction of a new rent structure in this period which saw rents increase
significantly for a proportion of tenants. Our 2020/21 rents were also checked against the
Scottish Federation of Housing Association’s affordability model and our larger property rents
are assessed as affordable but the assessment suggested pressure on smaller property
rents when occupied by single people.
In April 2021 the Association will freeze its rents. This decision followed an extensive
consultation with over 600 tenants on a proposed rent increase of 1.2%. Over 60% of tenants
responding to the consultation were in support of the proposed increase but the Board
acknowledged the unprecedented impact that the coronavirus pandemic has had on our
tenants. The rent freeze has been made achievable through cost savings in our programme
of heating improvements and by extensive value for money savings across the Association.
Our new Value for Money Strategy due to be approved in March 2021 sets out two new
objectives:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April 2022, April
2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position which assumes CPI
only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year financial plans



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of the
three year strategy period

This Corporate Business Plan assumes CPI only rent increases in every year of the plan.
This is a significant reduction in the rent increase assumptions contained in the previous
year’s business plan and will ensure that our rents stay lower than our peers, and continue to
be affordable to tenants in the long term.
Value for money continues to be a key medium term focus for Maryhill. In October 2017 the
Association committed to achieving £750k of savings in seven years by 2024/25. This target
was exceeded when £850k was identified by 2019/20. The 2020/21 business plan set a new
value for money challenge, with a further £500k of savings to be achieved, with £250k to be
achieved in 2021/22 and a further £250k in 2024/25. This target should also be exceeded
with £373k of savings identified in the 2021/22 budget. This Corporate Business Plan sets a
new savings target of £100k per year for the next three years. The Association has
established a Value for Money Working Group and action plan to monitor progress against
this next phase of value for money savings.
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Maryhill joined HouseMark in 2017/18 to facilitate effective cost benchmarking and this has
been used to identify efficiencies. The Association will be exploring alternative cost
benchmarking options and introducing new financial key performance indicators during 2021.
Borrowing
The Association undertook an externally-supported Treasury Management Review during
2018 and entered into a new loan facility with the Royal Bank of Scotland for a total of
£35.5m in March 2019. £10.74m remained on existing loan terms and a new £24.76m rolling
credit facility has been secured on improved loan terms.
The Business Plan includes a requirement for loan finance for newbuild development of
£30m, this indicates that new borrowing beyond the current £24m available from the rolling
credit facility would be required to be negotiated and in place by Year 6 of the plan period.
Growth and diversification
We have a planned new build programme of 441 units over the next 5 years. This
programme will be supported by Housing Association Grant administered through Glasgow’s
Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP). Our new build programme includes mid-market
rent, new supply shared equity units and specialist and older people’s housing. The
Association will continue to provide development services to three other associations until at
least March 2023. The Association launched a new pilot in-house bulk collection service
December 2020 and will assess the viability to provide this in the long term during 2021. The
Association is interested in exploring the potential benefits of additional in-house services
and during 20/21/22 will create a Board working group to learn from the experiences of other
Associations.
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Appendix O – 30 Year Cashflow
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Appendix R – 30 year loan covenant schedule
Appendix S – Scenario and Sensitivity Testing
Appendix T - Board calendars and agendas
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3. Development of our 2019 – 2022 Corporate Priorities and our 2021/22 Corporate
Business Plan
The diagrams below summarise the information considered when developing our vision,
mission and strategic priorities for 2019 – 2022 and the stages in developing the proposed
Corporate Business Plan for 2021/22.
Information feeding into the Corporate Business Plan

SWOT analysis

Stakeholder
feedback

VFM strategy
and savings
targets

Pestle analysis

HouseMark
cost and
performance
benchmarking

Customer
satisfaction
survey

Corporate
Plan

Risk review

Best
Companies
Survey

Process of developing the 2021/22 Corporate Plan

3 Year
Corporate
Plan
2020/21
Corporate
Plan
Team
Delivery Plan
sessions

• January 2021

Board and
SMT Away
day

• March 2021
Board
approval final
Corporate
Plan
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• March 2021

The covid pandemic has meant there has been less opportunity than in ‘normal’ years to fully
involve the wider staff team in developing the Corporate Plan. The pandemic has also meant
that a high proportion of the objectives from 2021/22 were not delivered at all or delayed. For
this reason, the 2021/22 Corporate Business Plan is a refresh of the 2020/21 plan, rather than
a full re-write.
The Corporate Business Plan priorities have been developed over a three month period
commencing with team–level workshops to develop Team Delivery Plans in January 2021. A
Board and Senior Management Team Away Day to set the strategic direction and agree how
to effectively resource the objectives was held on 6th March 2021. Once approved by the
Board, priorities will be fed back to all staff in April 2021.
In developing the plan the Board has considered a wide range of information about how the
organisation is performing from whether its rents provide value for money to how its repairs
service is perceived by customers, and whether it is complying with regulation and legislation.
This information is presented to the Board at quarterly Assurance meetings and is summarised
in the following section. The following section also considers the environment the Association
is operating in, the upcoming challenges it faces and how it needs to respond to the national
and local strategic policy context.
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4. Where we are now and the environment we are operating in
2020/21 was an exceptional year as a result of the covid pandemic. Unfortunately the
Association did not achieve everything it set out to at the start of the year. It did, however,
respond positively to the challenges posed by the pandemic to continue to provide critical
services to customers. Significant achievements included:
-

Bringing in and distributing over £100k in grant funding to support the Maryhill and
Ruchill communities during the pandemic,
Achievement of £373k of financial savings against a target of £250k.
Consulting over 600 customers on a proposed rent increase and approving a rent
freeze for April 2021.
Starting on site with two key new build projects at Botany Corner and Rothes Drive.
Maintaining critical Neighbourhood Team (concierge) services for our high rise
customers throughout the pandemic.
Reprocuring a new reactive repairs contract generating significant savings for the
Association.
Piloting a new bulk uplift service to replace the service cancelled by Glasgow City
Council.
Commencing provision of an in-house energy advice project following a successful
grant award.
Delivering youth activities and digital inclusion activities at our Glenavon and Maryhill
locks developments.

However, this is offset against key challenges including:
-

The covid pandemic which led to delays in our new build programme, property
investment programme and key project delivery.
Reductions in customer satisfaction in almost all areas (as measured in 2018)
High staff absence partly related to the covid pandemic.
Escalating costs in void repairs
Identification of health and safety compliance issues in the areas of water management,
gas and electrical.
High turnover of Board Members

Key performance results
The Association is a member of HouseMark and benchmarks on cost and quality with peers
across Scotland. A full summary of our benchmarked performance to December 2020 can be
found at Appendix A.
Following service suspension in Spring 2020 due to the covid pandemic most key services are
now being delivered again. The Association has recovered from the impact of the first
lockdown in all areas of performance apart from letting empty properties where a backlog still
exists.
Key highlights are shown below:
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Areas of strength

YTD
Result

Recent
Trend

Target

Scottish
Average

Glasgow &
West

Average time to complete
emergency repairs

2.3
hours



2 hours
max

3.6 hours

2.5 hours

Average time to complete non
emergency repairs

4.5
hours



7 days max

6.4 days

5.1 days

1 minute



3 minutes

/

/

YTD
Result

Recent
Trend

Target

Scottish
Average

Glasgow &
West

Gross rent arrears as a % of
rent due

5.2%



3.7%

4.7

4.8%

Overall absence rate

7.0%



4%
max

4.4%

4.6%

75 days



10 days
max

27

24 days

Average call waiting time

Areas of weakness

Average time to re-let properties

Key financial results and value for money
The forecast outturn for the year as at the end of quarter three estimates an operating surplus
for year of £1,756,062 for the year against a budgeted surplus of £815,339, and an overall
estimated surplus of £1,334,430 for the year to date, against a budgeted surplus of £401,544.
The Association assesses value for money across its area of operation through HouseMark
cost and performance benchmarking. HouseMark’s full summary of our benchmarked
performance can be found at Appendix B. Due to our ongoing programme of savings, costs of
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a number of key business areas compare favourably with previous years. However, gains in
some areas (such as reductions in void costs) were reversed during 2020/21 due to
challenges managing the process when staff were working remotely. Comparison with others
also suggests there are still further opportunities for more significant savings in the future. Key
highlights are shown below. The Value for Money Strategy at Appendix C sets out actions
embedded across the Association to deliver on our value for money agenda and address high
cost areas. Included in this is an action to develop benchmarking around financial
performance. This will ensure the Association includes achieving the cash savings to facilitate
reductions in future rent increases.

Peer
group
quartile

Maryhill
2017/18

Direct cost per property of responsive repairs
and void works

2

£714

£842

£722.27



Average costs of a void repair

2

£2240

£2515

£1857



-

97.49%

98.12%



Positive results when compared to previous
years

4

Rent collected

Maryhill
Maryhill 2019/20
Change
2018/19

Customer feedback
The Association carried out its three yearly customer satisfaction survey in September 2018.
The headline results from the survey are summarised in the table below. We received
responses from 892 tenants and 198 owners, 31% of both groups. The survey was carried out
mainly by post with some responses via email. Telephone surveys were carried out
Disappointingly customer satisfaction reduced in almost all areas compared to 2015 with
significant falls in opportunities to participate in decision making; satisfaction with the
management of the neighbourhood and satisfaction that rent provides value for money. The
full satisfaction survey report is attached at Appendix D.
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Satisfied / good
Maryhill

% pnt change
vs. 2015

% pnt difference
vs. SHR average

% pnt difference
vs near
neighbours

1: % satisfied with overall
service

80%

-3

-11

-8

3: % rating landlord as good
at keeping them informed

82%

-8

-10

-7

6: % satisfied with
opportunities to participate in
decision making

70%

-16

-16

-18

10: % satisfied with quality of
home

77%

-5

-11

-7

16: % satisfied with last
repair carried out in last 12
months

80%

-2

-12

n/a

17: % satisfied with
management of
neighbourhood

73%

-12

-15

-13

29: % rating rent as good
value for money

71%

-12

-12

-5

33: % of owners satisfied
with factoring service

53%

+8

-13

-15

Indicator

The chart below summarises what dissatisfied customers say we could do to improve their
overall satisfaction. The most important issue is to improve the repairs and maintenance
service. On more detailed investigation it is clear that concerns are not really being raised
about our day to day reactive repairs service. The issue is more around long standing or
complex issues that are not fully resolved, and the level of communication with customers
around these issues.
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What Maryhill could do to improve satisfaction:

Better maintenance/repairs service

38%

Better levels of communication/listen to
residents

28%

Take action/deal with issues

25%

Quicker response times

10%

Provide a cleaner environment incl. tackle
dog fouling

8%

Deal with problem neighbours/tenants

6%

Lower/affordable rent

5%

Not answered

21%

In terms of the quality of the home the main concern raised by customers is around energy
efficiency or the cost of heating. This is shown in the chart below. This is apparent for
customers in properties with electric storage heaters where 31% are struggling to afford their
heating costs.
Why customers are dissatisfied with the quality of their home

Too cold / expensive to heat

39%

Lack of storage

33%

Maintenance issues e.g. leaks

29%

Issues with damp / condensation

28%

Needs redecoration

26%

Needs a new kitchen

22%

Home too small / need more bedrooms

19%

Needs a new bathroom

9%

Home too large

3%

Other

30%
0%
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20%

40%

60%

80%

The other key feedback from the survey was customers’ experiences of making contact with
the Association. Approximately one third of customers did not have their enquiry dealt with at
the first point of contact. Of this third, 64% reported that the Association did not get back to
them promptly. This is summarised in the table below.
Was your last enquiry dealt with at the first point of contact?

No
32%

Yes
68%

If not, did Maryhill get back to you promptly with a response to your initial enquiry?

Yes
36%

No
64%
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Customer Insight
The customer satisfaction survey, together with census data, information we hold about our
customers and other local surveys means we have built up a good understanding about our
customers and the challenges they face. This is summarised in the diagram below:

Population in Maryhill

Tenure

• Population is increasing
• There are are a high proportion of
students, lone parents.
• There are a low proportion of singles over
65 and couples with children

• There is a much higher proportion of social
renters than nationally
• There is a much lower proportion of
owner occupiers than nationally

Deprivation`

Ethnicity

• Two thirds of Maryhill communities are in
the top 20% deprived nationally
• Gilshochill is amongst the top 5% deprived
nationally

• 12% of current tenants are from nonwhite backgrounds
• 22% of new tenants are from non-white
backgrounds (2019 data)

Employment and poverty

Digital connectivity

• 33% of tenants are in employment
• Less than 50% of households with childen
report that their monhly income covers
their costs
• 19% of people have chosen to miss meals
because they can't afford to buy food

• 69% of our tenants have access to the
internet

Health
• Approximately 50% of tenants report a
health condition or disability
• Poor mental health is particularly affects
those in middle age
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Other forms of customer feedback
In addition to our main customer survey the Association also uses a range of transactional
surveys to capture feedback from customers when they have used one of our services. An
anti-social behaviour survey was launched in 2019. We also introduced a new way to respond
to these transactional surveys – we now contact all dissatisfied customers on the same day
they provide their feedback and try to resolve their issues. A survey following investment and
some cyclical works will be introduced from April 2021. Processes have also been developed
to support this, ensuring dissatisfied customers are contacted immediately. Transactional
survey results are shown in the diagram below, along with a note of areas where we do not
currently capture feedback.

Repairs
• Internal surveys used at point of repair
• Dissatisfied customers contacted same day as their feedback
• 88% satisfaction achieved

Investment & Planned Maintenance
• Internal surveys following completion of major works
• GAP - % satisfaction currently not recorded / reported
• GAP - no surveys used for cyclical maintenance

New tenants
• Satisfaction survey completed at settling in visit
• 100% satisfaction achieved
• Used for our Charter return - satisfaction with quality of home
when moving in

Anti-social behaviour
• Internal survey on closed anti-social behaviour cases
• 77% of customers satisfied
• Dissatisfied customers contacted by the Housing Manager to
resolve

We rolled out complaints training and introduced a new process for learning from complaints in
January 2020. The outcome of this, together with results from our customer satisfaction
surveys is reported to our Board quarterly.
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41% of our complaints relate to our reactive repairs service, and the most common cause of
complaints is poor quality service, followed by long standing issues not being addressed.
Employee engagement
The Association measures employee engagement through the national Best Companies
survey which asks for feedback on the organisation across eight different factors as shown in
the diagram below. Organisations are compared with one another. The Best Companies
survey did not take place in 2020 due to the covid pandemic. The Association will participate in
the survey in 2021. The results from 2019 are shown below.
The Association’s overall score improved compared to 2018 in every team. Significant
improvement was achieved in terms of employee perception of their wellbeing – this has been
a key focus for the organisation in 2019 as we worked towards the Healthy Working Lives
Silver Accreditation. The following areas were identified as areas of concern and the
Association had a plan in place to address each of these issues in 2020/21:
• Neighbourhood Team (generally less engaged)
• Housing management (differences between the two teams)
• Operational grade 8 managers (less engaged on a number of fronts)
Work is underway with the housing team but unfortunately projects to improve engagement
amongst the Neighbourhood Team and Operational Managers have been delayed due to the
covid pandemic. These projects will be carried forward into 2021/22.
Employee engagement as measured by the Best Companies survey
(+6%)

5.6

(+6%)

(+6%)
(+5%)

(+5%)

5.3
(+6%)
5

(0%)
(+7%)

4.7

4.4

4.1

3.8

Leadership

My
Company

My Manager

Personal
Growth

Maryhill Housing Association - (Oct-19 BCI)

My Team

Wellbeing

Fair Deal

Giving
Something
Back

Maryhill Housing Association - (Sept-18
BCI)

The Association carried out three ‘Pulse’ surveys during 2020/21 to understand how staff were
managing during the covid pandemic and how the Association could further support them.
Key results from these surveys are summarised in the table below along with actions taken by
the Association to respond to concerns raised.
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Staff concern
Impact of staff absence on teams and
individuals
Low levels of wellbeing and worklife balance

Inconsistent communication between senior
and local management
Some staff members not following covid
procedures
Slow system speed when working remotely

Management response
New proactive approach to absence
management introduced in August 2020
including bringing in temporary staffing
resources
Monthly ‘healthy at home’ newsletter
Diversity and wellbeing group established with
action plan in place
All staff Teams calls with CEO and senior
management team, manager briefing
sessions (less reliance on emails)
Covid procedures re-iterated for all staff.
Formal action taken following any breaches.
New remote server introduced and a number
of staff moved across onto it.

Rent value for money and current value for money strategy
Our assessment of affordability is based on a comparison with other landlords’ rents; rent as a
proportion of income levels for households earning moderate incomes and minimum wage and
an assessment against minimum income standards for households earning moderate incomes
and minimum wage.
The chart below shows how our current rents in 2020/21 compare with estimated 2020/21
rents at peer landlords in the North West area, and with the national average registered social
housing rents. Maryhill rents remain below the average nationally and in Glasgow, apart from
our two bed rents which are now above Scottish average at neighbouring association North
Glasgow.
2020/21 Rent Comparisons
140
120
100
MHA
QCHA
NGHA
Cube HA
Scottish Average

80
60
40
20
0
1

2

3

4

5

Maryhill’s rents have been assessed using the Scottish Federation of Housing Association
(SFHA) affordability checker, with the income measures selected for assessment being
minimum wage and moderate income.
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Moderate income levels broadly equate to minimum wage plus any tax credits or housing
benefit tenants earning low incomes may be eligible for. Using this definition, our average
rents are generally affordable for people on moderate incomes. The tables below show the
results for 2020 rents, with none of our average rents exceeding this 30% threshold. When
considering minimum wage, some exceed 25% (highlighted in amber) and the 1 bed rent is
very close to the 30% level for a single working age person. When using the moderate income
measure, some exceed 25% (highlighted in amber). Using the 25%-30% measure shows that
current 2020 rents are least affordable for single households, but on the moderate income
basis our average rents are generally affordable.
The minimum income standard has been developed by a project funded by the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation which supports research around poverty. It is a calculation of the
minimum income required, after rent and childcare, that a household needs to afford a basic
but adequate standard of living. The minimum income includes an allowance for holidays and
travel. Using this indicator a number of our rents would be classed as unaffordable for
customers, particularly customers with children. This demonstrates that even though our rents
are comparatively low, high wider household costs such as childcare and fuel bills mean that in
work poverty and difficult decisions around competing financial priorities will be a challenge for
our customers.
In 2020 the Association considered offering options to customers around their rent increases
but decided to propose a single increase because it was not possible to identify genuine
options to take forward for consultation. A rent increase of 1.2% was proposed and over 600
customers responded to the consultation. Over 60% of respondents were in favour of the
proposed increase but the Board decided to freeze rents for April 2021. This was in recognition
that 2020/21 has been an exceptional year and the unprecedented impact that the coronavirus
pandemic has had on many of our tenants. The Association has been able to afford a rent
freeze through cost savings in our programme of heating improvements and by extensive
value for money savings across the Association.
Minimum wage

Average Weekly
Rent
% of income
% of market rent
% of LHA rate
Income after rent
Income after rent
above minimum
standard

Bedsit
single
working
age
person
£69.84

Bedsit
single
pensioner

1 Bed
working
age couple

1 Bed
pensioner
couple

£69.84

1 Bed
single
working
age
person
£80.83

25.1%
n/a
73.7%
£208.06
-£18.81

£80.83

22.8%
n/a
73.7%
£235.85
+£29.76

29.1%
60.9%
85.2%
£197.07
-£29.80

14.5%
60.9%
85.2%
£474.97
+£101.95
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2 Bed
couple
with 2
kids

3 Bed
couple
with 3
kids

£80.83

2 Bed
single
parent
with 2
kids
£84.23

£84.23

£88.78

19.4%
60.9%
85.2%
£336.02
+£18.37

18.9%
48.7%
70.2%
£360.41
-£36.23

14.4%
48.7%
70.2%
£499.36
+£4.26

13.3%
40.5%
64.7%
£578.18
-£41.51

Moderate Income

Average Weekly
Rent
% of income
% of market rent
% of LHA rate
Income after rent
Income after rent
above minimum
standard

Bedsit
single
working
age person

Bedsit
single
pensioner

1 Bed
working
age couple

1 Bed
pensioner
couple

£69.84

1 Bed
single
working
age
person
£80.83

£69.84
23.3%
n/a
73.7%
£229.95
+£3.08

2 Bed
couple
with 2
kids

3 Bed
couple
with 3
kids

£80.83

2 Bed
single
parent
with 2
kids
£84.23

£80.83

£84.23

£88.78

21.2%
n/a
73.7%
£259.93
+£53.84

27.0%
60.9%
85.2%
£218.96
-£7.91

13.5%
60.9%
85.2%
£518.75
+£145.73

18.0%
60.9%
85.2%
£368.86
+£51.20

17.6%
48.7%
70.2%
£395.43
-£1.21

13.4%
48.7%
70.2%
£545.33
+£50.23

12.3%
40.5%
64.7%
£630.72
+£11.03

The Association introduced a Value for Money strategy in 2017 which set out an overall aim
around value for money to reduce annual rent increases to CPI only as quickly as possible.
The Association set savings targets of £750k over seven years to facilitate this. By 2019/20
this target had already been exceeded, with an £850k reduction in costs having been
achieved. The 2020/21 business plan set a new value for money challenge, with a further
£500k of savings to be achieved, with £250k to be achieved in 2021/22 and a further £250k in
2024/25.
The Association established a Value for Money Working Group in 2019 and developed an
action plan in 2020. The 2021/22 budget demonstrates that the 2021/22 target of £250k is on
set to be exceeded with Savings of £373k built into the budget. The 2021/22 long term
financial business plan assumes further savings of £100k a year for the next three years.
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Risk Analysis
The Association’s summary risk map approved by the Audit and Risk Committee in February 2021 is shown below and the full risk register and annual risk horizon scanning exercise is shown at Appendix E.
Risks have been assessed by the Association’s senior management team and this assessment considered the Scottish Housing Regulator’s (SHR) 2020 identification of external risk factors and key risks
identified in the SHR business planning guidance.
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Environmental analysis
The key environmental factors affecting the future resilience of our business and workforce are
set out in the table below. These tables also show what action Maryhill should take to effectively
manage or respond to these factors.

Political
SNP central and local government:
- Commitment to house building
high
- Commitment to reducing
homelessness
- Zero carbon by 2045
- Devolution of welfare benefits
- Indication that new build
benchmark grant rates will
increase post 2021
- Focusing investment in new
housing on child poverty and fuel
poverty rather than unit numbers
- No commitment to additional new
build schemes in first six months
of 2021/22

Ensure delivery of new development
whilst grant rates are high

Brexit – increase in labour costs for
building contractors, increased materials
costs and delays in materials.

Fix interest rates for repair contracts

Welfare reform changes
- Roll out of UC
- Subsidy for specialist housing
- LHA cap
Covid pandemic protection measures

Ensure linked into and good relationships
with SNP politicians
Support and use any powers to mitigate
welfare reform
Homelessness: maintaining 2020/21
target of allocating 48% of properties to
homeless households
Ensure new build proposals link to local
and national strategic priorities

Consider combining new build contracts
to benefit from economies of scale,
explore different procurement routes,
make the case for more grant
Business Plan sensitivity testing includes
above inflationary cost increases for
repairs and improvement contracts
Continued learning from UC cases in
terms of rent collection.
Keep abreast of changes and adapt
funding and delivery model accordingly
Keeping abreast of changes in covid
pandemic protection levels and adapting
Maryhill’s routemap and service for
customers.
Ensure effective communication with key
stakeholders including customers and
staff.
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Economic
CPI/RPI/BCI – Erosion of purchasing
power
Rent increase pressures (customers and
Regulator)
- Value for Money
- Genuine options for customers

2021/22 business plan assumes rent will
increase in line with CPI to try and
ensure affordability for current and future
customers.
Ensuring affordability (and MH viability).
Delivering efficiencies/savings to keep
rents affordable
Maximising collection of rent
Recognition challenge to provide options

Interest Rate uncertainty (Brexit)

Annual review of Treasury Management
Strategy

High levels of Poverty in Maryhill

Continued investment in in-house welfare
rights service.
Continued roll out of energy advice
services (commenced January 2021)
Focusing regeneration around helping
households into employment
Enabling training opportunities directly
and through Community Benefits clauses

Impact of covid on customers’ livelihoods

Supporting customers to access benefits
where income levels have reduced.
Continued accessing and issuing covid
grants to customers.

Social
Increased homelessness

Better engagement with health services

Increased ASB or perception of ASB
amongst customers

Continue to proactively engage with the
council and other parties to maximise lets
to Homeless households
Robust escalation of cases and review of
ASB processes during 2021/22.

Aging population

Focus regeneration activities on reducing
isolation
Develop new housing that is futureproofed for older residents

Increasing demand for below-market
housing from people priced out of the

Provide alternative tenures (affordable
home ownership and mid-market rent) in
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private market
Diversity and integrating ethic minority
communities and sustaining their
tenancies in this area

new build programme
Continued support for local partners
through Community Fund, such as
Maryhill Integration Network.
Working with Mears to encourage asylum
seekers to remain in Maryhill.

Covid impact – social isolation growing
issue

Working harder to ensure staff reflect the
diversity of customers, e.g. support for
PATH scheme in 2021/22.
Working with partners to support
programmes of digital social connectivity
through Community Fund.

Technological
Assumption of digital by default

Continued delivery of free internet at
Glenavon.
Gradual expansion of free internet
service to customers as part of Smart
heating replacements
Development of Digital Inclusion Strategy
in 2021
Development of IT and Digital Strategy in
2021.

Social media continued growth

Producing new Communications Strategy
in 2021 including launch of Intagram
account.

Emerging smart technologies

Continuing to develop Maryhill’s
customer portal – target for 1500 users
by end of 2021/22.

Covid impact – majority of staff
continuing to work remotely

Development of IT and Digital Strategy in
2021 including investment in remote
working equipment.

Legal
EESSH and EEESH 2

Develop plan to work towards EESSH 2
compliance in 2021/22.

Fire Regulations

Ensuring robust processes in place to
meet February 2022 smoke and fire
alarms requirement
Respond appropriately to any further fire
safety changes
Implement clear stairwells estate
management policy during 2021/22
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Our strategic operating context
The diagram below summarises the key national, local and regional operating context and how the organisation is responding to this.

Strategic Operating Context

National
(Scottish Government
Housing to 2040
Strategy)

• Unlikely to sustain current levels of
investment in new housing
• Focus on investment that meets
other outcomes around child and
fuel poverty
• Focus on tackling and preventing
homelessness due to covid backlog

 Moving into development of less resource
intensive tenures, e.g. mid-market rent
 Specific focus on developing quality family housing
where possible
 Target to allocate 48% in 2020/21

Regional
(Glasgow Housing
Strategy)

• Promote area regeneration and
investment in new housing
• Maintain and improve existing stock,
partiucalry energy efficiency
• Improve access to all tenures
• Promote health and wellbeing

 Maryhill development policy evidence based
and focus on meet need
 Plans to replace all electric storage heaters by
2024 and insulating pre 1919 tenements.
 Developing plans to work towards EESSH 2

Local
(Maryhill
Transformational
regeneration Area)

• Tenure diversification
• Environmental improvements
• Development of specialist housing

 Investing staff time and resources in taking
forward North Maryhill TRA masterplan
 Investigating partnerships with specialist
partners, e.g. GCC social work and Barnados
 Focus in development policy on sites with a
regeneration impact
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Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT)
All of the key information in this ‘Where are we now’ section has been summarised
into the SWOT diagram below.
Strengths
























Improving employee
engagement and staff structure
aligned to key priorities
Culture of collaboration and
sharing skills with other
Associations
Support for staff to progress in
their careers and Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion
programme – care for staff
Improving internal
communication – intranet,
monthly briefings, Teams calls
Location in the heart of Maryhill
Affordable rents lower than
peers
Community involvement and
regeneration
New board members with a
range of experiences
Provision of welfare/benefits and
energy advice
Financial capacity to grow
Political support
More than just a landlord
Robust approach to risk
management
Great performance in most key
performance indicators
New reactive repairs contract
projected to deliver savings
Clear succession plan in place
for Board office bearer positions

Opportunities



Weaknesses













Housing management system not
fully utilised although improving
Customer satisfaction
Poor quality external environment
and increase in vermin
Operating inefficiency – high void
costs
Non-compliance identified in
management of landlord health and
safety
Improvements required in robust
contractor management
One third of stock heated by
electric storage heaters
Resolving complex repairs issues
Delays in planning and delivery of
investment programme, particularly
where owners involved
High staff absence rates
High rent arrears (although
improving in the second half of the
year)
Pockets of the organisation
consistently less engaged, e.g.
Neighbourhood Team and middle
managers

Threats



Right people in the right place to
make improvements
Taking learning from the covidpandemic and developing a new
approach to work at Maryhill
Better use of IT systems and
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Universal Credit and other welfare
reform
Lack of certainty about future new
build funding commitment
Brexit – increased materials costs
and supply chain delays























innovations around mobile
working, digital communications
and getting customers online
Investment and new build
priorities aligned to 2040 vision
Greater engagement with BAME
and other hard to reach
communities
Ensuring plans for regeneration
of North Maryhill TRA deliver
improvements for existing
customers
Moving into new tenures – mid
market or private rent
North West Hub and selling
development services
New technologies: e.g. air
source heat pumps to replace
storage heaters
Using bi-annual visits to
strengthen relationships with
customers
Using customer information to
better target services and
resources
Improve quality of the
environment around our housing
Up to date customer feedback
allowing improved knowledge of
customer attitude
Innovation and culture of
challenge the norm
New reactive repairs contract
giving customers direct access
to contractors’ repairs
appointments.
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Cyber security
Meeting the cost of EESSH 2
Changing customer aspirations
Increasingly digital society
Inflation pressures on costs
Pressure on affordable rents
Customer poverty and insecure
incomes particularly affected by the
covid pandemic.
Buoyancy of new build sector and
escalating contractor costs
Ageing population and the impact
on our service model
Reducing in funding for statutory
services, increasing pressure on
voluntary sector, e.g. changes to
the approach to waste
management in Glasgow.
Reduced availability and
competition for regeneration grant
income
Move away from supported
housing model in favour of Housing
First may put pressure on
mainstream tenancies
Delays in resolving failures in high
rise render

5. Where do we want to be?
In March 2019 the Board set out a new mission, vision and strategic objectives that
aimed to refocus the organisation around providing excellent services to customers
and making a difference to their lives. The objectives aimed to build on the strengths
and address the weaknesses set out above. There is a definite focus on stability and
getting the basics right whilst continuing to innovate and keep improving - whether by
building new high quality homes or digitalising services.
These objectives have been reviewed in March 2021 and a new strategic objective
has been identified for 2021/22: developing a sustainable business. This is in
recognition of the need to focus internally on developing our staff team after a
challenging year and ensuring compliance with all regulatory and legislative
requirements.
Vision
Our vision is: Great homes in strong and thriving communities.
Mission
Our mission is: Providing great housing and services for our customers; supporting
strong, inclusive communities in North West Glasgow.
Values
Our values are to:
-

Think customer first
Deliver on our promises
Celebrate diversity
Keep improving

Long term strategic objectives
Our long term strategic objectives are to:
-

Improve customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Address poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
Provide better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Developing a sustainable business
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6. How will we get there
The sections below set out how the Association will ensure it delivers against these
high level objectives.
Specific key objectives and performance management framework
The table below sets out specific key objectives to be delivered over the next three
years. Key deliverables are listed below and set out in detail in the annual 2021/22
Delivery Plan shown at Appendix F along with leads and timescales within the year.
Key: darkest green – most important
Objective
Lead responsibility
Improving customer experience and increasing customer satisfaction
Owning issues, being clear about what customers can expect and
Corporate lead/All delivery
following through on commitments
Giving customers easier and better ways to contact us, e.g. via text,
IT
online.
Ensuring service relaunch after the covid pandemic delivers on the
Corporate
Customer Charter
Using data and customer feedback to actively shape our services
Corporate lead/All delivery
Dealing with enquiries at the first point of contact
CCT
Reducing poverty and enabling customers to make their lives better
Ensuring our rents remain affordable for current and future
Resources
generations
Supporting our customers to navigate welfare reform, sustain
Housing management
tenancies, move into employment and reduce rent arrears
Supporting more of our customers to get online
IT
Supporting our young people to realise their potential and older
Community regen
people to play an active role in society
Working with partners to improve our customers health and wellbeing Community regen
Working with partners to address crime and anti-social behaviour
Housing management
Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Improving the energy efficiency of our homes to meet EESSH 2 and
reduce fuel bills by replacing electric heating systems with a more
Property
energy efficient solution and improving energy efficiency of our pre
1919 tenements
Shaping the regeneration of North Maryhill
Development
Improving the efficient planning and delivery of our investment
Property
programme
Engaging tenants and owners to improve back courts and communal
Property
areas to create positive, usable spaces
Building new homes that meet housing need
Development
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Exploring taking ownership of council-owned land in order to transform
Resources
the environment around our homes.

Building a sustainable business
Developing leadership skills and an empowered, professional staff
team
Ensuring compliance with all regulatory and legislative
requirements
Promoting diversity and ensuring we represent and reflect our
customers
Growing our in-house knowledge and services offer

HR
Corporate lead/ all deliver
Corporate lead/all deliver
All

Making our contribution to zero carbon and the wider green agenda Resources
Assessing the Association’s aspirations for growth

Corproate

The diagram below summarises our performance management framework and our
approach to continuous improvement throughout the year. Achievement of these
objectives will be assessed through our key performance indicator monitoring
framework, outputs monitored through our annual Delivery Plan or customer
satisfaction. The table at Appendix G sets out how achievement of each objective
will be assessed and timeframes for doing so.
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Performance Management Framework

PLAN our objectives
Vision & Values
Corporate Plan
Delivery Plan
Performance & Efficiency Targets
Investment & Development Programmes
Team Delivery Plans
Individual Appraisal Objectives

IMPROVE what we do

DELIVER our services

Audit Action Tracker
Team Delivery Plans
Improvement Action Plans
Policy Reviews
Learning & Development
Learning from incidents process
Learning from complaints process

Policies & Procedures
Service Standards
Customer Engagement
Communication
Governance

REVIEW our performance
Quarterly Management Meetings
Assurance Board Meetings
Internal & External Audit
Financial Monitoring
Key Performance Indicators
Annual Return on the Charter
HouseMark Benchmarking
Customer & Staff Feedback
Tenant Scrutiny

Key performance targets
Our key performance targets for 2021/22 are shown at Appendix H. Key
performance indicator performance is monitored monthly through our Operational
Team and quarterly at Assurance Boards.
Performance is assessed in key areas of:
- Rental income and arrears
- Lets and tenancy sustainment
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-

Estate management
Reactive maintenance
Housing Quality
Factoring
Customer contact
Complaints
Human resources

Where benchmarking is possible all of our proposed targets are at or exceed local
benchmarks.
Governance effectiveness and assurance
In April 2019 the Association moved to a new governance structure as set out in the
diagram below. This structure was developed in response to the Scottish Housing
Regulator’s new Regulatory Framework. The Parent Board has one Committee
which covers Audit & Risk. A Staffing Panel is convened as required. There is also
provision for Short Life Working Groups to be set up, subject to the Parent approving
specific remits. Short life working groups in the areas of repairs contract procurement
were used during 2020/21.The Subsidiary has a Board of Directors but is currently
dormant. The subsidiary will be activated during 2021/22 in preparation for the
Association providing mid-market rented housing during 2022/23.
Board of
Management
Subsidiary
Board
Audit and Risk
Committe

Staffing Panel

This new Board structure was reviewed during 2019 to ensure it delivered against
objectives.
During 2020/21 six Board Members resigned. Two of these resignations related to a
potential breach of the Board Member Code of Conduct. Two independent reviews
were carried out to ensure that the potential breach was investigated appropriately
and that the Association learnt from the resignations. Action plans were developed
following these reviews and the majority of actions are now complete. Remaining
actions are built into the Governance Effectiveness Plan for 2021/22.
The Association submitted its second Assurance statement in November 2020 with a
self-assessment of compliant with the Regulatory Framework.
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Since submitting this notifiable event the Association has identified issues with its
management of landlord health and safety and notifications have been submitted to
the Scottish Housing Regulator.
In 2020 the Association commissioned North Star specialist governance consultants
to support the Board to develop. This commission will extend into 2021 and includes
observing Board meetings, carrying out Board member appraisals and facilitating
governance-focused away days.
During 2020 the Association also jointly procured a collaborative full governance
review to consider the Association’s approach to Assurance self-assessment,
compliance against the Regulatory Framework and compliance with governance
best practice. This review will conclude in June 2021.
A detailed programme of Board development and effectiveness actions are set out in
the Governance Effectiveness Plan for 2021/22 shown at Appendix I. Key areas of
focus will be:
-

Inducting a new proposed Chair to commence their term from
September 2021.
Adopting best practice from the Scottish Federation of Housing
Association’s review of key governance documents.
Addressing recommendations from the collaborative governance
review.
Developing a CEO Performance Management Framework
Delivery of a tailored individual training programme for all Board
members
Developing a detailed governance framework between Maryhill
Communities and Maryhill’s Housing’s Board.

Internal audit proposals
Wylie and Bisset are the Association’s internal auditors. 2021/22 is the third year of
their contract following a competitive tendering process. During 2020/21 internal
audits were delivered in business planning; business continuity; new build
development, rent arrears management and overall financial controls. All audits
other than rent arrears management returned a result of substantial or better. Year 3
of the three year internal audit programme has been reviewed and adjustments
approved following the process below:








Discussions with the Association’s Chief Executive;
Discussions with members of the Senior Management Team;
Discussions with the Audit Committee;
Review of the Business Plan;
Review of the Risk Register to ensure that assurance is obtained over the key
risks;
Review of Regulatory Guidance on risk management and business planning
A review of the other sources of assurance in place;
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The resulting Wylie and Bisset internal audit plan for 2021/22 is shown at Appendix
J. The internal audit programme, together with timeframes, audit days and lead
officers is shown in the table below:
Audit Topic

Advisory
or
Assurance

Audit Lead Staff
Days Member

Procurement
and
Community
Benefits
Allocations
and voids
Factoring

Assurance 4

Director of
Resources

Q1

August
2021

Assurance 3

Q2

Budgetary
and financial
reporting
Covid
relaunch and
transition to
blended
working

Assurance 3

Head of
Development
Head of
Finance
Head of
Housing

November
2021
November
2021
February
2022

Assurance 3

Performance & Q3
Governance
Manager/
Business
Transformation
& ICT
Manager

February
2022

Information
Management

Assurance 3

Q3

February
2022

Recruitment
and retention
IT systems

Assurance 3

Performance &
Governance
Manager
Director of
Resources
Business
Transformation
& ICT
Manager
Director of
Resources
Director of
Resources

Q4

June 2022

Q4

June 2022

Q4

May 2021

Assurance 3

Assurance 3

Audit
planning
Follow Up

2

Total
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2

Audit Work Audit &
Undertaken Risk
Committee

Q2
Q3

In addition to the Wylie and Bisset internal audits above, the Association will
commission external providers to carry out a number of further specialist audits and
reviews. These form additional third line of defence controls within the Association’s
overall risk management approach and are outlined in the following table. Outputs
from both internal audits and other third line of defence reviews will be reported to
the Audit and Risk Committee quarterly.
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Audit Area

Days

Provider

Status

When in
2020/21

Lead Officer

Collaborative
Governance
review
including
Assurance
Statement
Health and
Safety – all 6
areas in total
(4 areas still
to be
completed in
2021/22)
Cyber
essentials

6

North Star

assurance

Commenced
Jan 2021 –
complete
August 2021

Chief Executive/
Performance and
Governance
Manager

8

Housing health
and Safety
Compliance

assurance

Commenced
Dec 2020 –
complete
August 2021

Chief
Executive/Head of
Property

2

Cyber
essentials
assessor

quality
assurance

Stage 1
commenced
2020/21 Q4.
Completed
stage 2
2021/22 Q4.

Business
Transformation &
ICT Manager

Total Days
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Policy and Strategy development
The Association’s Policy Schedule at Appendix K lists policies and strategies, policy
owners and approving bodies. The Policy Schedule has been fully reviewed in March
2021 to increase the level of delegation to the Associations Senior Management
Team. This will help to ensure that the Board focuses on strategic issues. Key
policies, strategies and plans to be produced during 2021/22 and approved by our
Board and Senior Management Team are set out below:
Strategies to be approved by the Board:
-

Communications
Digital Inclusion
Procurement
Digital and ICT
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Sustainability
Volunteering

Policies to be approved by the Board:
-

Acquisitions and stock rationalisation
Domestic abuse
Procurement and Community Benefits
GDPR policies and procedures
Procurement and Community Benefits
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-

Rent and service charges
Development Policy
Board expenses and allowances

Policies to be approved by Senior Management Team:
-

Remote working
Anti-social behaviour
Dignity at work
Alcohol and substance misuse
ICT Acceptable use
Staff code of conduct
Personal relationships at work
Adverse weather
Organisational health and safety manual

Plans to be approved by Senior Management Team:
-

Information management
Disaster recovery and emergency planning
Induction/onboarding

Employee engagement
In 2021/22 leadership and staff development will be a key focus for the Association
under the new strategic priority of building a sustainable business.
Staff absence was a critical issue in 2020/21 and a project has been carried out to
learn from this absence. Actions will be agreed in March – April 2021 and added into
plans to support staff in 2021/22.
The feedback from Pulse surveys over the year has become increasingly positive in
areas such as communication and role clarity. However, staff are still concerned
about workloads and worklife balance.
There remain inconsistencies between level of engagement between different teams.
Key actions to improve employee engagement are set out below:
Organisation-wide:
 Continued all manager quarterly away days to tie in with Assurance Boards
and ensure all managers collectively own organisational performance
 Development and delivery of Diversity and Wellbeing programme
 Development of new induction procedures including more upfront training and
shadowing teams across the Association
 Continued commitment to professional development including formal
vocational training and a tailored programme of manager development
 Programme of 90 minute ‘manager workouts’ to ensure manager skills and
knowledge consistent and up to date.
 Development of Remote Working Policy to clarify rights and responsibilities in
blended working.
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Team specific:
 Delivering actions from externally delivered programme of team development
in the Housing Management Team
 Exploring use of 360 degree feedback in the Property Team
 1-1 sessions with the Association’s Neighbourhood Team potentially
culminating in facilitated workshops if covid-restrictions allow
 Senior Management Team Away day to ensure fully engaged in 2022/23
business planning process.
Improved use of customer feedback
The Association approved a new Customer Charter in November 2019. The Charter
sets out the standards customers can expect when they contact the Association.
One of the key aims for 2020/21 was to embed this across the organisation.
Unfortunately, due to covid this roll out did not take place as the focus shifted to
delivering our services safely and remotely. This has been carried forward as a
priority into 2021/22. This will require culture change as well as practical process
change to ensure all staff live the Think Customer First value. We will continue to upskill our Customer Contact Team to deal with the majority of enquiries at the first
point of contact.
The Association approved a new Customer Engagement Strategy in 2019 which set
out an aspiration to move to more transactional, live feedback methods. In 2021 we
will carry out a full customer satisfaction survey and will consider whether to move
away from traditional paper based surveys every three years. We have successfully
used text surveys for repairs and anti-social behaviour during 2020/21 and will
explore adding surveys to the MyHome customer portal during 2021/22.
During 2020/21 we embedded a new approach to learning from complaints to ensure
we change our services in response to customer feedback. We now report back on
how we learnt from complaints in each newsletter and to our Board quarterly.
Asset management priorities and investment plans
Investing in existing properties is a top priority for the Association. A new Asset
Management Strategy and four year investment plan was approved April 2020. This
set out clear priorities around improving energy efficiency and the safety of our
homes, such as fire door replacement. Our most important investment priority is
replacement of all of our electric storage heaters with more efficient systems. The
Association has piloted high heat retention storage heaters and air source heat
pumps during 2020 and has secured £1.3m in external grant funding to support the
roll out of air source heat pumps during 2020/21. Property investment is one of the
areas most negatively affected by the covid pandemic and a number of key
programmes had to be postponed into 2021/22.
Key priorities and projects over the coming three year period will be:
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-

Ongoing development of the stock condition database through the
introduction of annual 10 percent stock condition surveys and detailed
analysis of assumptions around mechanical and electrical components
Replacement of electric storage heaters with a more energy efficient
heat source over the next four years
Improving the energy efficiency of our pre 1919 tenements through
internal wall insulation
Clarifying our policy on delivery of works involving common owners
including early engagement, repayment options and scenarios when
the Association is and is not in a majority position in a building
Improved health and safety in key areas of fire prevention, electrical
safety, water safety and asbestos management
Moving, where possible, to a ‘whole property’ approach to investment
in our properties, with as much work as possible carried out in one visit
– minimising disruption for customers.
Embedding a new reactive repairs contracts that provides improved
customer experience through customers booking and tracking their
own repairs online

The Association has set aside funding to deliver on these priorities in its business
plan.
A summary of the Association’s four year Investment Programme is set out at
Appendix L. Projected spend in 2021/22 is £5.8m, significantly higher than in
previous years as the Association aims to accelerate delivery of the programme of
air source heat pump installations after no installations were achieved in 2020/21.
The Association has some challenging assets to manage, particularly studio flats at
Hathaway Lane and high rise properties at Glenavon. These properties suffer from
high turnover, longer than average void times and in the case of Glenavon high
management costs due to on site staff. The Association considered the future of its
studio properties in Hathaway Lane during 2019/20 and in 2020 commissioned an
external assessment of future options for its high rise properties. This study
assessed sustainability in the widest sense and medium term and long term options.
The outcome of this exercise was that the Glenavon properties should be retained
and invested in (e.g. new heating systems) with no significant changes to
management or maintenance for the next ten years. A further review was
recommended after eight years.
Growth
The Association has set out its strategic aspirations for new build growth and
regeneration in its Development Policy: We will build new affordable housing that
contributes to meeting our strategic objectives, is viable, is aligned with the priorities
set out in the Glasgow Housing Strategy and Strategic Housing Investment Plan and
responds to the North West Glasgow Housing Needs and Demand Assessment.
This will include the consideration of regeneration initiatives through active asset
management, including e.g. buy backs, conversions and refurbishment of existing
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stock, where this would contribute to the strategic objective. A specific policy on
stock rationalisation and acquisitions was planned to be developed during 2020/21.
This will be delayed into 2021 due to staff absence in 2020.
The creation of place will be at the heart of all design decisions to ensure that, in
addition to the new homes, the surrounding environment represents a great place to
live with a feeling of community belonging.
We will aim to achieve the highest level of sustainability in development projects.
These will include the appropriate level of heating and insulation aimed at ensuring
occupiers are protected from fuel poverty now and in the future.
We will install a renewable energy source within our development projects, in line
with current building regulations. Where this results in benefits to individual tenants,
e.g. feed in tariffs, the Association will consider an appropriate rent increase to
reflect the added benefit.
The key priorities identified for development are:
-

Low density family housing
Tenure diversification
Older people’s accommodation
Specialist accommodation (e.g. for people with disabilities)
Sites of strategic importance to the regeneration of Maryhill (e.g.
derelict buildings)

This Corporate Plan includes newbuild development of 441units over the next six
years as outlined below:
Current development sites
These are sites that the Association is actively progressing and for which we have
funding agreements in place with the council
Site
Botany
Corner

Homes




Status

Estimated Estimated
Site Start Completion

26 x social rent flats (6 x wheelchair
accessible)
18 x mid-market rent flats
18 x NSSE low-cost shared equity flats

On site

Dec 2020 September
2022

On site

February Spring 2022
2021

Rothes
Drive



22 x 3 & 4 bed houses (2 x wheelchair
accessible)

Smeaton
Street




12 x flats
2 maisonette houses (ground floor
access)
2 x houses
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Tendering

Summer
2021

Summer
2022

Pipeline Development Sites
These are sites which are at the early stages of assessment and which may or may
not become part of our development programme in the future. The Corporate Plan
does include these projects and demonstrates that the Association has the financial
capacity with a £24m loan facility to undertake them. If these developments proceed
there will be a requirement for a further £6m of loan finance in place by 2026/27.
Site

Homes

Potential Site Potential
Start
Completion

Maryhill Cross
(derelict Redan public house)

50

2023

2025

Shawpark Street
(gap site adjacent to back court)

24

2023

2024

Shannon Street (opposite existing housing)

39

2023

2025

Maryhill Job Centre

6

2021

2022

Ruchill/Shuna Street
(gap site)

80

2025

2027

DEBRA building

12

2026

2027

North Maryhill Transformational Regeneration Area

80

2023

2024

Currie Street

20

2024

2025

Lock up Fearnmore/Cumlodden

12

2023

2024

Lock up Shuna/Cadder

8

2023

2024

Maryhill is one of eight Transformational Regeneration Areas in Glasgow and the
Association is working with Glasgow City Council to produce a masterplan for the
North Maryhill TRA area around our high rise flats and mini multis. An online
consultation on the masterplan proposals will launch at the end of March 2021. This
masterplan will be led by green infrastructure improvements – both strategic to link
with wider green/active travel networks and in the immediate vicinity of existing
housing. This area is in the top 10% most deprived areas nationally and faces
challenges such as difficult to let properties and high levels of perceived crime and
anti-social behaviour. Our vision for this area is set out below.


It is a place that its residents feel proud to call home with a clear identity and
strong diverse, intergenerational sustainable community
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It is attractive with a distinctive offer. Drawing new people in to live, work and
play; accessing high quality outdoor space, outstanding play and community
facilities and employment opportunities
It offers safe travel by foot, bike, public transport or car
It has a long term future by offering energy efficient, secure and affordable
mixed-tenure housing that existing and new communities would choose to live
in now and in thirty years’ time.

The Association will consider its aspirations for growth beyond building new housing
at the autumn 2021 away day.
The financial assumptions used for assessing development project viability have
been reviewed as part of completion of the 2021 business plan. The new
assumptions are set out at Appendix M and these reflect our experience of cost
increases in the sector and also updated loan interest and inflation assumptions. Our
business planning assumption is currently that there will be no input of Association
funds beyond the private finance supported by the project rents. This results in an
assumption that, where required, a project will receive above benchmark HAG.
Glasgow City Council has indicated that it will be highly unlikely that above
benchmark HAG will be given in future, therefore a full review of how we might
finance development activity going forward will be undertaken during 2021/22.
Community regeneration
The Association produced a new Community Regeneration Strategy during 2020.
However, in practice Community Regeneration activity in 2020 was focused on
supporting the Maryhill and Ruchill Communities through the covid pandemic. Over
£120k in grant funding was secured and distributed to local residents. The
Association also secured grant funding to launch new digital inclusion services and
to provide energy advice to our customers. In 2021 further funding applications will
be made for funding for a bulk recycling project and for a contribution to the
Transformational Regeneration Area in North Maryhill. The Association will allocate
£50k to its Community Fund and Customer Kitty in 2021/22 to donate to local
projects and initiatives and provides bursaries to Maryhill Housing tenants and
owners.
New business and diversification
The Association has ambitions to diversify, but balanced against a clear focus on
improving customer experience for existing tenants. The Association currently
provides development services to three smaller Associations in Renfrewshire. We do
not have immediate ambitions to expand this service but would consider
opportunities as they arise.
The Association will be developing mid-market rent and new supply shared equity
accommodation and as set out above has aspirations to grow this portfolio in its
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pipeline programme. We would also consider alternative tenures such as private
rented housing.
We deliver a proportion of our landscaping services in-house with directly employed
staff and in 2020 expanded this to include an in-house bulk waste collection service
after this service was suspended by Glasgow City Council. We will explore whether
to expand our in-house service provision through establishing a working group
during 2021/22 when covid restrictions allow to learn from the experiences of other
Associations in this area.
Ensuring rent remains affordable and the Association provides value for
money
We aim to provide excellent value for money services to customers. In this Corporate
Plan we have made a significant shift forward in rent value for money by restricting
future rent increases to CPI inflation for the next thirty years.
Our rents are below our immediate neighbours at Cadder, North Glasgow and
Queens Cross. These Associations are currently assuming that their rents will
increase at CPI + 1% or CPI in the long term.
The rent increase assumptions in this year’s business plan are lower than or equal to
these other Associations and therefore our rents will not start to exceed our peers.
Value for money continues to be a key medium term focus for Maryhill. Reduced rent
increases (when compared to previous years’ business plans) will only be achievable
through delivery of identified value for money savings. Since 2017 the Association
has exceeded its £750k savings target, with over £850k of savings identified by
2020/21. The 2020/21 business plan proposed a new value for money challenge,
with a further £500k to be identified over the next 5 years. A value for money working
group was established during 2019/20 involving staff from across the Association
focusing on efficiency and effectiveness in addition to monitoring this final tranche of
cash savings. The working group identified savings of £373k which are shown in the
2021/22 budget, exceeding the initial savings target of £250k for 2021/22. Savings
are summarised in the table below.
In this Corporate Business Plan a further savings target of £100k per annum for
three years have been set. The working group will continue to meet to monitor
delivery of these savings.
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Budget Item

Reactive Repairs
Utilities
Printing & Stationery
Costs
Staff Training,
Conferences &
Publications
Other Housing Services
Costs

Forecast Business
Plan 2020/21

Actual Business
Plan 2021/22

Total Saving

£

£

£

1,397,432

1,169,344

228,088

272,302

169,328

102,974

19,700

10,500

9,200

64,000

40,000

24,000

70,350

61,500

8,850
373,112

Maryhill joined HouseMark in 2017/18 to facilitate effective cost benchmarking and
this has been used to identify potential efficiencies in key high cost areas such as
void repairs. Maryhill is considering the value for money of HouseMark membership
and will make a decision on future membership in Spring 2021.
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Resourcing the objectives and effective business planning
Rest of plan removed as commercially sensitive
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STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
QUARTERLY REPORT – Q3 (OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2020)

Improved
Steady
Declined

Compliant
Compliant (with non-material areas for improvement)
Working towards compliance

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

Q3
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Current tenant non-technical arrears as
a percentage of annual rental income

4.0%

4.9%

4.9%

3.8%

3.8%



Former tenant arrears as a percentage
of annual rental income

1.9%

Gross rent arrears as a percentage of
annual rental income

5.8%

Indicator

Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

2.4%

-

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

Rental Income & Arrears
1
2
3

1.2%
6.1%

1.5%
6.4%

1.5%
5.2%

1.5%
5.2%




(max)

1.3%

1.5%

(max)

3.7%

4.8%

(max)

4a

Average debt per non-UC tenant

£342.40

£374.90

£612.46

£413.96

£413.96



N/A

-

4b

Average debt per tenant on UC

£701.25

£817.94

£817.84

£717.85

£717.85

N/A

-

5

Number of properties recovered for
non-payment of rent

9

0

3

0

3


-

N/A

-

Lets & Tenancy Sustainment
6

7

Percentage of lets against agreed
quotas:
- Section 5 referrals

(no lets this
quarter)



-

26%

-

62%

53%

55%

68%

-

Waiting list

46%

-

17%

30%

26%

7%

-

Transfer need

21%

-

19%

17%

18%

18%

-

Transfer aspiration

8%

-

2%

0%

1%

7%

13.7

-

122

43

75

Average time to re-let properties



10

17.5

(max)
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Indicator

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

Q3
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

N/A

-

0.5%

0.4%

8

Number of voids over 17 days at the
end of the quarter

6

42

53

34

34



9

Percentage of rent due lost through
properties being empty

0.3%

0.9%

1.9%

1.7%

1.7%



Percentage of new tenancies sustained
for more than a year

88%

88%

89%

89%

89%



90%

88%

10

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

(max)

Estate Management
11

Percentage of anti-social behaviour
cases resolved within locally agreed
timescales

96%

97%

100%

94%

98%



95%

-

12

Number of properties recovered for
anti-social behaviour

0

0

0

0

0



N/A

-

Average hours taken to complete
emergency repairs

1.8

1.8

2.0

2.5

2.3



2

2.5

Average days taken to complete nonemergency repairs

7.4

Repairs & Improvements
13
14

1.7

5.0

6.7

4.5



(max)

7

5.1

(max)

15

Percentage of repair appointments kept

86%

86%

82%

75%

83%



98%

-

16

Percentage of repairs completed right
first time

91%

-

93%

88%

88%



90%

94%

17

Percentage of main contractor’s repairs
that are emergency repairs

46%

100%

39%

43%

56%



30%

-

18

Percentage of customers satisfied with
the repairs service

88%

95%

87%

90%

90%



95%

87%

19

Percentage post inspections completed

11%

-

-

-

-

-

10%

-

20

Percentage of gas safety checks due
that were completed on time

99.9%

80%

77%

100%

85%



100%

-

(max)

Turners’ repairs
data is now
syncing into our
system with
accuracy being
monitored. A suite
of new reports are
being developed
by our software
supplier to
improve our
reporting and data
confidence.
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Indicator

21

Percentage of properties meeting
EESSH

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

Q3
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

93%

93%

94%

94%

94%



90%

89%

3%
4%

2%
4%

2%
4%

2%
4%

-

54%

68%

66%

62%



65%

-

422

488

551

565

551



1000

-

Fails / no data
Exemptions

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

Factoring
22

Factoring income collected as a
percentage of the factoring arrears
balance

Customer Contact & Complaints
23

Number of My Home portal users

24

Number of telephone calls received

42,172

7,069

9,354

10,220

26,643

-

25

Average call waiting time (minutes)

1.2

0.3

1.2

1.5

1.0



(by year end)
Decrease

-

3

-

(max)

26

Number of customers at counter

8,864

-

-

-

-

-

Decrease

-

27a

Percentage of Frontline complaints
responded to within 5 working days

93%

96%

93%

91%

95%



95%

-

27b

Average number of working days to
resolve Frontline complaints

3.8

3.7

3.3

3.3

3.5



4

3.2

28a

Percentage of Investigation complaints
responded to within 20 working days

84%

100%

86%

88%

90%



28b

Average number of working days to
resolve Investigation complaints

17.5

16.5

18.5

16.7

17.3



29

Percentage of Freedom of Information
requests responded to within 20
working days

100%

-

100%

(none
received)

-

(max)

95%

-

15

14.5

(max)

100%

-

95%

-

3.3%



5%

-

(none
received)

Human Resources
30

Percentage of staff from ethnic minority
backgrounds

3%

3.4%

2.3%

3.3%
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Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

Q3
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Percentage staff turnover (cumulative
throughout the year)

21.5%

3.4%

2.3%

3.3%

9.0%



Percentage total staff sickness absence

6.3%

Indicator

31
32a
32b
32c

Percentage short term staff sickness
absence

1.6%

Percentage long term staff sickness
absence

4.7%

3.9%
1.1%
2.8%

12.2%
1.4%
10.8%

8.7%
1.2%
7.5%

8.3%
1.2%
7.0%





Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

12%

14%

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

(max)

4%

4.6%

(max)

1.5%

-

(max)

2.5%

-

(max)

Areas Working towards Compliance (red)
1&3

RENT ARREARS
The level of rent arrears has improved in quarter 3 to 5.2% overall, though this remains outwith our maximum target of 3.7%. Towards the end of
quarter 2 specialist housing teams were formed to allow a small group of housing officers to be dedicated to income collection. The move out of the
initial lockdown also meant that it was possible to re-start serving Notice of Proceedings for tenants in arrears. To support our tenants, a benefits
campaign was launched by the Financial Support Team at the start of November, which continues to be promoted. This has all contributed to the
improvement that has been achieved.
Improvement action: Monthly management meetings continue to review and analyse individual and team performance and to monitor improvement
actions. However challenges continue due to lockdown restrictions on staff visits and court action. January’s arrears have
remained steady at 5.2%.

7&9

AVERAGE TIME TO RE-LET PROPERTIES & VOID RENT LOSS
Our average re-let time was 43 days in quarter 3, which is significantly improved from 122 in quarter 2. The percentage of rent due in quarter 3 that
was lost due to properties being empty has also reduced to 1.7%. With the move to Phase 3 of lockdown we were able to re-start void repairs and reletting properties. The backlog of void properties is being worked through, with the number empty at the end of the month now reduced from a peak of
73 at the end of August to 46 at the end of January. The temporary move to specialist housing teams again enabled a small team of housing officers to
focus on letting properties.
Improvement action: Officers continue to work through the backlog of void properties and we are now investigating online viewings via video to further
assist with lettings while restrictions continue.
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15

REPAIR APPOINTMENTS KEPT
There were only 12 appointments made for repairs in quarter 3, and only 59 in the year to date, due to the restrictions on carrying out routine repairs.
Of the 12 appointments in quarter 3 there were 3 that were not kept, equating to a figure of 75% compared to our target of 98%.
Improvement action: The small number of appointments will continue until the current COVID restrictions are eased. Once our appointment system is
fully up and running again we expect the performance for this indicator to show improvement. Customers will also have direct
access to an appointment system on My Home from the 1st April 2021.

32

STAFF ABSENCE
The level of staff absence has improved from 12.2% in quarter 2 to 8.7% in quarter 3, meaning a year to date figure of 8.3%. This remains significantly
over our maximum target of 4%. The breakdown of absence in quarter 3 was 1.2% short term (on target) and 7.5% long term (outwith target). There
has been an increase in mental health related absence, much of which can be linked to the effects of COVID.
Improvement action: We have been further developing managers with stress and resilience workshops - this is reinforcing the message of early
intervention as a preventative measure, utilising the Stress Policy and Questionnaire. The Association is now also seeking
immediate medical advice for every stress/anxiety absence from Occupational Health. This is allowing the organisation to put in
the right support where possible to reduce the length of the absence. This is already leading to improvement, which we aim to
continue.
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Maryhill Housing Association
Your Data Insights
18 December 2020

The Impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The impact of COVID-19 in Scotland

The Impact of COVID-19 for you

The impact of COVID-19 for you
Rent Arrears Forecast

The impact of COVID-19 for you
Void Loss Forecast

The impact of COVID-19 for you
ASB Cases Forecast

Financial data insights

Peer Group
Stock levels

Tenant Satisfaction

Tenant Satisfaction

Tenant Satisfaction

Tenant Satisfaction

Tenant Satisfaction
Methodology

Online surveys result in lower satisfaction levels

Face-to-face surveys result in higher satisfaction levels

Phone and post are broadly comparable

Tenant Satisfaction
Context – similar

Tenant Satisfaction
Context

Responsive Repairs & Void Works

Responsive Repairs & Void Works

Void Works & Lettings

Void Works & Lettings
Average re-let time

Rent Arrears & Collection

Rent Arrears & Collection
Current Tenant Arrears

Rent Arrears & Collection
Rent Collection WTE per 1,000 properties

Anti-Social Behaviour

Anti-Social Behaviour

Anti-Social Behaviour
ASB WTE per 1,000 properties

HR & Staff

Summary of our findings
Customer satisfaction levels are below that of similar peers – we would recommend
further research in to customer engagement methods and ease of interaction.
Satisfaction around rent VFM is similarly low, despite having a lower average weekly
rent than local peers – we would recommend further research as to why tenants feel
this is the case.
Spend in rent arrears & collection has ‘bucked the trend’ when compared with
similar peers – increasing over time rather than decreasing. HouseMark can provide
further analysis and comparisons regarding resourcing within this area.

Rocky times ahead for the sector both in terms of arrears, void loss and sickness
absence. Use HouseMark’s performance forecasts to understand the likely impact for
you. We would recommend quarterly data submissions in order to make the most of
this service.

Thank you for your time
0131 281 2048
scotland@housemark.co.uk

www.housemark.co.uk

MARYHILL HOUSING

Value for Money Strategy
2021-2024
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1. Introduction
This Value for Money (VFM) Strategy links to our Corporate Plan and sets out the key
actions required over the next three years to deliver on our VFM aims of:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period

Our VFM Strategy is integral to delivering on our vision, mission, values and long term
strategic objectives.
Our vision is: Great homes in strong and thriving communities
Our mission is: Providing great housing and services for our customers; supporting strong,
inclusive communities in North West Glasgow.
Our values are to:





Think customer first
Deliver on our promises
Celebrate diversity
Keep improving

Our long term strategic objectives are to:




Improve customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Address poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
Provide better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of

Our activities are funded through the rents paid by our tenants and the factoring fees paid
by our factored customers. There is a direct link between the VFM we achieve and the level
of rents or factoring fees we charge.
As a registered social landlord (RSL) we have a duty under the Scottish Social Housing
Charter to continuously strive for VFM, this is set out in Outcome 13: Value for Money:
“tenants, owners and other customers receive services that provide continually
improving value for the rent and other charges they pay”
This VFM duty is also reflected in the Scottish Housing Regulator’s Regulatory Framework
Standard 3: “The RSL manages its resources to ensure its financial well-being, while
maintaining rents at a level that tenants can afford to pay.”
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2. Purpose of this strategy
The purpose of the strategy is to:


Provide a clear definition of what VFM is



Provide a summary of the progress made towards achieving our VFM aims to date



Identify key objectives for achieving our VFM aims in the 3 years of this strategy, and



Set out an action plan for 2021/22 for the first steps in achieving these objectives

3. What is VFM?
VFM is about making optimal use of resources to achieve intended outcomes.
Achieving VFM is often defined as achieving the optimal balance in terms of Economy,
Efficiency and Effectiveness. The diagram below illustrates this:
Value for Money

ECONOMY

EFFICIENCY

EFFECTIVENESS

Economy – demonstrates whether services were delivered on budget, on time and within
resource constraints. We need to be able to show that resources and services have been
procured at the lowest possible costs without loss of quality
Efficiency – demonstrates that we have achieved a good return on our investment. We
need to be able to show the value of the output we have obtained against what we have
invested
Effectiveness – demonstrates the extent to which we have delivered against what we set
out to do. We need to show that we have achieved everything we set out to do in relation to
the total cost attributed to these outputs.
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The Economy, Efficiency, Effectiveness model can however be interpreted as just about
financial control of spending. Controlling spending is part of VFM, but VFM is much wider
than just the cost of things.
Resources is much wider than just money, it also includes time, staff costs, use of assets
and community benefits. The vast majority of the resources we have are funded by tenants’
rents. Therefore, making optimal use of resources is about using tenants’ rent money well.
This links to the first of our VFM aims:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans

Achieving the optimal use of resources is also far wider than just spending the right
amount of cash on something, it is also fundamentally about the way we do things and the
processes we follow in doing these things. When considering if we are achieving VFM in
everything we do, we should strive to develop a culture where we continually ask ourselves
“does this activity use the right amount (optimal) of tenants rent money (resources)
to do the right things (intended outcomes)”
This links to the second of our VFM aims:


ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period

Another crucial element in achieving VFM is understanding our customers needs and
aspirations and involving customers in investment decisions. This is critical if we are to
ensure that customers see that we are investing in the right things.
Whether someone views an activity as achieving VFM is very much about people’s
perceptions and therefore is intrinsically linked to customer satisfaction. Listening and
responding to customer feedback in all forms of consultation is therefore also part of a VFM
approach.
4. VFM Progress To Date
The first VFM strategy covered the period 2017-2020. In 2017 the 30 year financial
business plan was still based on projected rent increases of RPI+. Over the period of the
first VFM strategy the business plan has moved progressively towards achieving CPI only
rent increases.
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In order to move towards these lower projected rent increases, a VFM savings targets was
identified of £750K savings being achieved over a 7 year period:


£250k by 2018/19,



£250k by 2019/20, and



final £250k by 2024/25

By the end of 2019/20 a total of £850k of VFM savings had been achieved, and the 2020
Corporate Plan set a target of a further £500k of VFM savings by 2024/25:


£250k by 2021/22, and



£250k by 2024/25

In the 2021/22 Budget savings of £373k were identified.
Therefore, since the implementation of the first VFM strategy in 2017 the Association has
achieved a total of £1.223m of VFM savings.
Achieving the VFM savings has been assisted by the development and implementation of:


Improved budgeting and budgetary control



Improved business planning



Improved asset management and life cycle costing data



Improved procurement and contract management processes



Restructuring of customer facing teams



Identification of areas for savings by the VFM Working Group



Benchmarking and best practice information via Housemark and linking in with other
RSLs

5. VFM objectives
Our VFM aims are:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period
5

To deliver these aims, the following objectives have been identified for the 3 year strategy
period:


Ensure customer needs and views are central to our VFM approach



Review and improve operational efficiency and internal processes to achieve VFM
and obtain efficiencies



Optimise the use of our assets to achieve VFM for our customers and the
Association



Ensure that we procure goods, services and works in the most sustainable economic
way possible



Develop leadership skills and an empowered, professional staff team



Deliver social and environmental value

The Action Plan set out at Appendix 1 details the actions which will be taken over the
course of 2021/22 under each of these objectives.
The actions have purposefully for the main part been taken directly from the Team Delivery
Plans of the various functions within the Association. This linking of VFM to the actions
across all staff teams is an essential element in achieving the aim of embedding the VFM
approach.
The Association will also continue with quarterly meetings of the VFM Working Group,
which will be lead by the Head of Finance and have representatives from across the staff
teams and Board. The purpose of the VFM Working Group will be to identify any new areas
of VFM focus that can then be taken forward by relevant staff teams in future Team Delivery
Plans. The VFM Working Group will also monitor the effectiveness of the VFM efforts being
made by assessing financial savings achieved annually.
For the coming three year strategy period, a new VFM savings target will be applied:


£100,000 to be saved each year for the next three years, with these savings feeding
into the annual budgets for 2022/23, 2023/24 & 2024/25.

6. Strategy Review
This strategy will be reviewed annually to ensure it remains relevant to the business and
contributes to the overall strategic objectives.
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Value for Money Action Plan

Item

Appendix 1

Objectives

Lead

Timescale

Monitored
Through

1 Ensure customer needs and views are
central to our VFM approach
1a

Use feedback from satisfaction surveys, RTO
meetings and consultations to help priorities
funding and partnership opportunities to
address any common themes/interest which
arise from our customers

Community
Regeneration
Manager

From April
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1b

Renew our satisfaction figures through a full
customer survey to assess the impact that
recent improvements have had on our
customers’ views of the organisation.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

August
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1c

Make use of customer insight information from
local and national sources to gain a better
knowledge of the needs, aspirations and
challenges of our current and potential
customers.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

1d

Working with TCG/Glasgow City Council (GCC)
to carry out the virtual consultation for the
masterplan for North Maryhill TRA

Head of
Development

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1e

In-House survey on finance and utilise
feedback for improvements

Head of
Finance

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1f

ASB satisfaction survey to be carried out with
100% of complainants who are residents.
Feedback monitored monthly at team meetings
and used to shape the development of our
management of anti-social behaviour.

Head of
Housing/all of
housing team

Monthly
from April
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1g

Carry out customer satisfaction survey with the
landscaping service and act on feedback
received

Head of
September Team
Housing/
2021
Delivery
Neighbourhood
Plan
Team Leaders

1h

Agree appropriate heating solution for
Glenavon properties, based on data and
feedback from pilot properties

Investment
Manager

7

August
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1i

Investigate the best way forward in terms of
using benchmarking information to develop our
VFM approach

Director of
Resources

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1j

Develop a suite of VFM benchmarks

Director of
Resources

Sept 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1k

Deliver training on VFM across all staff
teams to ensure it is built into annual team
delivery planning process.

Director of
Resources

Oct 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2 Review and improve operational efficiency
and internal processes to achieve VFM and
obtain efficiencies
2a

Purchase Ledger Scanning and Invoice
workflow

Head of
Finance

October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2b

SDM Management Accounts work completed
for 22-23

Head of
Finance

January
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

2c

HR and Payroll Interface

Head of
Finance/ HR
Manager

July –
August
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2d

Review Anti-Social Behaviour procedure in the
light of feedback received from surveys –
demonstrating that customer feedback has led
to changes in the way anti-social behaviour is
managed.

Head of
Housing/
Housing
Manager

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2e

Deliver new broadband connectivity – potential BT & ICT
for VFM monetary savings or better speeds to
Manager
improve productivity/remote working experience
for staff

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2f

Explore Boardpacks renewal/replacement

BT & ICT
Manager &
P&G Manager

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2g

Explore replacement of Zeus (TA) with HR

BT & ICT
Manager & HR
Manager

September Team
2021
Delivery
Plan
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2h

Developing process and procedure schedule
for Property team and prioritising keys areas for
review / implementation.

Head of
Property/
Managers

Q4 20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

2i

Updating the void process to include void clean
and clearances

Director of
Operations/
Property
Manager

Q4 Jan
20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

2j

Deliver reduction in bad debt write off through
improved factoring arrears performance

Factoring
Manager

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

2k

Ensure Factored owners are correctly
consulted with so that owner’s share can be
recovered

Factoring
Manager/
Asset
Manager/
Investment
Manager

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

2l

Review of contract management framework

Director of
Resources

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2m

Revise Risk Register to incorporate the 3 lines
of defence controls, new format to June Audit &
Risk Committee

Director of
Resources

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

3 Optimise the use of our assets to achieve
VFM for our customers and the Association
3a

Develop and implement Acquisition and Stock
Rationalisation Policy

Director of
Resources/
Head of
Finance

September Team
2021
Delivery
Plan

3b

Promote My Home and sign up all customers
with email addresses at sign up and two yearly
– target of 500 additional customers signed up
by year end.

Head of
Housing/All
housing
officers

Monthly
Team
when visits Delivery
resume
Plan

3c

My Home improvements (live chat, more
offerings on reporting issues and repairs)

BT & ICT
Manager

Ongoing
through
2021-22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3d

Restructure of F drive into separate drives by
department

BT & ICT
Manager &
P&G Manager

October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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3e

Expanding use of photos and videos for
customers to reduce the need for PO home
visits

Customer
Services
Manager/
Property
Manager/
Property
Officers

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

3f

Promotion of MyHome facility and supporting
customers to sign up to this. Target of 1000
users

Head of
Property/
Managers

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

3g

Developing the methodology to be used for
stock condition surveys; delivering training on
these; planning and implementing a condition
survey of 10% of MH stock

Director of
March
Operations/
2021
Head of
Property/ Asset
Manager

Team
Delivery
Plan

3h

Implement a stock condition survey of the main
office

Property
Manager/
Property
Officers

Q1 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3i

Agree a standard specification for the
Association’s back court and develop a plan to
visit, assess and agree priority improvements

Director of
Operations/
Asset Manager

Q1 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3j

Review Internet of Things technology and use
for future inclusion in MH stock

Head of
Property/
Property
Manager/ BT &
ICT Manager

Q2 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3k

Develop and deliver programme of watertesting within storage tanks. Ensure the
effective ongoing management of water
hygiene testing in line with legislative
requirements.

Head of
Q4 202/21
Property/ Asset
Manager/
Property
Manager

Team
Delivery
Plan

3l

Deliver fire risk assessment actions in line with
the action identified for multi story properties
and set out a plan for delivery of any necessary
remedial actions from low rise FRAs (when
developed)

Head of
Property/
Property
Manager

Q4 20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

3m

Establish rent working group in order to plan
and then deliver the import of rent structure into
SDM

Director of
Resources

June –
October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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3n

Mid Market Rent delivery via subsidiary – set
up accounting model and if required inter
company loan

Director of
Resources/
Head of
Finance

September Team
2021
Delivery
Plan

3o

Monitor achievement of VFM savings as part of
annual budget setting process

Head of
Finance

February
2022

VFM
Working
Group

3p

Identify areas for further VFM improvement

Head of
Finance

Ongoing
on a
quarterly
basis

VFM
Working
Group

4 Ensure that we procure goods, services and
works in the most sustainable economic way
possible
4a

Complete the bulk uplift pilot and provide
meaningful feedback to enable a decision to be
made on the future of the service

Neighbourhood April 2021
Team Leaders/
Estates Team

4b

Implement pilot of in house void clearance and
cleaning service in the multi storey stock

Neighbourhood September Team
Team Leaders/ 2021
Delivery
Estates Team
Plan

4c

Deliver 2% savings on voids and reactive
repairs budgets to 22/23

Head of
Property

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

4d

Deliver savings in cyclical maintenance costs
through reprocurement of contracts

Head of
Property

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

4e

Organise external procurement training for key
staff (JS/CB/RW) in regards to OJEU
procurement

Director of
Resources

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4f

Deliver internal training in procurement toolkit,
Director of
practical steps of undertaking OJEU
Resources
procurement, community benefit monitoring and
contract management

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4g

Produce further detailed procurement process
guidance and templates, such as use of PCS
for contract notice, contract award, framework
call off, tender evaluation, issuing of standstill
notice etc.

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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Director of
Resources

Team
Delivery
Plan

4h

Review of Procurement & Community Benefits
Policy and update of Procurement Toolkit, to
include consideration of use of frameworks as
VFM and consideration of widening of
community benefits to include sustainability
options

Director of
Resources

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4i

Financial due diligence for procurement to be
built into guidance, include consider finance
undertaking credit checks for contractors

Director of
Resources

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4j

Implement Procurement Plan and Community
Benefit monitoring and report quarterly to SMT
from July 2021

Director of
Resources

By April
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4k

Explore Scotland Excel procurement review

Director of
Resources

December
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5 Develop leadership skills and an
empowered, professional staff team
5a

Develop training/development plan and “how
to” guide for CCT to provide accurate advice on
rent accounts and arrears up to the value of
£500.

Housing
Manager/All
Housing
Officers

October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5b

Implement revised Housing Officer Duty Cover
to ensure that customers receive a meaningful
service at the first point of contact – by
telephone or in person

Head of
Housing/
Housing
Managers

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5c

Implement full Performance Management
Framework – detailing how performance will be
managed in each area of the housing service –
including audits, weekly performance
management meetings, one to ones and
monthly team performance meetings

Head of
Housing/
Housing
Managers

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5d

Review allocations and processes and make
recommendations for revised procedure – using
learning from lockdown and explore
opportunities to digitalise parts of the process
for the customer

Housing
Manager/All
Housing
Officers

January
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

5e

Development and delivery of “90 minute
Management Workout” workshops

HR Manager/
HR Officer

July 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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5f

Implement revised induction process

HR Manager/
HR Officer

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5g

Provide training in repairs, including refresher
training, new repairs timeframes and SORs by
April 2021 (timescales to be confirmed)

Head of
April 2021
Housing/
Neighbourhood
Team Leaders

Team
Delivery
Plan

5h

Develop Training matrix to Identify any gaps in
training in the Estate Team and ensure that all
team member fully trained in all aspects of the
role

Neighbourhood September Team
Team Leaders 2021
Delivery
Plan

5i

Develop team training plan to incorporate key
areas of legislation and compliance

Head of
Property

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5j

Develop programme for CCT advisors to
shadow property/housing officers. CCT to
agree mechanism e.g. rota based system and a
brief to identify learning to be gained from
shadowing. Agree with Housing Management
guidelines and structure to work shadowing

CCT Advisors/
Housing
Officer/
Property
Officer

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

5k

Full Property team to meet quarterly to ensure
effective inclusion in team priorities. Develop a
monthly bulletin / blog to keep the full team up
to date with key Property information in
between full team meetings.

Head of
Property/
Managers

Q4 20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

6 Deliver social and environmental value
6a

Establish a Sustainability Working Group

Director of
Resources

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

6b

Develop a Sustainability Strategy & Action Plan

Director of
Resources

November
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

6c

Complete installation programme of air source
heat pumps across mini multis

Heating
Project
Manager
Manager

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

6d

Identification of a technical solution for
replacement of electrical storage heaters in low
rise properties and procurement for installation

Investment
Manager

Dates as
per
investment
plan

Team
Delivery
Plan
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6e

Set out plan for working towards delivery of
EESSH 2

Asset Manager

Q1 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

6f

Explore social value and link in with SFHA work
stream – potential link into sustainability
strategy and community benefits

Director of
Resources

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Background and objectives
The purpose of this study was to measure tenant satisfaction on the core ARC
indicators, following previous ARC indicator surveys carried out in 2012 and 2015 by a
different provider. However, the study also aims to examine in detail transactional
dealings with Maryhill such as enquiries and details of the last repair carried out, and
issues such as digital inclusion.
A similar survey was carried out amongst factored owners; the findings from this
strand are reported on separately.

1.2 Methodology
A census of tenants was carried out. Fieldwork took place in August-September 2018,
with tenants sent a paper version of the survey by post, with the option to complete
online if preferred. In addition to this, emails were sent with a unique link to the survey
where an email address was available. Telephone surveys were conducted with
tenants not completing the survey via these means. In total, 892 tenant surveys were
completed, meaning that 31% of tenants completed the survey. Based on a tenant
population of 2,833 valid addresses, this number of achieved surveys equates to a
maximum standard error of ±2.8% at the 95% confidence level on an observed statistic
of 50%. Thus, we can be 95% confident that responses are representative of those
that would have been given by tenants if all Maryhill tenants had completed a survey,
to within ±2.8% of the percentages reported. This means that if all tenants had
completed the survey and a statistic of 50% was observed, we can be 95% confident
that the response lies between 47.2% and 52.8%.
1.2.1

Weighting
To correct for any imbalance in completion rates, the final data was weighted by
postcode area and property type.

1.2.2

Rounding
Figures and tables are used throughout the report to assist explanation and analysis.
Although occasional anomalies appear due to ‘rounding’ differences, these are never
more than +/-1%. These occur where, for example, the proportion of respondents who
are very satisfied and fairly satisfied are added to produce an overall satisfaction
figure. For example, if 25.4% of residents state they are very satisfied and 30.3% of
residents are fairly satisfied, these figures are rounded down to 25% and 30%
respectively. However, the sum of these two responses is 55.7% which is rounded up
to 56%, whereas the individual scores suggest this total should be 55%.
Where infographics are used, however, figures are adjusted where necessary to add
up to 100%, in order for the infographic to function effectively. All such adjustments are
flagged in the report.
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1.2.3

Significance testing
Where the term ‘significant’ is used in this report in relation to a difference within subgroups (e.g. property type, area) or compared to previous findings, this means we can
be 95% confident that there is a significant difference. Please note that throughout the
report the word ‘significant’ has only been used to refer to those figures, which have
been proved to be statistically significant through this test.

1.3 Mapping
Mapping of postcode units (e.g. G20 0L) is included at points in this report. Asterisks
on each map indicate full postcodes within each unit where there is tenanted Maryhill
stock, with each group of asterisks circled in red.

1.4 ACORN analysis
Throughout this report analysis is included by ACORN categorisation. An explanation
of this analysis is given in Section 3.1.1, with detailed pen-portraits of each of the
segments discussed included in Appendix 2.
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2 Key findings
2.1 ARC indicator overview
The table below indicates headline satisfaction / rating good on all ARC indicators,
compared to 2015 findings and against the average for RSLs for 2017/18. As this
indicates, perceptions are markedly lower than the Scotland-wide average on all
measures. The proportion rating Maryhill positively has also fallen compared to 2015
on all ARC indicators, with statistically significant falls highlighted in red below.
Table 1: ARC indicator findings
Satisfied / good
Maryhill

% pnt change
vs. 2015

% pnt difference
vs. SHR average

1: % satisfied with overall service

80%

-3

-11

3: % rating landlord as good at
keeping them informed

82%

-8

-10

6: % satisfied with opportunities to
participate in decision making

70%

-16

-16

10: % satisfied with quality of home

77%

-5

-11

16: % satisfied with last repair carried
out in last 12 months

80%

-2

-12

17: % satisfied with management of
neighbourhood

73%

-12

-15

29: % rating rent as good value for
money

71%

-12

-12

Indicator
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In contrast to the fall in perceptions compared to 2015, perceptions are on all ARC
indicators closer to the 2012 findings as the figure below indicates - although on the
measures highlighted perceptions are still significantly less positive when compared to
both 2015 and 2012.
Figure 1: ARC indicators over time
100%

% satisfied / % good

Measures also significantly
down vs. 2012

80%

60%

2012

4

2015

2018

Key findings

2.2 Areas for focus
2.2.1

Unresolved repairs and maintenance issues
Improvements to the repairs and maintenance service is the most-mentioned issue by
tenants who are not satisfied with the overall service they receive. Amongst those
citing repairs and maintenance in this context, it is striking that 31% of this group have
not had a repair in the last 12 months, indicating issues that have not recently been
dealt with. In keeping with this, a number of comments indicate recurring repairs and
maintenance issues, in some cases dating back several years (Section 3.2). Resolving
such long-standing problems will be key in improving tenant satisfaction.

2.2.2

Enquiry handling
Around one in five of those contacting Maryhill find both that their enquiry is not dealt
with at first point of contact and that Maryhill do not get back to them promptly with a
response. At the same time, the proportion contacting Maryhill in the last 12 months
has increased significantly to 78% (+13% points) compared to 2015, which is 8-13%
points higher than BMG’s findings for three other Scottish RSLs in 2018. The issue of
unresolved enquiries is likely to have led to this higher level of contact volumes, and
also has a clear negative impact on other satisfaction metrics. For example, of tenants
who find both that their enquiry is not dealt with at first point of contact and that
Maryhill do not get back to them promptly with a response, just 45% rate Maryhill as
good at keeping tenants informed about their services and decisions, compared to
82% of all tenants (Section 5.1). It is also likely that many such unresolved enquiries
will involve the recurring maintenance issues referred to above.

2.2.3

Heating
Almost half (48%) find it difficult to afford the cost of heating their home to a
comfortable level in the winter months, including 20% who find it very difficult. This
issue is not only problematic in itself but also has clear implications for tenants’
perceptions of the quality of their home. Homes being too cold / expensive to heat is
the leading reason cited for not being satisfied with the quality of home; just 59% of
those who find it very difficult to afford the cost of heating in winter are satisfied with
the quality of their home. This compares to 74% / 79% who find it fairly difficult / fairly
easy respectively, compared to 94% of those who find it very easy (Sections 7.2-7.3).
To improve quality of home perceptions, Maryhill should therefore focus attention on
specific blocks of flats where cost of heating appears to be a particular issue (Section
7.3.1).
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3 Overall satisfaction
Eight in ten tenants (80%) are satisfied with the overall service they receive, including
43% who are very satisfied. 15% are dissatisfied. Whilst satisfaction has fallen by 3%
points compared to 2015, this change is not statistically significant, and the proportion
very satisfied has in fact risen by 3% points in this period. However, dissatisfaction has
increased significantly compared to 2015, and this is driven mostly by a significant
increase in the proportion very dissatisfied (+4% points).
Figure 2: Q1. Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you
with the overall service provided by Maryhill Housing? (Valid responses)

80%

83%

80%

11%

10%

15%

2012

2015

2018

Unweighted sample base: 878

6

1% also gave a ‘No opinion’ response

Overall satisfaction

3.1 Overall satisfaction - By key subgroups
These findings can then be analysed by key subgroups. There are no significant
differences in satisfaction levels by gender or by ethnicity. There are also no significant
differences in perceptions by property type (shown overleaf). By contrast, marked
differences in satisfaction are apparent for:


Area, with G20 0L
tenants
recording
significantly lower levels
of
satisfaction
compared to the total.
There are indications
that perceptions of Maryhill’s neighbourhood services (Section 9.1.1) and
management of neighbourhood (Section 9.2.1) are below average in this area;



Housing benefit:
recipients;



Deprivation levels: satisfaction levels are highest amongst those living in the
most deprived quintile of Maryhill’s stock (defined according to the Scottish
Index of Multiple Deprivation, SIMD1), which may be seen as an encouraging
finding given the likely additional needs of some tenants in this group.

perceptions are more positive amongst housing benefit

All groups where % satisfied is significantly different compared to the total are
highlighted with a tick or cross overleaf.

1

The SIMD breaks Scotland down into 6,976 areas (‘data zones’), ranking these by a combination of
deprivation levels across current income, employment, health, education, skills and training, housing,
geographic access and crime.
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Figure 3: Q1. Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you
with the overall service provided by Maryhill Housing? – By sub group (Valid
responses)

Total (878)

Property
type

80%

4 In A Block (69)

75%

Flat (688)

5% 15%

85%

G20 0H (82)

84%

4% 11%

G20 0J (139)

86%

3% 12%

4% 11%

69%

4%

G20 8D (59)

83%

G20 8N (48)

81%

3%7%
5% 12%
2% 17%

79%

Any (551)

11% 11%

83%

No (292)

3% 13%

74%

1 - Least deprived (27)

8%

81%

2 (181)

8%

81%

4 (224)

4%

86%
0%

20%
Satisfied

40%
Neither



17%
18%
4% 10%

60%
Dissatisfied

Unweighted sample bases in parentheses
No more than 3% in any of the groups indicated give a ‘No opinion’ response
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4% 14%

78%

5 - most deprived (239)

18%

0% 19%

74%

3 (207)



24%

90%

G20 9T (56)

Deprivation
quintiles

17%

House (121)

G20 0N (33)

Housing
benefit

6%

80%

G20 0L (48)

Area

5% 15%

80%



100%

Overall satisfaction
3.1.1

Overall satisfaction - By ACORN categorisation
The findings have also been analysed by the ACORN segmentation tool. ACORN
segments households, postcodes and neighbourhoods into 6 categories, 18 groups
and 62 types. This segmentation is built around characteristics such as age, income,
occupation, type of housing, and ethnicity. Base sizes on this survey allow us to
examine the data by the Young Hardship group, and by the following types: Educated
young people in flats and tenements; Social rented flats, families and single parents;
Deprived areas and high-rise flats; and Pensioners and singles in social rented flats.
These segments have been selected not only on the basis of base sizes but also so
that the data can be analysed at the most granular level possible (type or, failing that,
group). No tenant appears in more than one of the five segments discussed.
A description of each of these segments is given in Appendix 2, and an indication of
the proportion of Maryhill tenants falling into each segment.

3.1.1.1 Young Hardship
As the figure overleaf indicates, Young Hardship tenants record the lowest levels of
satisfaction, and there is therefore a focus on this group throughout this report. At the
same time, it should be noted that satisfaction / dissatisfaction amongst this group
does not differ significantly compared to the total, and that Young Hardship tenants
constitute only 7% of Maryhill tenants. In general, this group appears to have less
positive transactional perceptions of Maryhill, both in terms of making contact (Section
5.2) and in terms of the repairs service (Section 6). With repairs generally the most
common reason for tenants to contact their landlord, these two transactional issues
are likely to be heavily linked. In turn, Young Hardship tenants are less positive about
the quality of their home (Section 7.1.1), and there are indications that maintenance
issues may be the primary reason for this (Section 7.2).
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Figure 4: Q1. Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you
with the overall service provided by Maryhill Housing? – By ACORN segment (Valid
responses)

Young Hardship (56)

70%

Educated young people in flats and
tenements (109)

79%

Pensioners and singles in social rented
flats (90)

79%

Deprived areas and high-rise flats (428)

81%
0%
Neither

20%

40%

Dissatisfied

Unweighted sample bases in parentheses
No more than 2% in any of the segments indicated give a ‘No opinion’ response

10

20%

8% 13%

75%

Social rented flats, families & single
parents (62)

Satisfied

9%

8% 16%

2% 17%

4%15%
60%

80%

100%

Overall satisfaction
3.1.2

ARC indicators satisfaction - By age group
On overall satisfaction and all other ARC indicators, perceptions are most positive for
tenants aged 75+ (and, apart from neighbourhood management, those aged 65-74).
This is a typical finding for the sector - possibly as a result of differing service
expectations – and is hence summarised briefly below. Perceptions for Maryhill are
often least positive amongst those aged 25-34. All findings for tenants aged 25-34 and
75+ where the proportion giving a rating of satisfied / good differs significantly from the
total are highlighted below. On these measures there is a differential of at least 12%
points between highest and lowest scoring age groups; the exception to this is
opportunities to participate in decision making processes. On this measure, whilst
satisfaction is still highest amongst older tenants there are no significant differences by
age group compared to the total, suggesting that efforts to improve awareness of
meaningful participation opportunities should be targeted at the tenant population as a
whole rather than specific age groups.

Figure 5: ARC indicators satisfaction - By age group (Proportion rating satisfied /
good)
100%

95%
91%

92%

90%

86%
82%
80%

76%

79%

72%
67%

70%

69%
63%

60%

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-64

65-74

64%

75+
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3.2 Reasons for not being satisfied
Respondents describing themselves as not satisfied were then asked why, as an
open-ended question. A fifth (21%) left this question blank; however, the mostmentioned issues involved the need to improve the maintenance / repairs service
(38%); better levels of communication and listening to residents (28%); and taking
action / dealing with issues (25%).
Figure 6: Q2. Please can you explain what Maryhill could do to improve your overall
satisfaction? (Valid responses, those not satisfied; only reasons mentioned by 5% or
more shown)
Better maintenance/repairs service

38%

Better levels of
communication/listen to residents

28%

Take action/deal with issues

25%

Quicker response times

10%

Provide a cleaner environment incl.
tackle dog fouling

8%

Deal with problem
neighbours/tenants

6%

Lower/affordable rent

5%

Not answered

21%

0%
Unweighted sample base: 90
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20%

40%

60%

80%

Overall satisfaction
3.2.1

Reasons for not being satisfied - repairs and maintenance
Focussing on the most-mentioned reason for not being satisfied - the need to improve
repairs and maintenance - it is striking that of this group, 31% have not had a repair in
the last 12 months. In keeping with this, a number of comments indicate recurring
repairs and maintenance issues, for example:
Get a different contractor for the plumbing, pipes leaking and the problem was
never really fixed
Been waiting 4 years plus for new hall ceiling, been waiting 4 years for new
doors in all my rooms
Rats in house and it took them eight weeks to remove the rats. The tenant
had to go up to their office several times to resolve this matter. It was the
Environmental Health who intervened and said he had to move out
The house is riddled with damp and up until two years ago they just
whitewashed the walls. Two years ago I had a new kitchen and bathroom
after I had a support worker in but the damp is back again now... Every time I
build my hopes up that work will be done and they come out and say they
don't have the parts and don't come again
Repairs need to be done. Broken windows need to be fixed as they haven't
been fixed for the past 8 years. Repairs need to be improved
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4 Information and communication
4.1 Preferred means of being kept informed and getting in touch
On the theme of communication, respondents were asked to identify, from a list of
channels, which they prefer to use in terms of being kept informed, and which they
prefer to use for getting in touch.
As the figure overleaf indicates, a mix of channels are mentioned in terms of being
kept informed, in particular in writing (54%), newsletter (51%), and telephone (50%).
These were also the most commonly-mentioned channels in 2015, although significant
% point increases are highlighted overleaf in the proportions mentioning email, face to
face contact, and, in particular, SMS.
By contrast, telephone is much the most-mentioned means of getting in touch (76%),
as was also the case in 2015 (77%). However, as with the findings on being kept
informed, there has been a particularly sharp increase in mentions of SMS contact.
The option of ‘meetings’ was not included in the 2015 questionnaire. All significant
changes compared to 2015 are highlighted overleaf.
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Figure 7: Q3a. Which of the following methods of being kept informed are you happy
to use? / Q3b. Which of the following methods of getting in touch with Maryhill
Housing are you happy to use? (Valid responses)

Being kept informed
Email

Getting in touch
+13

29%

Telephone

+7

20%

50%

Text message / SMS

76%
+26

41%

In writing

25%

54%

Visit to the office

Visit to your home by staff

25%

Meetings organised by
Maryhill Housing

25%

Newsletter

29%

+10

31%

+13

22%

-4

+12

18%

n/a

1%

1%
0%

+10

42%

51%

Other

+16

40%

80%

0%

40%

80%

Unweighted sample bases: Being kept informed: 866, Getting in touch: 711
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4.1.1

Preferred means of being kept informed - By perceptions of being kept
informed
The findings in terms of being kept informed are particularly of interest for those who
currently rate Maryhill as poor at keeping them informed. As the figure below indicates,
tenants rating Maryhill as poor on this indicator are significantly more likely, compared
to those who give a rating of good, to mention home visits and meetings. By contrast,
this group is significantly less likely to reference the newsletter, indicating that those
who consider Maryhill poor at keeping them informed require tailored communication
on specific issues.
Significant differences between the two groups are highlighted below.

Figure 8: Preferred means of being kept informed - By rating of Maryhill on being kept
informed (Valid responses)
58%
49%
54%
53%
46%
41%
40%

Telephone
In writing
Text message / SMS
Visit to your home by staff

23%
40%

Newsletter

52%
34%

Meetings organised by Maryhill Housing

24%
33%
32%
30%
27%

Visit to the office
Email
1%
1%

Other
0%

20%

40%

Maryhill POOR at keeping tenants informed (88)
Maryhill GOOD at keeping tenants informed (705)
Unweighted sample bases in parentheses
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4.2 Preferred means of communication
Respondents were then asked to identify, from the same list, their one preferred
means of communication. Telephone is much the most commonly-mentioned channel
(43%), as the figure below indicates. This is the case for all age groups, except for
tenants aged 75+ who are more likely to prefer written communication (36%) than
telephone (33%). It is also the case for tenants with internet access, 42% of whom
mention telephone (compared to 15% email); and for the Young Hardship ACORN
segment (46% telephone, 20% email).
This question was not included in the 2015 research. All figures significantly higher
compared to the total are highlighted below in green; all figures significantly lower are
highlighted in pink.
Table 2: Q4. Which one of the following would be your preferred method of
communication? (Valid responses)
Total

16 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 64

65 to 74

75+

Unweighted base

765

22

79

116

320

126

78

Telephone

43%

42%

35%

51%

45%

39%

33%

In writing

19%

18%

7%

18%

17%

22%

36%

Visit to the office

10%

8%

10%

7%

12%

11%

6%

Email

10%

27%

22%

9%

10%

6%

0%

Text message / SMS

8%

0%

19%

9%

9%

4%

0%

Newsletter
Visit to your home by
staff
Meetings organised
by Maryhill Housing
Other

6%

4%

5%

2%

4%

9%

15%

3%

0%

0%

1%

2%

5%

8%

2%

0%

1%

1%

1%

4%

3%

<0.5%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

0%
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4.3 Keeping tenants informed
Most tenants (82%) feel Maryhill is good at keeping them informed, whilst 10% rate
Maryhill as poor on this metric. The proportion giving a ‘good’ rating is significantly
down compared to 2012 and, in particular, 2015, as the trend figure below indicates. At
the same time, it should also be noted that the proportion rating Maryhill as very good
is up marginally (+1% point) compared to 2015, and significantly compared to 2012
(+6% points).
Perceptions on this measure are likely to be driven by tenants’ own transactions with
Maryhill. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, tenants rating Maryhill as poor at keeping them
informed are less likely to prefer generic information e.g. the newsletter, and more
likely to prefer information tailored to their own specific needs and circumstances. And
as discussed in Section 5.1, tenants experiencing difficulty in getting enquiries
resolved are markedly less likely to rate Maryhill positively on this metric.
Figure 9: Q5. How good or poor do you feel Maryhill Housing is at keeping you
informed about their services and decisions? (Valid responses)

85%

90%

82%

10%

6%

10%

2012

2015

2018
Unweighted sample base: 878
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4.3.1

Keeping tenants informed – Subgroup analysis
Of relevant subgroups, there are no significant differences in perceptions by property
type, area, or the ACORN segments discussed.
As with overall satisfaction, the proportion rating Maryhill as good on this metric is
significantly higher amongst those living in the most deprived quintile (87% cf. 82%
overall), and amongst those receiving housing benefit (85%, cf. 76% of those not
receiving housing benefit).
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the proportion rating Maryhill as good on this measure
is highest amongst older tenants and significantly below the average amongst tenants
aged 25-34 (72% rating good cf. 82% overall).
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4.4 Opportunities to participate in decision making processes
Seven in ten tenants (70%) are satisfied with opportunities to participate in Maryhill
Housing’s decision-making processes, whilst 9% are dissatisfied. As the trend figure
below indicates, this represents a significant decline in perceptions compared to 2015,
although is slightly more positive compared to the 2012 findings.
Figure 10: Q11. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with opportunities given to you
to participate in Maryhill Housing's decision-making processes? (Valid responses)

68%
11%

2012

86%

4%

2015

70%
9%

2018
Unweighted sample base: 871
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4.4.1

Opportunities to participate in decision making processes - Sub group analysis
Perceptions on this measure are very similar across key sub-groups, with no
significant differences in satisfaction between tenants of different property types,
areas, age groups, or receipt of housing benefit.
By ethnic group, BME tenants are significantly more likely to be satisfied on this
measure compared to White tenants (79% cf. 68%).
By deprivation, as with other key measures tenants living in the most deprived quintile
are significantly more likely compared to the total to be satisfied (75% cf. 70% overall).
By the ACORN segments discussed, satisfaction is significantly below the average for
Young hardship tenants, however as the figure below indicates this is driven by a high
proportion who are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, rather than outright dissatisfaction.
This may indicate a relative lack of interest in participation amongst this group.

Figure 11: Q11. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with opportunities given to you
to participate in Maryhill Housing's decision-making processes? (Valid responses)

Young Hardship (54)

49%

40%

10%

Educated young people in flats and
tenements (107)

67%

Pensioners and singles in social rented
flats (86)

70%

20% 10%

Social rented flats (62)

73%

23% 5%

Deprived areas and high-rise flats (432)

70%

20% 10%

0%
Satisfied

Neither

20%

40%

23%

60%

80%



10%

100%

Dissatisfied

Unweighted sample bases in parentheses
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4.5 Internet
4.5.1

Internet access
Seven in ten Maryhill tenants (69%) have access to the internet via any of the means
shown below, similar to the levels of access amongst Scottish social housing tenants
as a whole (71%2).
Two-thirds (65%) have internet access at home (i.e. via a PC / laptop, smartphone,
tablet, other device).
Much the most popular means of accessing the internet is via a smartphone (51% of
all tenants). This is the case for all younger age groups. By contrast, for 65-74 year
olds, 26% access the internet via a smartphone, only slightly more than the proportion
of this age bracket who access the internet via a PC / laptop (25%). Just 5% of tenants
aged 75+ access the internet via a smartphone, compared to 13% who use a PC /
laptop to do this.
This question was asked differently on the 2015 survey, meaning that valid trend
comparisons are not feasible.

Figure 12: Q6. Do you have access to the internet by any of the following means?
(Valid responses)

PC / laptop

No
31%

33%

Smartphone

51%

Tablet
Other device

Yes
69%

Unweighted sample base: 840

2
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Public library / cafe

24%
3%
10%

Friends or family

8%

Through work

6%

Information and communication
4.5.1.1 Internet access by age group
Unsurprisingly, internet access amongst Maryhill tenants is closely correlated to age
group; more than nine in ten tenants aged 44 or younger have access to the internet,
compared to just 30% of tenants aged 75+.
All figures significantly different to the total are highlighted below.
Figure 13: Proportion of tenants with internet access - By age group (Valid responses)

16 to 24 (23)

95%

25 to 34 (90)

90%

35 to 44 (128)



92%

45 to 64 (356)



70%

65 to 74 (137)

48%

75+ (81)

30%
0%

20%

40%




60%

80%

100%

Unweighted sample bases in parentheses
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4.5.2

Social media use
Online respondents were then asked if they use any social media. Six in ten (61%) use
social media, equating to 38% of all tenants. Almost all those using social media use
Facebook, as the figure below indicates.
Unsurprisingly, even amongst online tenants use of social media is highest amongst
younger tenants. Three-quarters (75%) of online tenants aged 16-44 use social media,
compared to just 36% of online tenants aged 75+3. Facebook is much the most
popular platform for each age group.
This question was not included in the 2015 research.

Figure 14: Q6a. Do you use any social media platforms? (Valid responses)

% of online tenants
Facebook

% of ALL tenants
57%

Instagram

36%

16%

Twitter

10%

8%

13%

LinkedIn

3%

6%

Other

1%

2%

Summary: Any social
media

38%

61%
0%

40%

80%

0%

40%

Unweighted sample bases: Online tenants: 559, All tenants: 892

3

Just 23 online tenants aged 75+ answered this question so this finding should be treated as
indicative only
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5 Contact with Maryhill
5.1 Contact in the last 12 months
Just under four in five tenants (78%) have contacted Maryhill in the last 12 months with
a query or a problem. This represents a significant increase (+13% points) compared
to 2015. By contrast, research by BMG this year for three other Scottish RSLs has
recorded a lower proportion of tenants of these organisations contacting their landlord
(between 65% - 70% over the past 12 months).
Of those who did contact Maryhill in the last 12 months, around two thirds (68%) said
that their query was dealt with at the first point of contact. Of the remainder, only just
over a third (36%) said that Maryhill got back to them promptly with a response to their
initial query. Therefore, around one in five of those contacting Maryhill find that their
enquiry is not dealt with at first point of contact and that Maryhill do not get back to
them promptly with a response. Fewer than half (45%) of this group rate Maryhill as
good at keeping tenants informed, compared to 82% of all tenants. The failure to
resolve enquiries promptly may well be linked to the issues discussed around tenants
finding it difficult to get recurring repairs and maintenance issues resolved, as may the
increase in enquiry volumes noted above.
Figure 15: Q9. Was your last enquiry dealt with at the first point of contact? (Valid
responses, those contacting Maryhill in the last 12 months) / Q10. Did Maryhill get
back to you promptly with a response to your initial enquiry? (Valid responses, those
contacting Maryhill in the last 12 months whose enquiry was not dealt with at 1st point
of contact)
Last enquiry dealt with at first
point of contact

Maryhill got back promptly with a
response to initial enquiry

No
32%

Yes
68%

Yes
36%

No
64%

Unweighted sample bases: 670 / 192
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5.2 Contact experience perceptions
Those who had contacted Maryhill in the last 12 months were asked about their
perceptions of their contact experience. Just under nine in ten were satisfied that they
were treated fairly by staff (87%) and with the overall attitude of the staff member they
spoke to (86%). 84% also expressed their satisfaction with the staff being helpful.
Conversely, tenants were less satisfied in regards to the final outcome of their query
(72%) and having the query dealt with promptly and efficiently (73%).
These findings are broadly in line with 2015 except that dissatisfaction with the
helpfulness of staff has increased significantly (+5% points). Satisfaction has also
fallen on this measure (-4% points), although this change is not statistically significant.
It is noticeable that amongst the Young Hardship ACORN group, satisfaction is at least
7% points below the total on each of these metrics. For several of these metrics indicated below in red - satisfaction is significantly below the total. (At the same time,
this group’s responses on enquiry being dealt with at first time of contact or, failing
that, getting a prompt response, are marginally more positive compared to the total).
Figure 16: Q8. Thinking of the contact you have with Maryhill Housing staff, on
average, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with...? (Where contacted in the last
12 months)
Young Hardship –
% satisfied
Being treated fairly by staff (666)

87%

6% 7%

75%

Attitude of staff (632)

86%

6% 8%

76%

Helpfulness of staff (624)

84%

4% 12%

77%

Clarity of information or advice (647)

77%

7% 16%

64%

Accuracy of information given (636)

76%

8% 16%

64%

Having query dealt with promptly &
efficiently (636)

73%

7%

20%

60%

Final outcome of query (647)

72%

9%

19%

62%

0%

20%
Satisfied

Unweighted base size in parenthesis
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Repairs service

6 Repairs service
6.1 Repairs in the last 12 months
Two thirds (66%) of tenants stated that they had had a day to day repair carried out on
their property in the last 12 months. This is a significant increase (+6% points)
compared to 2015.
Figure 17: Q12. Have you had any day to day repairs carried out in this property in the
last 12 months? (Valid responses)

34%

66%

Yes

No

Unweighted sample base: 868
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6.2 Satisfaction with the repairs service provided by Maryhill
Of those that had a repair in the last 12 months, four fifths (80%) said they were
satisfied with the repairs service provided by Maryhill, with just under three fifths (58%)
very satisfied. 15% of tenants expressed dissatisfaction towards this measure, 11%
saying they are very dissatisfied. This measure is at a similar level to the 2015 results.
According to the 2015 report, 81% were satisfied with the last repair carried out in
2012 findings. However, Maryhill’s 2013 / 14 ARC return gives a figure of 83%. In
either case, satisfaction with the repairs service is broadly in line with 2012 and 2015
findings.
Figure 18: Q13. Thinking about the LAST time you had repairs carried out, how
satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the repairs service provided by Maryhill?
(Where had a repair in the last 12 months)

82%

80%

13%

15%

2015

2018
Unweighted sample base: 574
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6.2.1

Satisfaction with the repairs service provided by Maryhill – Subgroup analysis
By key subgroups, there are no significant differences in repairs satisfaction between
tenants of different property types, areas, those receiving housing benefit compared to
those who do not receive housing benefit, or by deprivation quintile. As indicated in
Section 3.1.2, satisfaction is markedly more positive amongst older tenants.
By contrast, amongst the Young Hardship ACORN group, satisfaction with the last
repair carried out is significantly lower (65% cf. 80% overall), with a quarter (25%) very
dissatisfied. The potential reasons for this are discussed further in Section 6.3.
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6.3 Repairs experience perceptions
Tenants who have recently had a repair were asked about the customer journey from
the process of reporting the repair and getting it completed. In general tenants were
satisfied with all aspects of the repairs service. Tenants were most satisfied with the
ease of reporting the repair (92%) and the way Maryhill staff dealt with them (89%). As
is normal on these metrics, the lowest levels of satisfaction were observed towards the
end of the customer journey, namely the repair being done right first time (77%) and
the overall quality of repairs work (82%). To boost the overall repairs satisfaction
metric, Maryhill will therefore need to focus on improving these aspects of the service;
research published by HACT also indicates that on an overall repairs service metric
such as this, respondents tend to think more of the actual repair work than the process
of reporting the repair and getting the appointment4.
There have been no significant changes in satisfaction compared to the previous
results.
For the Young Hardship ACORN group, satisfaction is below the average on all
measures, as the figure overleaf indicates. Figures where this is significantly below the
average are highlighted in red.

4
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Repairs service
Figure 19: Q14. Thinking about the LAST time you had repairs carried out, how
satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following? (Valid responses, those who
have had a repair in the last 12 months)
Young Hardship –
% satisfied

How easy it was to report your repair

92%

2% 6%

90%

The way Maryhill staff dealt with you

89%

5%7%

78%

Keeping dirt and mess to a minimum

88%

5% 6%

80%

The attitude of the contractor

88%

4%
8%

77%

85%

3%12%

75%

84%

6%10%

73%

84%

6%10%

71%

The contractor doing the job you expected

83%

5% 13%

79%

The overall quality of the work

82%

6% 12%

72%

The speed of completion of the work
Being able to have work done at suitable
time
Info provided by Maryhill on what would be
done

The repair being done 'right first time'

77%

0%
Satisfied

Neither

20%

40%

3% 20%

60%

80%

72%

100%

Dissatisfied

Unweighted sample base: 543-574
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6.4 Final comments on the repairs service
Tenants who have had a repair in the last 12 months were also asked if they had any
further comments to make in regards to the repairs service they received on this
occasion. Seven in ten tenants did not make a comment, whilst 3% said they had no
further comment to make. Of those that gave one, 7% mentioned being generally
happy/ satisfied with the service. Amongst the most mentioned negative comments
were on the theme of needing better quality workmanship/ contractors (6%), reflecting
the issues discussed above in relation to the work not being done right first time, and
similarly needing to complete / finish work (4%). 6% also state that Maryhill needs to
respond quicker after issues are reported.
As discussed in Section 6.3, the Young Hardship ACORN group record significantly
lower levels of satisfaction with the information provided by Maryhill about the repair; in
keeping with this, this group is significantly more likely compared to the average to
refer to the need for better levels of communication (13%). They are also more likely to
refer to the need for better quality workmanship (11%), although this figure is not
significantly higher compared to the overall figure.
Figure 20: Q15. Do you have any further comments on the repairs service provided by
Maryhill? (Where had a repair in the last 12 months)

Generally happy/satisfied with service

7%

Need better quality workmanship/contractors

6%

Need to respond quicker after reporting issues

6%

Provide better levels of communication incl.
providing updates, getting through on the phone

5%

Need to complete/finish work

4%

Nothing

3%

Need better levels customer service

3%

Customer service is good incl. being friendly,
helpful

1%

Repairs are dealt with quickly/efficiently

1%

Other

1%

Don't have any problems/complaints

1%

Not answered

68%
0%

Unweighted sample base: 578
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7 Quality of home
7.1 Quality of home
Just over three quarters (77%) of tenants are satisfied with the quality of their home,
with 44% very satisfied. 14% are dissatisfied. This represents a significant fall in
satisfaction compared to 2015 (-5% points); whilst the proportion very satisfied has in
fact increased by 2% points in this period, the proportion very dissatisfied has doubled
(4% to 8%).
By contrast, the findings are broadly in line with 2012 results.
Figure 21: Q16. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your
home? (Valid responses)

80%

82%

77%

14%

12%

14%

2012

2015

2018
Unweighted sample base: 869
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7.1.1

Quality of home – Subgroup analysis
By subgroups, there are no significant differences in satisfaction levels by area. When
analysing this measure by sub group, tenants living in houses are significantly more
likely than those in flats to be satisfied with the quality of their home (89% cf. 75%).
Tenants who receive at least some housing benefit are significantly more satisfied than
those who receive none at all (81% cf. 77%). There are no significant differences in the
proportion satisfied by deprivation levels, although those in the most deprived quintile
record significantly lower levels of dissatisfaction.
By ACORN segment, Deprived areas and high-rise flats tenants are significantly less
likely to be satisfied. However, Young Hardship tenants record the lowest levels of
satisfaction; whilst this difference is not significant due to the lower base size for this
group, dissatisfaction, at 25% of this group, is significantly higher compared to the
total.
All significant differences in the proportion satisfied compared to the total are
highlighted overleaf.
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Figure 22: Q16. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your
home? – By subgroup (Valid responses)

77%

Total (869)

Property
type

85%

4 In A Block (65)

75%

Flat (687)

4%11%


5%5% 

10% 15%

89%

House (117)

81%

Any (549)

Housing
benefit

9% 14%

71%

No (287)

13% 15%

67%

Young Hardship (54)
Educated young people in flats and tenements
(108)
Pensioners and singles in social rented flats
ACORN
(87)
Social rented flats (61)
segments

8%

6%11%

83%

5%12%

74%

5% 16%
10% 15%

83%

1 - least deprived (25)

78%

6% 15%

3 (207)

77%

7% 15%

4 (220)

76%

8% 16%

5 - most deprived (239)

78%
0%

Satisfied

Neither

50%



0%17%

2 (178)

Deprivation
quintile




25%

83%
79%

Deprived areas and high-rise flats (430)

6%13%

12%10%
100%

Dissatisfied

Unweighted sample base in parenthesis
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7.2 Reasons for not being satisfied with quality of home
Tenants not satisfied with the quality of their home were asked to state their reasons
why, from a given list of options. The most common answer was the home being too
cold/ too expensive to heat (39%), with other responses indicated below.
Amongst Young Hardship tenants, the issue most likely to be mentioned is
maintenance issues (43%), followed by damp / condensation and cold / expensive to
heat (both 24%). However, this finding should be regarded as indicative only, as it is
based on just 17 responses.
Figure 23: Q17. Why are you not satisfied with the quality of your home? (Valid
responses, those not satisfied with quality of home)
Too cold / expensive to heat

39%

Lack of storage

33%

Maintenance issues e.g. leaks

29%

Issues with damp / condensation

28%

Needs redecoration

26%

Needs a new kitchen

22%

Home too small / need more bedrooms

19%

Needs a new bathroom

9%

Home too large

3%

Other

30%

0%
Unweighted sample base 187
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7.3 Affordability of heating
Almost half (48%) state they find it difficult to afford the cost of heating their home to a
comfortable level in the winter months, including 20% who find it very difficult. By
contrast, when the equivalent question was asked by BMG recently to tenants of
another provider near Glasgow, just 25% stated they find this difficult (9% very
difficult). As discussed in Section 7.2 above, this has clear implications for tenants’
perceptions of the quality of their home. Of those who find it very difficult to afford the
cost of heating their home, just 59% are satisfied with the quality of their home,
compared to:


94% of those who find it very easy;



79% of those who find it fairly easy;



74% of those who find it fairly difficult.

This indicates both the importance of tackling the ‘very difficult’ group and also a
potential major gain if insulation standards / heating systems can be improved to the
extent that tenants find it very easy to heat their home in winter.
Figure 24: Q28. How easy do you find it to afford the cost of heating your home to a
comfortable level in the winter months? (Valid responses excluding prefer not to say)

Very easy

15%

Fairly easy

37%

Fairly difficult

28%

Very difficult

20%

Summary: Easy

52%

Summary: Difficult

48%

0%

20%

40%

60%

Unweighted sample base: 855
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7.3.1

Affordability of heating – By key subgroups
By property type, tenants living in flats are significantly more likely to find heating their
home very difficult (22%), although as indicated in the area analysis below there are
very specific areas of flats where heating appears to be a particular issue. The same is
true of those receiving housing benefit, although there is no clear pattern in responses
by deprivation levels.
All figures significantly higher than the total are highlighted in the table below.

Table 3: Q28. How easy do you find it to afford the cost of heating your home to a
comfortable level in the winter months? – By property type and housing benefit (Valid
responses excluding prefer not to say)
Property type

Housing benefit

Unweighted base

855

4 In A
Block
67

Very easy

15%

14%

16%

9%

15%

14%

Fairly easy

37%

39%

35%

49%

37%

39%

Fairly difficult

28%

31%

28%

30%

26%

31%

Very difficult

20%

16%

22%

13%

22%

16%

Summary: Easy

52%

53%

51%

58%

51%

53%

Summary: Difficult

48%

47%

49%

42%

49%

47%

Total

Flat

House

Any

None

670

118

554

287

The findings can also be analysed by area. Clear areas for focus should be G20 0H,
where tenants are most likely to find the cost of heating their home in winter very
difficult to afford, and G20 9T, where tenants are most likely to find this very / fairly
difficult. Maryhill’s tenanted stock in these areas consists entirely of flats. Maps of
these areas are shown overleaf.
All figures significantly higher than the total are highlighted in the table below.
Table 4: Q28. How easy do you find it to afford the cost of heating your home to a
comfortable level in the winter months? – By area (Valid responses excluding prefer
not to say)
Total

G20 0H

G20 0J

G20 0L

G20 0N

G20 8D

G20 8N

G20 9T

Unweighted base

855

81

138

46

32

57

45

53

Very easy

15%

20%

15%

7%

19%

14%

22%

9%

Fairly easy

37%

33%

33%

34%

46%

46%

42%

25%

Fairly difficult

28%

16%

29%

41%

20%

21%

18%

49%

Very difficult

20%

31%

23%

19%

16%

19%

18%

17%

Summary: Easy

52%

53%

48%

41%

65%

60%

64%

34%

Summary: Difficult

48%

47%

52%

59%

35%

40%

36%

66%
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7.3.1.1 G20 OH map

7.3.1.2 G20 9T map
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8 Rent value for money
Seven in ten (71%) feel their rent represents good value for money, whilst 16% feel
their rent is poor value for money. This is a significant fall in the proportion rating the
value of their rent as good (-12% points). This is driven entirely by a fall in the
proportion giving a ‘fairly good’ rating, with the proportion giving a ‘very good’ rating
unchanged at 32%. However, at the other end of the spectrum the proportion giving a
‘very poor’ rating has also increased significantly (+6% points).
As the trend figure below indicates, perceptions are also significantly less positive
compared to the 2012 findings.
Figure 25: Q18. Taking into account the accommodation and the services Maryhill
provides, do you think that the rent for this property represents good or poor value
for money? (Valid responses)

78%

83%

13%

6%

2012

2015

71%
16%

2018
Unweighted sample base: 872
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8.1.1

Rent value for money – Subgroup analysis
By subgroups, there are no significant differences in rent value for money perceptions
by area, ACORN segmentation, or by deprivation levels. However, the proportion
rating the value for money of their rent as good is significantly higher compared to
those living in flats as the figure below indicates. Unsurprisingly, those receiving
housing benefit also record more positive responses on this measure.
All groups below where the proportion giving a ‘good’ rating differs significantly from
the total are highlighted below.

Figure 26: Q18. Taking into account the accommodation and the services Maryhill
provides, do you think that the rent for this property represents good or poor value
for money? – By subgroup (Valid responses)
71%

Total (872)

Property

75%

4 In A Block (67)

76%

Any (548)

62%

No (290)

0%
Good

14% 17%

83%

House (119)

Housing
benefit

17% 8%

69%

Flat (686)

Type

13% 16%

Neither

14%
50%



6%11%



13% 11%



24%



100%

Poor

Unweighted sample base in parenthesis
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9 Neighbourhood
9.1 Neighbourhood services
In regards to the neighbourhood services provided by Maryhill Housing, three quarters
(75%) or more are satisfied with the neighbourhood services listed, although
perceptions are least positive in relation to grounds maintenance, where 75% are
satisfied but one in five (19%) dissatisfied.
Comparisons with 2015 findings are complicated by changes in the question wording
on this iteration that aimed, in particular, to focus respondents on neighbourhood
services provided by Maryhill as opposed to services that may be the responsibility of
other agencies such as the local authority. Additional question text on this iteration is
highlighted below. With this important qualification, satisfaction with grounds
maintenance is similar to 2015, whilst satisfaction with the cleaning of internal
stairwells and landings has increased significantly and satisfaction with the Concierge
service has fallen significantly.
A ‘not applicable’ option was available and all those giving this response are excluded
from the findings in this section.
Figure 27: Q19. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following in your
neighbourhood? (Valid responses excluding not applicable)

2015 %
satisfied
The grounds maintenance service in your
area provided by Maryhill e.g. grass
cutting, shrubs etc. (821)

75%

73%

The cleaning of internal stairwells (closes)
and landings (where completed by a
contractor) (658)

83%

6%12%

79%

The Neighbourhood Team (Concierge)
service (376)

80%

12% 9%

86%

0%
Satisfied
Unweighted base sizes in parenthesis
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40%
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60%
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9.1.1

Neighbourhood services – By area
Significant differences by area compared to the total are highlighted in the table below.
There are two areas for focus:


G20 9T tenants are significantly less likely to be satisfied with the cleaning of
internal stairwells and landings, and are also significantly more likely to be very
dissatisfied with grounds maintenance
(22% very dissatisfied cf. 10% overall) –
the latter may be linked with perceptions
in this area of rubbish / litter being a
serious problem (Section 9.3)


G20 0L tenants
record the lowest levels of
satisfaction on each of these
metrics, however it should be
noted that in this area the
base size for cleaning of
internal stairwells is 23 and for Concierge service is 14. The findings for these
two measures in this area should therefore be treated as indicative only.
Table 5: Proportion satisfied with neighbourhood services - By area (Valid responses
excluding not applicable)

The grounds
maintenance
service in your
area provided
by Maryhill
The cleaning of
internal
stairwells and
landings
The
Neighbourhood
Team

Total

G20 0H

G20 0J

G20 0L

G20 0N

G20 8D

G20 8N

G20 9T

75%

84%

77%

65%

85%

76%

68%

68%

83%

80%

85%

59%

100%

77%

88%

70%

80%

91%

83%

63%

69%

70%

76%

73%
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9.2 Management of the neighbourhood
Just under three quarters (73%) are satisfied with Maryhill’s management of their
neighbourhood, with 16% dissatisfied. This represents a sharp fall in satisfaction
compared to 2015 (-12% points); whilst the proportion very satisfied has in fact
increased marginally (+1% point) in this period, the proportion very dissatisfied has
increased significantly (+7% points).
Levels of satisfaction are also significantly lower compared to 2012 as the trend figure
below indicates.
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Figure 28: Q20. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with Maryhill's
management of the neighbourhood you live in? (Valid responses)

77%
16%

2012

85%

7%

2015

73%
16%

2018

Unweighted sample base: 863

9.2.1

Management of neighbourhood – Subgroup analysis
By property type, whilst there are no significant differences in satisfaction, 4 block
tenants are significantly less likely to be very satisfied compared to tenants in flats
(26% cf. 38%).
By area, there are again no significant differences compared to the total in terms of
satisfaction. However, G20 0H tenants, as well as being the most likely to be satisfied
are also significantly more likely, compared to the total, to be very satisfied (50% cf.
37% overall).
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Conversely, as well as recording the lowest levels of satisfaction, G20 0L tenants are
the least likely to be very satisfied (25%) and the most likely to be very dissatisfied
(15%). Again, it should be noted that these figures are not significantly lower compared
to the total.
There are no significant differences by ACORN segmentation in perceptions of
neighbourhood management, and no clear trend by levels of deprivation.
9.2.1.1 G20 0H map

9.2.1.2 G20 0L map
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Figure 29: Q20. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with Maryhill's
management of the neighbourhood you live in? – By sub group (Valid responses)

73%

Total (863)

Property

Area

63%

4 In A Block (68)

Type

11% 16%

17%

20%

Flat (676)

73%

11% 16%

House (119)

75%

8% 17%

G20 0H (82)

82%

7%11%

G20 0J (138)

79%

8% 13%

62%

G20 0L (48)

19%

68%

G20 0N (33)

19%

14% 18%

G20 8D (57)

72%

9% 19%

G20 8N (46)

74%

11% 15%

67%

G20 9T (54)

0%
Satisfied

Unweighted sample base in parenthesis

Neither

13% 20%
50%

100%

Dissatisfied

9.3 Neighbourhood problems
Respondents were then given a list of forms of crime and anti-social behaviour, and
asked the extent to which they feel each is a problem in their neighbourhood, if at all.
As is normal on these metrics, rubbish or litter / dog fouling etc are the most cited
issues; this was also the case in 2015.
All statistically significant changes compared to 2015 are shown below; as this
indicates, significant increases have been seen in the perceived incidence of rubbish
or litter and (potentially a cause of this) vermin; in the linked issues of drug and alcohol
misuse and drunk or rowdy behaviour; and ‘other crime’.
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Figure 30: Q21. To what extent do you feel that any of the following are a problem in
your neighbourhood? (Valid responses)
Significant changes in %
problem (serious/minor)

Rubbish or litter (827)

28%

Dog fouling/ dog mess/ other problems
with pets and animals (819)

38%

24%

27%

Drug and alcohol misuse (806)

16%

22%

Noisy neighbours (800)

14%

23%

Vermin (786)

14%

Drunk or rowdy behaviour (804)

12%

Drug dealing (791)
Disruptive children / teenagers (792)

+12

21%

+7

+8
+5

21%

14% 15%
9% 17%

Vandalism and graffiti (795) 6% 17%
Other crime (762) 7% 15%

+8

Racial or sectarian harassment (786) 4%7%
0%
Serious problem

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Minor problem

Unweighted sample base in parenthesis

9.3.1

Neighbourhood problems – By area
The table overleaf indicates the proportion considering each of these issues a serious
problem, by area. In this table, all figures significantly higher than the total are
highlighted in pink; all figures significantly lower are highlighted in green. As indicated
in the bottom row of the table, several areas are more likely compared to the total to
mention these as serious issues:
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G20 0H: tenants here cite on average 1.6 of the issues as serious problems.
The leading issues mentioned are drug and alcohol misuse and drunk or rowdy
behaviour;

Neighbourhood


G20 8N: as with G20 0H, mentions of drug and alcohol misuse and drunk or
rowdy behaviour are relatively high in this area;



G20 8D: whilst rubbish or litter remains amongst the most-mentioned issues
here, tenants in this area are also particularly likely to mention noisy
neighbours and disruptive children or teenagers;



G20 9T: tenants in this area are much more likely compared to the average to
mention cleanliness, in terms of rubbish or litter and dog fouling / dog mess /
etc, and (potentially linked to this) vermin. They are also the most likely to
mention noisy neighbours.

Maps of these areas are shown later in this section.

Table 6: Proportion rating each issue a serious problem - By area (Valid responses)

Rubbish or litter

Total

G20 0H

G20 0J

G20 0L

G20 0N

G20 8D

G20 8N

G20 9T

28%

17%

18%

28%

45%

29%

36%

49%
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Dog fouling/ dog mess/
other problems with pets
and animals

24%

16%

18%

37%

23%

13%

21%

Drug and alcohol misuse

16%

24%

17%

13%

14%

22%

34%

11%

Noisy neighbours

14%

14%

19%

14%

8%

25%

24%

26%

Vermin

14%

7%

9%

11%

24%

7%

17%

26%

Drunk or rowdy behaviour

12%

18%

12%

8%

0%

18%

20%

9%

Drug dealing

14%

27%

11%

16%

14%

11%

24%

10%

Disruptive children /
teenagers

9%

12%

3%

3%

4%

38%

17%

8%

Vandalism and graffiti

6%

5%

4%

3%

0%

13%

11%

6%

Other crime

7%

11%

8%

0%

0%

6%

11%

4%

Racial or sectarian
harassment

4%

9%

3%

0%

0%

9%

2%

8%

Average number of issues
mentioned as serious
problems

1.2

1.6

1.2

1.1

1.3

1.6

1.8

1.9

50
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9.3.1.1 G20 0H map (drug and alcohol misuse and drunk or rowdy behaviour)

9.3.1.2 G20 8N map (drug and alcohol misuse and drunk or rowdy behaviour)
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9.3.1.3 G20 9T map (cleanliness, noisy neighbours)

9.3.1.4 G20 8D map (noisy neighbours, disruptive children or teenagers)
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9.3.2

Racial or sectarian harassment – By ethnicity
By ethnicity, BME tenants are significantly more likely, compared to white tenants, to
consider racial or sectarian harassment a serious problem (or serious / minor problem
combined) in their neighbourhood, as the figure below indicates. Within the BME
grouping, base sizes are also sufficiently robust to enable analysis of the findings for
Black African tenants in isolation; this group is significantly more likely to consider the
issue as a problem (serious / minor combined) compared to white tenants.

Figure 31: Racial or sectarian harassment as a problem in the neighbourhood - By
ethnicity (Valid responses)

White (641) 2% 6%
BME (114) 12% 12%
Black African
6% 15%
(53)
0%
Serious problem

50%

100%

Minor problem
Unweighted sample base in parenthesis
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9.4 Anti-social behaviour
As a new question on this iteration, tenants were asked to rate how Maryhill deals with
issues of ASB in their area. A don’t know/ not applicable option was available, and
respondents giving this response are excluded from the figures below. Of the
remainder, seven in ten (71%) are satisfied and 14% dissatisfied.
Figure 32: Q22. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with how Maryhill deals
with issues of anti-social behaviour in your area? (Valid responses excluding don’t
know / not applicable)

Unweighted sample base: 692
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9.4.1

Anti-social behaviour – By area
By area, there are no significant differences in satisfaction levels on this metric,
although it is noticeable that satisfaction is lowest (and dissatisfaction highest) for G20
8D and G20 8N, where incidence of ASB / crime appear to be highest (Section 9.3.1).

Figure 33: Proportion satisfied with how Maryhill deals with issues of anti-social
behaviour – By area (Valid responses excluding don’t know / not applicable)
71%

Total (692)
G20 0H (66)

74%

G20 0J (116)

74%
69%

G20 0L (37)

91%

G20 0N (25)

60%

G20 8D (47)

63%

G20 8N (41)

70%

G20 9T (47)

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Unweighted base size in parenthesis
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10 Other comments
Finally, tenants were asked if they had any further comments they would like to make
about Maryhill Housing and the services they provide. 71% did not make any further
comment. Of those that gave an answer, positively much the most common comment
was in regards to being generally happy/ satisfied with the services provided and their
homes. 6% mentioned that improvements could be made. More specifically, 4% said
that a cleaner environment is needed and that Maryhill need to provide better channels
of communication.
Figure 34: Q23. Do you have any other comments you would like to make about
Maryhill Housing or the services it provides? (Valid responses)

Happy/satisfied with service/my home

8%

Improvements can be made

6%

Need to keep a cleaner environment

4%

Provide better channels of communication

4%

Tackle crime/ASB incl. drug & noise issues

3%

Need to tackle problem neighbours/tenants

2%

Deal with outstanding repairs

2%

Provide better quality of workmanship

1%

Provide better greenery maintenance

1%

Other

2%

Nothing

2%

Not answered

71%

0%
Unweighted sample base: 892
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11 Appendix 1: Sample profile
The tables below and overleaf show the weighted profile of responses on key
demographics.
Table 7: Profile table
Gender

Percentage

Male

48%

Female

49%

In another way

<0.5%

Not answered

3%

Age
16 to 24

3%

25 to 34

10%

35 to 44

14%

45 to 64

42%

65 to 74

16%

75 to 84

9%

85+

2%

Prefer not to say

2%

Not answered

1%

Main source of household income
Yes - covering all my rent

48%

Yes - covering part of my rent

15%

No

33%

Prefer not to say

2%

Not answered

2%

Housing benefit
Yes - covering all my rent

48%

Yes - covering part of my rent

15%

No

33%

Prefer not to say

2%

Not answered

2%
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Table 8: Profile table (Ethnic origin)
Percentage
Scottish

73%

Other British

5%

Irish

1%

Polish

1%

Any other White background

2%

Mixed or multiple ethnic background

1%

Indian

1%

Pakistani

1%

Chinese

1%

Any other Asian background

2%

African

7%

Any other Black background
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3%
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This section describes the ACORN segments analysed in this report5.

12.1 Group 5O: Young Hardship
Younger people are more prevalent in these streets. They own or rent small terraced
houses or flats that tend to be amongst the cheapest housing in the town. A number of
the residents might be first time buyers and it is usual for mortgages to have many
years left to run. While there are couple and
families with young children, single people or
7% of Maryhill tenants
single parent residents are found more
frequently than average. Some may be
financially supporting a child that does not live
with them. In some cases the residents of these areas may include people from an
East European background. Educational qualifications tend to be lower than average
and much of the employment is in junior office roles and semi-skilled or manual
occupations. There are pockets of deprivation in this group. Incomes range from
moderate to low and unemployment is higher than the national average. The numbers
claiming benefits may be up to double the national average in some places. Generally
these people have modest levels of savings and many find it hard to save regularly
from modest incomes. There are some households with high levels of debt. Some will
have been refused credit and generally these people are less likely to use a credit
card. A number of these people will have loans that they may be having difficulty
repaying. A small number may have accumulated debts in excess of their annual
income. Car ownership is below the national average and cars tend to be lower value
and usually bought second hand. Some will own smartphones, although these are less
likely to be an iPhone than a less expensive less fashionable model. These people
have a modest lifestyle and some may be struggling to get by in the current economic
climate.

12.2 Type 36: Educated young people in flats and tenements
Singles and couples renting flats, either privately or from a social housing provider, are
often found in these urban cosmopolitan areas. Some owner occupiers might be
purchasing under a shared equity scheme. A
significant proportion of these flats may have
10% of Maryhill tenants
been built over the past decade. Some
converted flats might be registered as Houses in
Multiple Occupation. This is often lower cost
housing priced well below the average for the areas and has been attractive to
landlords over the years. Fewer of these young people have been able to afford to
purchase themselves. Due to the level of new developments and the high level of
renters, these areas experience a high turnover of people, and of ownership of the

5

https://acorn.caci.co.uk/downloads/Acorn-User-guide.pdf
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flats. Despite there being a higher proportion with degrees and white-collar jobs most
incomes are below average since these young people are at the earlier stages of their
career. The number claiming benefits is likely to be higher than average. This is likely
to be Job Seeker’s Allowance, Employment and Support Allowance benefits related to
disability and Income Support benefits for single parents. While most have no credit
card a minority will. They may more frequently switch card provider, but also only pay
the minimum repayment each month. Few will spend heavily on their cards. In a
similar vein a number will have multiple bank accounts, but some will need their
overdraft facility. A number might have a degree of unsecured debts that they are
finding it difficult to repay. Relatively few will have been able to build up investments or
much savings. A larger than usual minority will use mobile banking to manage their
accounts. These young people spend more time online than many, while also having
active social lives. They are more likely to have smart phones, portable media players,
and perhaps tablet computers, through which they may access the internet. Online
research might include buying tickets for cinema or events, eating out, or searching for
somewhere to live. They are likely to frequent fast food outlets and coffee shops. The
convenience of online shopping delivery will be attractive to some, as will reading
newspapers online. Downloading music, streaming videos and other online
entertainment may also be done by these people. A high proportion, around a third,
will download a large number of apps to their smartphone. Favoured mobile content
will tend to include sports, fitness, lifestyle, gambling and entertainment. Travel,
photography and financial apps are more prevalent than average. These people also
make use of utility apps such as translators, dictionaries, maps and multimedia. Some
are likely to use their QR scanner to access digital content or to pay for goods. When
they can afford it they will prefer to holiday in Asia and other far flung places rather
than Europe. Their interests might include football, music, film, exercise at the gym
and fashion.

12.3 Type 48: Pensioners and singles in social rented flats
These are areas with many older people, often pensioners. A high proportion of these
residents are single, separated, divorced or widowed. Most live in purpose built flats
although there may be some terraced housing.
Most are renting, usually from a social housing
provider. Around a third may own their home.
9% of Maryhill tenants
Incomes tend to be particularly low. Many of
the pensioners manage on only the state
pension while jobs tend to be of a semi-skilled or manual nature, perhaps in shops,
clerical work and similar. Unemployment levels are high, although not the highest. The
numbers claiming benefits, related to disability, single parents and housing are
similarly high. Few need to interact with mainstream financial services providers. Most
have no credit card, insurance, savings, pensions, or loans. These people are less
likely to enjoy extensive leisure activities, some preferring a more sedate life, with
magazines, television and perhaps bingo nights. Some will have issues with their
health. Internet activity is well below average with approaching half not having been
online in the past year. Mobiles are less likely to be smartphones. Digital marketing
channels are unlikely to elicit much response with traditional communications and
personal business interactions are most preferred.
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12.4 Type 57: Social rented flats, families and single parents
The vast majority of these people live in purpose built flats and older tenement
buildings. They are small one or two bedroom properties and will be mostly rented
from the council or housing associations. The population includes many young people
and school age children with young parents. Unemployment is typically twice the
national level and there will be high numbers
claiming Income Support, Employment and
8% of Maryhill tenants
Support Allowance or Housing Benefit. A
number of these families are living entirely from
state benefits. Those that are working are in
routine manual, office, or retail occupations and overall income levels are low. Some of
these households will have debts from unsecured loans or have consolidated loans.
Some may be having difficulties making repayments on these debts. Others may have
additional outgoings providing financial support to children who do not live with them.
With the limited money they are likely to have left, they will occasionally socialise by
going to the pub or a nightclub for a drink, going to bingo or placing a bet. Otherwise
for many, computer games and their interest in their local football team are the things
that matters most to them. Around a half might have internet access and use of the
web is less frequent than average. These people are less likely than average to own
modern electronic technology, particularly not expensive or fashionable devices.
Perhaps a third of these people consider their neighbourhood to be noisy, either due to
neighbours or noise from the street. Up to half may feel there are issue of crime or
vandalism. Some may feel their accommodation to be in a poor state of repair. The
majority of these people regularly access social media sites and share content. Some
will read and comment on blogs, take part in discussion forums and bet online.
Generally they are less likely than average to shop online with a few exceptions such
as computer games or cosmetics. Smartphones may be their preferred way of
accessing digital content. Most will download a variety of apps to their smartphone with
gambling, games and social networks being the most popular content to access. Apps
for managing multi-media, their current account, and sport tend to be relatively
popular. They are more likely than average to use their smartphones to play games,
download music, follow brands on social media sites, respond to text or online
advertising, enter TV competitions and vote in reality programmes. Some will pay for
things using their mobile phone scanner and watch films or video clips on their phone.

12.5 Type 59: Deprived areas and high-rise flats
Single elderly people and young single parents are both found more frequently than
average in these flats. Most of the flats are rented from the council or social housing
provider, although a few will be owned. The properties in this type will tend to be midrise and high-rise buildings often in cities and
larger towns. The numbers claiming Job
53% of Maryhill tenants
Seeker’s Allowance might be three times the
national average. Similarly high proportions
might be claiming benefits relating to single
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parents, or to disabilities. Over a third of households may be living entirely on some
form of benefits. In general relatively few people will have many educational
qualifications. Those working are likely to be in routine jobs. These will be poorly paid.
These areas include some of the greatest concentrations of people with lowest
incomes. Under half of the people in these areas earn sufficient to pay tax. Many might
have been refused credit and most will not have a credit card. While some might have
loans the people here have little reason to interact with mainstream financial services
providers. They have little savings or investments. Those borrowing might be having
difficulties with repayments. Few have a pension. There might be a number of health
issues amongst these people ranging from asthma and diabetes to hearing difficulties.
Limited leisure opportunities offer themselves given their limited incomes. Football and
bingo tend to be popular. There will be some who gamble, while others might stay
inside and watch DVDs or television. They will shop in cheaper high street stores such
as Iceland and Lidl and buy hot food from the likes of Greggs and McDonald’s. Many
of these people will regularly access social media sites. In addition to updating their
status, interacting with friends and sharing photos they may play games or quizzes.
They are more likely to follow or interact with brands on social media sites and more
likely to respond to online advertising and to text responses or votes to TV
competitions or reality programmes. Downloading coupons or vouchers is also a
common occurrence. Some will download a large number of apps to their smartphone
- lifestyle, recipes, fashion, health, exercise and music being amongst the more
popular. Many will regularly listen to music or radio using their smartphones. A good
number will regularly take part in online forums or comment on blogs. Gambling and
online dating are also more prevalent than average.
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13 Appendix 3: Statement of Terms
Compliance with International Standards
BMG complies with the International Standard for Quality Management Systems
requirements (ISO 9001:2015) and the International Standard for Market, opinion and social
research service requirements (ISO 20252:2012) and The International Standard for
Information Security Management (ISO 27001:2013).
Interpretation and publication of results
The interpretation of the results as reported in this document pertain to the research problem
and are supported by the empirical findings of this research project and, where applicable,
by other data. These interpretations and recommendations are based on empirical findings
and are distinguishable from personal views and opinions.
BMG will not publish any part of these results without the written and informed consent of the
client.
Ethical practice
BMG promotes ethical practice in research: We conduct our work responsibly and in light of
the legal and moral codes of society.
We have a responsibility to maintain high scientific standards in the methods employed in
the collection and dissemination of data, in the impartial assessment and dissemination of
findings and in the maintenance of standards commensurate with professional integrity.
We recognise we have a duty of care to all those undertaking and participating in research
and strive to protect subjects from undue harm arising as a consequence of their
participation in research. This requires that subjects’ participation should be as fully informed
as possible and no group should be disadvantaged by routinely being excluded from
consideration. All adequate steps shall be taken by both agency and client to ensure that the
identity of each respondent participating in the research is protected.
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With more than 25 years’ experience, BMG
Research has established a strong reputation
for delivering high quality research and
consultancy.
BMG serves both the public and the private
sector, providing market and customer insight
which is vital in the development of plans, the
support of campaigns and the evaluation of
performance.
Innovation and development is very much at the
heart of our business, and considerable
attention is paid to the utilisation of the most up
to date technologies and information systems to
ensure that market and customer intelligence is
widely shared.

Corporate Business Plan Appendix E: Risk Map, Register and Future Risk Horizon
Scanning
Maryhill’s approach to risk management
During 19/20 we introduced a new single risk register with monitoring taking place at different levels
depending on the combined (severity and likelihood) risk score. This is shown in the diagram below.

Black and
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Assurance
Board

Quarterly

Amber,
black and
red risks

Audit and
risk
committee

Quarterly

Green,
amber, black
and red risks

Senior
management
meetings

Quarterly

Strategic Risk Map
The Association’s summary risk map approved by the Audit and Risk Committee in February 2021 is shown below. Risks have been assessed by the Association’s senior management team and Board and
this assessment considered the Scottish Housing Regulator’s (SHR) 2020 identification of external risk factors and key risks identified in the SHR business planning guidance.
The table below sets out the Risk Map, which provides an overview of the total number of risks contained in the Risk Register shown by residual risk score.
RISK DETAILS
Gx
1

A 1 Glenavon Render - Render falling from Glenavon high rises results in harm to staff, public or contractors
2 Health & Safety - Board, staff, public or contractors come to harm
B 3 Customer experience - Failure to improve customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
C 4 Rent Collection - Failure to collect rent effectively
5 Legislation & Regulation - Failure of staff to ensure MHA meets Statutory and Regulatory standards related to operational
Activities
8 Staff Resources - Failure to attract and retain key staff
D 6 Housing Viability - Failure to keep our multi-storey stock financially viable in a way that remains attractive to tenants
CV6 Coronavirus Communications Risk – failing to communicate with all stakeholders
E 7 Housing Quality - Failure to provide better homes and develop neighbourhoods to feel proud of
9 Leadership - Lack of strategic direction and leadership within staff team
10 Management - Lack of effective management throughout the organisation

Bx
1

CV
x1

Cx3

Ax2

LIKELIHOOD

20 Community - Failure to address poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
17 Housing Need - Failure to meet housing need in the local area

Hx3

CVx
5

Dx1

Ex5

Jx2

CV
x1

H 13 Rent Affordability - Failure to deliver affordable rents
14 Fraud - Risk that fraud or bribery is committed
15 IT – Major loss or failure of IT systems (e.g. fire, major cyber attack, loss of key supplier)
I 16 Financial Control - Ineffective financial business planning & financial controls
CV8 Coronavirus Staff Welfare Risk – failing to ensure staff welfare during period of altered working conditions

CV
x2

CV
x3
Ix1

CV1 Coronavirus Service Relaunch Risk – failing to implement relaunch of service delivery effectively
CV2 Coronavirus Operational Delivery Risk – failing to continue with operational delivery during lockdown period
CV5 Coronavirus Financial Risk – failing to maintain our financial position
F 11 Board Effectiveness - Failure of the Board to lead the organisation effectively
G 12 Development - Inability to deliver new developments to time and budget

CV3 Coronavirus Essential Service Risk – failing to deliver essential services during government lockdown
CV9 Coronavirus Infection Risk – failing to implement government restrictions appropriately leading to infection

Fx1

J
CV
x2

1

IMPACT

CV
x1

18 New Ventures - Failure to effectively assess and appraise risks when implementing new business opportunities (e.g. Mid
Market Rent)
19 Reputation - failure to manage communication effectively
CV4 Coronavirus Supply Chain Risk – failure in the supply chain reduces ability to deliver services
CV7 Coronavirus Governance Risk– failing to have appropriate oversight of the business in place due to lockdown
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Risk Register
The risk register shown below was approved by our Audit and Risk Committee in February 2021.
Risk
No.
CV1

CV2

Description
Coronavirus Service
Relaunch Risk – failing to
implement relaunch of
service delivery effectively
after the end of lockdown
period resulting in poor
performance, or ineffective
reintroduction of restrictions
if required.

Coronavirus Operational
Delivery Risk – failing to
continue with operational
delivery during lockdown
period

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
5x5
=25

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
In place:
 COVID-19 Impact Analysis being maintained and updated monthly to capture all impacts and data
 Relaunch plan in place
 Team delivery plans & main delivery plan reviewed and amended in light of coronavirus impact
 Maryhill routemap document in response to Scottish Government tiered system

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
4x3
=12

Working towards:
 Procedures to be developed to provide clarity around how to respond to changing restrictions

5x5
=25

In place:
 All operational services now running with the exception of: RTO meetings, general tenancy management home visits (home
visits are taking place but only in limited circumstances), void pre-inspections by Property staff and void pre-termination visits
by housing staff.
 Some aspects of the ICT policy remain suspended to enable home working, e.g. password changes.
 End to end process on voids now in place

However, procedures still
needed to ensure
flexibility and swift
response if any
reintroduction of
restrictions required
4x3
=12

Working towards:

CV3

CV4

CV5

Coronavirus Essential Service
Risk – failing to deliver
essential services during
government lockdown
restrictions leading to harm
of tenants, staff or member
of public

5x5
=25

Coronavirus Supply Chain
Risk – failure in the supply
chain reduces ability to
deliver services effectively
and safely

5x5
=25

Coronavirus Financial Risk –
failing to maintain our
financial position as a result
of loss of income stream

5x5
=25

In place:
 All essential services now being delivered. Only one remaining annual gas service remains outstanding

Oct 2020 - Proposed to
decrease likelihood from 2
to 1 to reflect that all
essential services are now
being delivered
Jan 2021 – Increase risk
from 1 to 2

4x1
=4

Oct 2020 - Proposed to
decrease likelihood from 2
to 1 to reflect that supply
chain for covid
requirements are now in
place

3x4
=12

Oct 2020 – Not proposing
any movement in risk
because of the need to
fully stabilize rent arrears
performance

Smoke Detections tests suspended by contractor due to Stay at Home lockdown.

In place:
 All supply chains now in place for in-house PPE requirements.
 All contractors have robust supply chains in place.
 Supply chain cost increases have impacted on delivery of the New Build programme which will cause delays.
Working towards:

In place:
 Invoices processing & payments continuing
 Rental income posting continuing
 Rent arrears management continuing – and notices now being served. Rent arrears escalated March – August but
stabilized in September.
 Regular cashflow monitoring in place
 Housing Benefit data continues to be downloaded via online portal
 Not letting our homes – void rent loss is being monitored
 Not able to progress arrears cases to serving notice stage and beyond – 6 month time delay implemented by government
between service of notice and starting legal action (usual delay is 4 weeks) – in place until end March 2021.
 Factoring debt collection still being undertaken
 Financial Inclusion Officers able to provide support and information to all customers to assist with debt management
 Quarterly factoring invoices due for issue before end June 2020 remote working
 Budget and business plan fully re-stated for covid-impact and approved by the Board in September 2020

Oct 2020 – not proposing
to reduce risk further
because services still
experiencing disruption
due to requirement for
staff to self isolate/close
offices whilst detailed
cleaning completed.

4x2
=8

Working towards:


Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted
Oct 2020 - Relaunch very
progressed with the vast
majority of services
relaunched therefore
proposing to reduce
likelihood of risk from 4 o
3.

Risk
No.

CV6

CV7

Description


Coronavirus
Communications Risk –
failing to communicate with
all stakeholders resulting in
misunderstanding of service
delivery or failure to adhere
to necessary restrictions/
amendments, which could in
turn undermine control of
infection risk or management
of service delivery risks

Coronavirus Governance
Risk– failing to have
appropriate oversight of the
business in place due to
lockdown restrictions

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

Working towards:
 Robust plan to transition back to generic working whilst mitigating risks around performance dropping again.
5x5
=25

In place:


5x3
=15

5x5
=25

In place:
 Virtual Boards continuing on normal cycle using Microsoft Teams.
 Online survey used to gather approvals & questions from all Board members in advance of virtual meeting.
 1st round of virtual Board recruitment completed and 2nd round ongoing.
 SMT Teams meetings taking place twice weekly since Lockdown.
 COVID-19 Impact Analysis in place and updated monthly by each SMT member and reported to the Board.
 Notifiable events continue to be submitted to SHR
 Staff & Board delegation plan in case of sickness absence
 SHR monthly return completed.

5x1
=5

Oct 2020 – Proposing to
reduce risk from 2 to 1 to
reflect updated budget
and business plan to
include covid impact.

4x2
=8

Oct 2020 – not proposing
any reduction in risk due
to high levels of staff
absence

Customers – newsletter; regular website updates; text to customers to alert them to website update; social media; posters;
changing the main line voicemail message; specific letters for retirement housing customers; Specific letters for customers in
the high rise and mini multis
 Staff – regular coronavirus updates issued from 04/03/20 onwards and Teams briefings every two weeks.
 Board – regular updates issued by CEO
 Union – weekly meetings since April 2020.
 SHR – contact to advise of notifiable events e.g, MPS withdrawal; open notifiable event specifically about the coronavirus
impact on our services, which is being updated whenever there is a change – updated 4 times to date
 Other RSLs – significant contact with other RSLs through networking/benchmarking connections e.g. GWSF and G8,
sharing of best practice and approaches on emerging issues
 Contractors – contact list drawn up at start of lockdown and contact made with key contractors regarding their proposed
response to changes in the new tiered system.
 communicating to contractors on any customers who are self isolating. A register is being kept of properties where this is
the case and this is being constantly updated by CCT, who are phoning out to customers when their self isolation is due to
expire to check if the risk has passed
 Coronavirus communications plan in response to new tiered system by 13th November 2020. elaunch comms will
be needed for Phase 3, including consideration to how we contact tenants who are not on social media,
 Issued communication to customers around changes to bulk uplift service in response to GCC.
Working towards:
 Rolling communicating to customers who are waiting for services or works e.g. mutual exchanges

Working towards:
CV8

Coronavirus Staff Welfare
Risk – failing to ensure staff
welfare during period of
altered working conditions
for all staff

5x5
=25

In place:
 Separate workstream on staff welfare as part of covid relaunch planning.
 Flexible approach taken to working hours in response to caring responsibilities.
 Some staff now working from the office more for welfare reasons.
 Staff absence increased significantly during the pandemic and is being closely monitored. Position has now improved.
 All staff trained in carrying out a basic DSE assessment of their workstation & new DSE guidance issued to all staff with tips for
homeworking. New equipment provided for homeworking.
 1to1s and appraisals continue as normal
 Remote working guidance issued to staff
 Managing remote working guidance issued to managers
 New start staff receiving limited induction sessions via video call
 Healthy Hour increased from monthly to weekly
 Managers encouraged to hold regular conference call team meetings
 Staff encouraged to consider taking breaks during the day, flexibility of start and stop times available to assist work/life
balance, and reminders from managers to consider taking annual leave
 Increased engagement with union to weekly
 Re-orientation packs issued to staff for each phase of relaunch and as guidance changed, e.g. requirements on face
coverings
 Guidelines in place for responding to staff with covid symptoms.
 Two Pulse surveys issued to the staff team and results acted upon
 Restarting Healthy Working Lives Group

Risk
No.

CV9

Description

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
Working towards:
 Formal learning around staff management during lockdown to prevent absences in the future
 Issuing and acting on 3rd Pulse Survey
In place:
 Procedures in place for all work activities delivered outside of staff members’ homes.
 All contractors have covid-safe procedures in place

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Coronavirus Infection Risk –
failing to implement
government restrictions
appropriately leading to
infection of tenants, staff or
member of public

5x5
=25

1

Glenavon Render - Render
falling from Glenavon high
rises results in harm to staff,
public or contractors

5x5
=25

In place: live Risk Mitigation Statement in place which sets out all risk mitigation in place and any changes reported to Board, daily visual
inspection regime in place, monthly abseil inspections and removal of loose render in place, emergency escalation process in place to ensure any
further render falls are communicated effectively to senior management, updating of insurers of any changes to position, structural engineers’
report into repair options completed which conclude repair not possible. Option appraisal for long term replacement commissioned.
Working towards: acting on recommendations from long term option appraisal reports, updated draft report from MAST architects on options
received. Draft report commented on and meeting planned. The other parties are close to offering a remedial solution, need to give
consideration if possible solution.

5x4
=20

2

Health & Safety - Board,
staff, public or contractors
come to harm

5x5
=25

In place: Health & Safety manuals and policy; Health and Safety Forum re-launched with responsibilities clarified; Monitoring at Quarterly
Assurance Board completed review of risk assessments, internal officer review of key landlord health and safety areas commenced (gas, lifts,
asbestos covered to date), lone working system rolled out to key staff. lone working approach in place and new phones issued to facilitate this,
appointed specialist H&S auditors, Policy reviews approved by Board (fire, gas, asbestos, lifts), action plan in place following high rise fire risk
assessments, initial legionella risk and testing now complete, common area asbestos register in place. Lone working approach for non-key staff
actioned.
Working toward: all properties meeting smoke alarm regulations; organisational method statements to be updated; developed comprehensive
action plan for remedial works in relation to fire risk assessments of all high rise stock; completion of asbestos and legionella surveys and
acting upon these.

5x4
=20

3

Customer experience Failure to improve customer
experience and increase
customer satisfaction

5x4
=20

In place: Customer satisfaction surveys, New Corporate Plan that responds to customer satisfaction survey with priorities set out in delivery plan
to deliver, estate management processes, factoring processes, reporting complaints quarterly to Assurance Board, plan in place to deal with more
enquiries at first point of contact. Repairs satisfaction daily texts & process in place to respond ASB strategy approved by Board; organizational
values now included in induction, new complaints processes and training, updated appraisal process launched which embeds organisational
values. Involving customers in a property process review, Procedure review & update of ASB process.
Working toward: Launching a customer charter- delayed due to coronavirus, Training to be completed on revised ASB procedures. Report from
Service Improvement Panel on customer communications awaited. Ensuring transition back to generic working is smooth

4x5
=20

4

Rent Collection - Failure to
collect rent effectively

4x5
=20

In place: Recommendations from UC audit completed, implementation of our Community Regen and Anti-Poverty Strategy, manager sampling of
arrears management procedure; monthly manager arrears meeting; patch and officer arrears reporting, streamlined arrears procedure including
guidance particular to UC, staff training for housing staff and CCT. Further staff training on individual arrears management plans and new arrears
procedure – piloted on income team. Specialist teams in place and reduction in arrears in September.

4x4
=16

5

Legislation & Regulation Failure of staff to ensure
MHA meets Statutory and
Regulatory standards related
to operational activities

4x2
=8

Working towards:
 Updating procedures as the Association moves into the next stages of relaunch.

5x4
=20

Working towards: Ensuring momentum on arrears performance up. Maintaining arrears performance as team move back into generic working
and delivering recommendations outlined on the Internal Audit report. Monitor eviction arrears due to restrictions and court cases not heard in
person.
In place: Current contractual provisions, key trade backup, legal advice, post inspections, effective contract management, Stringent new KPI
monitoring, new contract management framework launched, impact of new legislation and regulation reviewed monthly by SMT, effective gas
safety procedures, GDPR procedures, GDPR internal audit reporting on legislative compliance quarterly to Assurance Board. Training on the new
contract management framework, EESSH & SHQS action plan, replacement repairs contractor in place following MPS withdrawl, reprocurement
of contractor post April 2021 completed. Compliance with regulatory framework around H and S. – specifically asbestos records.
Working toward: MMR governance and management processes; implementing new regulatory requirement for 5 yearly electrical inspections
but anticipate will not fully meet by original March 2021 deadline, aim is to achieve by March 2022, target is looking increasingly challenging.

4x5
=20

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

Jan -2021 Increase risk
from 1 to 2 due to the new
covid variant.

Risk
No.

Description

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
5x5
=25

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
In Place: Leasing Property policy mitigates low demand issues, lodged and raised proceedings against Mears in terms of render failure, Rent Policy
enables charging for air source heating and internet and landscaping, Community@Maryhill open, contract for internet provision, new lease
agreement signed with Mears, completion of stock option appraisal confirming blocks should be retained in the medium term,
Working Toward: North Maryhill masterplan, assess potential impact if retrofit of fire suppression measures becomes a legal requirement,
delivery of investment in heating & environment over five years, completion of option appraisal of alternatives to existing render,

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
5x3
=15

6

Housing viability - Failure to
keep our multi-storey stock
financially viable in a way
that remains attractive to
tenants

7

Housing Quality - Failure to
provide better homes and
develop neighbourhoods to
feel proud of

5x4
=20

In place: appropriate business plan resources linked to an up to date asset management database, positive EESSH internal audit., 2020/2024
investment programme focused on customer priorities; EESSH and SHQS compliance action plan Updated Asset Management Strategy including 4
year investment plan responding to customer priorities, ‘how we will communicate with customers’ process agreed at July SMT for both tenants
and owners
Working toward:, Consolidation of land to deliver environmental improvement, , introduce 10% stock condition sampling each year from 2020/21
but restrict to 5% in first year only due to coronavirus impact- these will start from March 2021, restrictions may impact on ability to deliver.
Developing long term proposal for bulk uplift. No monitoring of neighbourhood closes, routine inspections suspended.

4x3
=12

8

Staff Resources - Failure to
attract and retain key staff

4x4
=16

In place: Full EVH membership for terms & conditions, new appraisal process introduced, Training & Development plan, Participation in Best
Companies survey, process for consideration of exit surveys; Development of a People Strategy, reducing sickness absence. two weekly review of
staff absence and new absence management procedures. In place new recruitment policy to be approved by January Board.
Working toward: completion of review of Induction process.

4x4
=16

9

Leadership - Lack of strategic
direction and leadership
within staff team

5x4
=20

In place: Corporate Plan; Mission, vision & values; Staff Conversation sessions; Quarterly all manager away day sessions, plan in place to promote
and embed the corporate Plan. Promotion of new Corporate Plan externally.. Adapted internal communications in response to covid. Pulse staff
engagement surveys and responses to this issued.
Working toward:

4x3
=12

10

Management - Lack of
effective management
throughout the organisation

5x3
=15

In place: Training & Development Plan including manager development, managers pledge, SMART objective setting, coaching culture,
management and leadership programme completed in 2018/19 and new managers completed in 2019, Quarterly all manager away day sessions,
new manager inductions roll out of manager skills matrix for 2019; 12 month review of new Housing structure including clarification of roles &
responsibilities; Housing & Property managers team away days; facilitated sessions within housing management as a result of wellbeing survey;
staff conversation sessions, 12 month review of Corporate Support function. Pulse surveys and responding to this. Training has been delivered on
practical management processes. Review of new structures including clarification of roles & responsibilities in Development completed.
Working toward: developing manager training in response to managers skills matrix results by end March 2020, delayed due to Covid and
Property and Community Regeneration (March 2021); implementing Housing team development project following Best Companies Survey by end
March 2021.

4x3
=12

11

Board effectiveness - Failure
of the Board to lead the
organisation effectively and
have clear strategic direction
and planning

5x5
=25

5x2
=10

12

Development - Inability to
deliver new developments to
time and budget

3x5
=15

13

Rent Affordability - Failure to
deliver affordable rents

4x5
=20

In place: Governance Effectiveness Plan 2020/21; Corporate plan 2020; robust annual appraisal system, effective Board away days , clearly
defined Board and Committee structure and standing orders; implemented Assurance report in responses to 2019 Regulatory Framework; Board
recruitment completed in summer 2020 and five new Board Members joined the Board in September 2020. Rules update approved by the
Membership in September and approved by the FCA in October. Board make up now compliant with the rules. 2nd round of tenant Board
recruitment underway, New Board development consultant appointed. Proposal to Board for succession planning of Office Bearer positions,
Collaborative Governance Review with other Associations by North Star.
Working toward: Induction plan for new Chair, completion of second round Board recruitment.
In place: Development HUB, HUB Board, developing good relationships with key partners, assessing new development risk as part of business
planning, hub review undertaken, joined SCAPE framework, Development Policy, Development Performance Framework, regular reporting to
Glasgow City Council, submitted new strategy and development funding plan with realistic timeframes, HAG funding approved for Rothes Drive,
Botany Corner, Smeaton Street newbuild development and Oran/Shiskine conversion. review approach to elected member engagement
completed. Recruitment of development manager.
Working toward: development procedure review required;, 4 site starts delayed due to coronavirus. Development at Smeaton Street is in process
of being retendered because could not reach agreement with the contractor over covid costs.
In place: effective tenant consultation on rent, short & medium term effective assessment of rent affordability, 30 year business plan aim for CPI
by Year 6, VFM strategy, effective allocations and void management processes, revised existing Procurement Toolkit in place, training for staff on
Contract Management Framework, VFM Group established; Pensions Working Group report to October Board, closure of defined benefit SHAPs
pension scheme effective from 1 April 2020. Reactive repairs procurement is expected to deliver savings ad better cost management on reactive

2x5
=10

3x3
=9

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

Oct 2020 - Increase in risk
due to increased staff
absence

Oct 2020: Reduce risk
down from 4 to 2 because
new rules approved by
FCA and Board is
compliant.

Risk
No.

Description

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
repairs. Re-launched VFM working group.
Working toward: implement procurement monitoring and community benefits KPI for 2020/21 to monitor at SMT, review SPF pension scheme

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

In place: Anti-fraud and bribery policy, staff code of conduct, Board code of conduct, payments and benefits policy, internal/external audits,
Annual declaration of interest, quarterly monitoring at A&RC, revised payment processes and supplier controls implemented as result of fraud
occurring, internal audit undertaken of payment process, fraud awareness session delivered by Royal Bank of Scotland in November 2018, all staff
training on fraud &whistleblowing delivered January 2019, new simpler standing orders and scheme of delegation and invoice approval process
approved September 2020. Procurement policy & scheme of delegation training delivered. fraud awareness training included in induction for
staff and Board members.
Working toward: investigate need for money laundering training by end March 202021;
In place: business interruption insurance; disaster recovery plan, off-site back up, anti-spam and anti-virus, firewall, password protection,
encryption for laptops, mobile device management software; IT servers updated to cope with home working,
Working toward: Introduction of Office 365 and cloud based working, new server purchased plan to migrate more staff for remote working,
purchasing more equipment to support staff with home working and long term blended working.

3x3
=9

14

Fraud - Risk that fraud or
bribery is committed

4x5
=20

15

IT – Major loss or failure of IT
systems (e.g fire, major cyber
attack, loss of key supplier)

5x4
=20

16

Financial control Ineffective financial business
planning & financial controls

5x4
=20

In place: Effective 5 and 30 year financial business planning and stress testing supporting corporate strategy, assessing new development risk,
covenant compliance, regulatory and legal compliance, Business Planning calendar, Standing Orders & Financial Regulations, budget setting and
management framework, variation process, closer working between finance and operational teams, budget monitoring meetings, Departmental
processes for invoice processing, BRIXX implementation, new approach to budget setting process, clear invoice approval process and value limits
with checker and approver required, SPF cessation debt allowed for in Business Plan, Treasury Management Strategy and Policy, treasury
management advisors review of treasury management policy and approach and business plan assumptions, Board training delivered in 2018 on
finance and treasury, treasury advisors and legal advisors reported to Audit & Risk Committee and Board in regard to RBS loan refinancing, new
RBS loan implemented 29 March 2019, VAT review by external auditors Scott Moncrieff, Treasury Management Strategy approved June 2020
Board
Working toward: investigating use of SDM management accounts to give better clarity and transparency and improved production; seeking clarity
on SPF cessation debt liability

4x2
=8

17

Housing Need - Failure to
meet housing need in the
local area

5x4
=20

In place: Housing needs & demands study; Development Policy and programme driven by housing need; new allocations policy; participation in
Glasgow-wide housing register project; Development team and hub model with QCHA, engaging with the GCC re Rapid Re-housing plan
introducing new lettings targets for 2020/21 to reflect request for increased allocations to homeless households.
Working toward: working to reduce backlog of housing options by the end of March 2021, continue to explore choice based lettings in partnership
with other housing associations

4x3
=12

18

New Ventures - Failure to
effectively assess and
appraise risks when
implementing new business
opportunities (e.g. Mid
Market Rent)

4x4
=16

In place: Robust options appraisal process, pulling external advice when needed, learning from others, consideration of partnership working to
reduce risk, Service level Agreements in place for provision of Development Services; outline structure for subsidiary governance approved
Working toward: Live subsidiary, develop detail of Governance framework for delivery of non-charitable activities

3x2
=6

19

Reputation - failure to
manage communication
effectively

4x2
=8

In place: Corporate Officer role, comms induction for new staff, template letters, statements prepared for expected press enquiries, building
better relationships with journalists, keeping staff informed of press enquiries / stories, daily checks of social media, keeping customers informed
of issues (example – render) so we are open and transparent and customers less likely to go to the press, working with sector wide bodies to re
key messages, seeking legal advice where appropriate; Keeping SMT informed to press enquiries / stories and involved in responses as
appropriate; reports/procedures presented to Board that help identify possible press stories (example – render); leadership team involved in
developing and delivering statements / responses; Chair contacted immediately in the case of negative press; informing Board on any press
stories; use of PR consultant for complex PR or high risk incidents, completed review of all letters for standard content, Review of written
customer communication, new written customer communication fully uploaded onto the SDM system
Working toward: Removal of all old logos, social media and website reviews; Plain English and wider comms training

3x2
=6

20

Community - Failure to

3x5

In place: Refreshed Community Regeneration and Anti-Poverty Strategy, Procurement & Community Benefits Policy, in-house welfare rights

3x3

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

3x3
=9

Oct 2020 - Proposing to
increase risk because of
200 customers who are on
a waiting list for a housing
options interview to allow
them to join the waiting
list.
Jan 2021- propose to
increase risk 3 to 4

Oct 2020 – proposed to

Risk
No.

Description
address poverty and enable
customers to make their lives
better

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
=15

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
service, Value for Money strategy, successful relaunch of Community Kitty, recruited Community Regeneration Manager and officer; funding
secured for youth activities provision, replacement heating programme commenced; application to the Energy Redress fund was successful for 2.5
energy advisers across Maryhill Housing and Queens Cross Housing for 2 year posts, Covid funding of £102k obtained has been distributed.
Funding bid for digital participation officer and homework clubs. Development of funding initiative to replace Cash for Kids develop effective
outcome monitoring for community regeneration activities, Benefits campaign launched
Working towards: developing new & innovative approaches to delivering our community regeneration services other than face to face.

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
=9

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted
reduce likelihood of risk
due to success and impact
of the Community
Regeneration service.

Scottish Housing Regulator Risk Headlines
The Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR)’s annual risk assessment (November 2020)
advises of the specific areas of risk they will be looking at in the year ahead. The
SHR also published a list of key strategic risks it expects Associations to consider in
its 2015 Business Planning Recommended Practice. We have looked at these
closely and considered how we will address these, we are confident the areas of risk
the Association is exposed are covered within the risk register. A summary of the
2021 SHR risk areas is shown in the list below:
 Homelessness

- How local authorities deliver services for people who are
threatened with, or experiencing, homelessness. This includes providing
people who need it with suitable temporary accommodation (particularly
during the pandemic) and they are working with their RSL partners to provide
settled homes, limiting the time people spend in temporary accommodation.
 Tenant and resident safety – How landlords ensure that they are meeting
their duties to keep tenants and residents safe and continue to do so during
the COVID-19 pandemic. This will also include how landlords that provide
Gypsy/Travellers sites ensure minimum site standards and fire safety
requirements to meet the needs of residents
 Financial health of RSLs – How financially healthy RSLs are and how well
they manage their money with a focus on resilience and financial planning
against the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic
 Governance of RSLs – How well run RSLs are
Key risks identified in the SHR Business Planning Best Practice are shown
below:


Development. The RSL should demonstrate a clear understanding of the impact of
its development program (where one exists) on future cash flows.



Covenant Compliance. There should be effective systems to monitor covenant
compliance and report to the governing body on this at appropriate intervals.



Pension Affordability. The plan should take account of any pension deficit and the
financial projections should include the effects of auto enrolment. Where appropriate
the impact of continuing to offer defined benefit schemes should be set out.



Diversified Activities. Where non-social housing activities are undertaken (through
a subsidiary or directly), it should be clear what impact this will have on core activity
and tenants. Where the plan is reliant on a contribution from non-core activities, there
should be adequate controls in place to carefully monitor and manage any risks.
Where non-core activity involves an investment of funds generated through the core
business a clear benefit for tenants and other service users should be demonstrated.



Treasury Management. The potential impact of prolonged low or no inflation upon
the RSL’s ability to meet its obligations as they fall due should be considered.



Arrears and Welfare Reform. The progress of the implementation of the welfare
reform program should be monitored and its potential impact should be assessed.

Business planning assumptions should be adjusted as appropriate. This may include
additional resources being targeted on arrears recovery.


Debt risk. The RSL should clearly understand the detailed conditions in loan
documents and understand the implications the conditions can have in the future.
Risks and obligations when entering into new loan arrangements should be fully
understood and based on appropriate financial and legal advice before finalising any
facility.



Rents. The RSL should be able to demonstrate how rent affordability for tenants has
been considered and how it has determined if rents are affordable now and in the
future.



Stock. There should be an active approach to asset management that recognises
the current and long term demand of stock, the physical condition of stock and the
suitability of stock for investment.



Insolvency. The RSL should fully understand the demands on its cash flows as this
is critical to its business. Whilst the precise timing of some events cannot be
ascertained, the adoption of financial health check indicators can prove helpful in
planning liquidity. The RSL should be able to demonstrate a clear understanding of
the impact any development program has on future cash flows and ensure there are
adequate cash reserves throughout the life of the plan. It is essential that funding is
in place before the commencement of any development.



SHQS & EESSH Compliance. The impact of maintaining SHQS compliance and
achieving EESSH compliance in the business plan assumptions should be included.



Business Continuity. Each RSL should have an awareness of what could break the
business and what contingency plans are required to manage this. There should be
suitable Business Continuity Planning exercises carried out to test the plans.

Future risk horizon scanning
Whilst undertaking our risk review, it was also important to consider what risk areas could affect us in the near and distant future. Below you will
find a brief diagram of the major strategic risks that we feel will face us:

Long term financial health
Growth and diversification
Long term stock sustainability
(including further environmental
standards and Carbon Net Zero)

BEYOND

Affordable rent v Value for Money
Newbuild development - grant
funding level, council support,
government priority
EESSH2 & wider environmental
issues
Market risks re NSSE units
Rent collection
New business - Mid Market Rent
COVID-19 Relaunch
Employee wellbeing
North Maryhill TRA
Landlord Health & Safety
Retraction of council services - bulk
uplift, pest control, rubbish collection
frequency
Housing demand in North Glasgow
Governance effectiveness due to new
board members
Brexit - impact potentially on materials

Strategic Risk
Register will
manage

12-24 MONTHS

6-12 MONTHS

NOW

Delivery Plan 2021/22
1. Improving customer experience and increasing customer satisfaction
No
1.1
a

Action

Who

When

Develop an annual landscaping service plan
setting out duties to be undertaken for Summer
and Winter Programmes.

Neighbourhood
Team Leaders

June 2021

c

Publish a leaflet about our two-yearly visits that
outlines the reason for the visit and the potential
benefits.

Head of Housing

September
2021

b

1.3
a
b

1.4
a

Status

Owning issues, being clear about what customers can expect and following through on commitments
Publish a leaflet about our Anti-Social Behaviour Head of Housing
June 2021
Service to be clearer on what customers can
expect.

b

1.2
a

Comments

Giving customers easier and better ways to contact us, e.g. via text / online
Review allocations processes using learning
Head of Housing
January
from lockdown, and explore opportunities to
2022
digitalise parts of the process for the customer.
Promote the My Home customer portal including
providing support to help tenants use online
services.

Business
Transformation &
ICT Manager

March 2022

Support for sign up to be provided by CCT and
Community Regeneration. Factoring invoices to be
moved onto My Home by March 2022 (finance).
Paperless option to be available by the end of the
year. Other improvements such as live chat to be
considered throughout the year (IT).

Ensuring service relaunch after the covid pandemic delivers on the Customer Charter
Fully implement our Customer Charter.
Chief Executive
June 2021
Incorporate questions around satisfaction with
services during covid lockdown into our full
customer survey, along with a look to how
services could potentially change in the future.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Using data and customer feedback to actively shape our services
Review the Anti-Social Behaviour procedure in
Head of Housing
line with feedback received from ASB surveys.

August 2021

June 2021
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No
b

Action
Develop approaches to identify potential
applicants for low demand properties and build
demand for those properties.

Who
Head of Housing

When
August 2021

Comments

c

Renew our satisfaction figures through a full
customer survey to assess the impact that recent
improvements have had on our customers’ views
of the organisation.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

August 2021

Incorporate a review of how we could refresh this
information more frequently in future. Involve
scrutiny groups in survey development.

d

Review our scrutiny groups to ensure their
purpose is clear and that their work fits with our
overall governance structure.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

TBC

This review will follow the end of the covid
lockdown, as the Service Improvement Panel is
currently not meeting.

e

Provide a guide for improving the data on SDM,
to include recording of email addresses,
equalities information and communication
preferences, and a focus on ensuring existing
data is correct.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

March 2022

1.5
a

b

Dealing with enquiries at the first point of contact
Develop and implement an out of hours calls
Neighbourhood
service.
Team Leaders /
Head of Housing
Provide comprehensive Customer Advisor
training for all frontline operational enquiries.

Customer
Services Manager

Status

June 2021

March 2022

2. Reducing poverty and enabling customers to make their lives better
No
2.1
a

b

Action

Who

When

Comments

Status

Ensuring our rents remain affordable for current and future generations
Identify options for replacement of the communal Investment
June 2021
heating system at Oran Place in order to allow
Manager
customers greater control over their individual
heating costs.
Consider the heating element of the rent
structure.

Director of
Resources

October
2021
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No
c

2.2
a

b

2.3
a

Action
Progress the Value for Money Strategy, including
joint working group meetings, to achieve savings
target.

Who
Head of Finance

When
March 2022

Comments

Status

Supporting our customers to navigate welfare reform, sustain tenancies, move into employment and reduce rent arrears
Review the Financial Support Service to ensure it Head of Housing
April 2021
continues to meet the objectives set out in team
job profiles.
Host targeted anti-poverty campaigns.

Community
Regeneration
Manager

Supporting more of our customers to get online
Provide mobile data devices to tenants with
Community
unlimited data and support them to get the most
Regeneration
out of smartphones, tablets and internet services. Manager

October
2021

April 2021

b

Reintroduce the device lending library.

Community
Regeneration
Manager

TBC

c

Develop a Digital Inclusion Strategy.

Community
Regeneration
Manager

October
2021

d

Provide smart heating (with internet) to our mini
multi properties.

Head of Property /
Business
Transformation &
ICT Manager

March 2022

This work will follow the end of the covid lockdown.

2.4
a

Supporting our young people to realise their potential and older people to play an active role in society
Create a Youth Panel with the support of YoMo.
Community
TBC
This work will follow the end of the covid lockdown.
Regeneration
Manager

2.5
a

Working with partners to improve our customers’ health and wellbeing
Develop a volunteer strategy to create
Community
May 2021
sustainable projects and real work experience
Regeneration
that leads to employment.
Manager
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No
2.6
a

Action

Who

Working with partners to address crime and anti-social behaviour
Deliver projects from the Community Fund to
Community
help support youth divisionary activities.
Regeneration
Manager

When

Comments

Status

June 2021

3. Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
No
3.1
a

Action

Who

When

Comments

Status

Improving the energy efficiency of our homes including meeting EESSH2, replacing electric storage heaters and improving tenements
Set out the plan for working towards delivery of Asset Manager
June 2021
the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social
Housing (EESSH) 2.

b

Agree an appropriate heating solution for
Glenavon properties, based on data and
feedback from pilot properties.

Investment
Manager

February
2022

c

Complete the installation programme of air
source heat pumps across our mini multis.

Heating Project
Manager

March 2022

d

Identify a technical solution for replacement of
electrical storage heaters in low rise properties
and procurement for installation.

Investment
Manager

March 2022

3.2
a

Shaping the regeneration of North Maryhill
Progress the masterplan for the North Maryhill
TRA.

Head of
Development

December
2021

3.3
a

Improving the efficient planning and delivery of our investment programme
Develop additional information for customers
Property Manager March 2022
relating to works carried out in their home and
/ Investment
what can be expected.
Manager

3.4
a

Engaging tenants and owners to improve back courts and communal areas to create positive, usable spaces
Agree a standard specification for back courts
Director of
June 2021
and develop a plan to visit, assess and agree
Operations / Asset
priority improvements.
Manager

Consultation by May 2021 and Delivery Plan in
place by December.
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No
b

Action
Develop the Botany Garden.

Who
Community
Regeneration
Manager

When
TBC

Comments
This work will follow the end of the covid lockdown.

Head of
Development

March 2022

Full detail to be provided in Development
Assurance report

3.5
a

Building new homes that meet housing need
Progress the current projects on our
Development Programme.

3.6
a

Exploring taking ownership of council-owned land in order to transform the environment around our homes
Conclude the land transfer of retained areas at Chief Executive
September
Shawpark Street and North Maryhill TRA.
2021

b

Explore further transfer of GCC retained areas
in order to deliver environmental
improvements.

Head of
Development

March 2022

Who

When

Status

4. Building a sustainable business
No
4.1
a

Action

Comments

Status

Developing leadership skills and an empowered, professional staff team
Revise the induction process to include new
HR Manager
April 2021
checklists and introduction videos.

b

Complete Office 365 (migration).

Business
Transformation &
ICT Manager

May 2021

c

Carry out 1-1 sessions with the Neighbourhood
Team to discuss culture and behaviours.

HR Manager

July 2021

d

Review Investors in People and consider
implementing this in 2022/23.

HR Manager

August 2021

e

Develop a Digital & ICT Strategy.

Business
Transformation &
ICT Manager

September
2021

f

Complete the Best Companies survey and
create an action plan to respond to all staff
feedback received.

HR Manager

December
2021
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No
g
4.2
a

Action
Development and delivery of “90 minute
Management Workout” workshops.

Who
HR Manager

When
March 2022

Revise the Factoring Written Statement of
Service to meet the upcoming changes in the
Factoring Act.

Factoring
Manager

May 2021

c

Complete Salary Sacrifice Review.

Head of Finance

d

Complete the Strathclyde Pension Fund
review.

Director of
Resources

September
2021
October
2021

e

Launch our subsidiary Maryhill Communities
Ltd, with appropriate governance and
accounting arrangements established,
alongside a suite of operational procedures for
mid market rent units.

Chief Executive

February
2022

Promoting diversity and ensuring we represent and reflect our customers
Deliver ESOL classes.
Community
April 2021
Regeneration
Manager

Currently online but can revert to face to face when
restrictions are lifted and guidance supports it.

b

Develop an Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Agenda.

HR Manager

June 2021

To include equalities training for managers in
March and all staff in April.

c

Implement regulatory changes in relation to
recording equalities information for our
customers.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

TBC

Legislative guidance not yet published. Timescales
will be confirmed once this is available.

4.4
a

b

Status

Ensuring compliance with all regulatory and legislative requirements
Establish regular meetings and / or joint
Performance &
April 2021
briefings for local elected members and canal
Governance
councillors.
Manager

b

4.3
a

Comments
These will start in July 2021 and be provided
throughout the year.

Growing our in-house knowledge and services offer
Complete the bulk uplift pilot and provide
Neighbourhood
meaningful feedback to enable a decision to be Team Leaders
made on the future of the service.
Implement a pilot of in-house void clearance
and cleaning service in the multi storey stock.

Neighbourhood
Team Leaders

June 2021

September
2021
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No

Action

Who

When

4.5
a

Making our contribution to zero carbon and the wider green agenda
Develop a Sustainability Strategy.
Director of
November
Resources
2021

4.6
a

Assessing the Association’s aspirations for growth
Progress the Acquisition and Stock
Director of
Rationalisation project.
Resources / Head
of Finance

b

Progress the feasibility studies on our
Development Programme.

Head of
Development

Comments

Status

September
2021
March 2022

Full detail to be provided in Development
Assurance report
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Appendix G: How we will know we are achieving our strategic priorities
Objective
Improving customer experience and increasing customer satisfaction
Owning issues, being clear about what customers can expect
and following through on commitments

Giving customers easier and better ways to contact us, e.g.
via text, online.

Ensuring service relaunch after the covid pandemic delivers
on the Customer Charter

Assessed by

Improved customer satisfaction results

August 2021

Reduced proportion of complaints due to lack of
follow up
Launch of Paperless solution

March 2022
March 2022

Number of customer portal users increased to
1500
March 2022
Completion of survey on contacting the Association September 2021
during the pandemic and service offer moving
forward
Completion of remote working policy

Using data and customer feedback to actively shape our
services

Dealing with enquiries at the first point of contact

Timeframes

Completion of full customer satisfaction survey and
resultant action plan
Introduction of customer satisfaction surveys for
investment and cyclical works

September 2021
September 2021

Reduced calls and visits to the Association

April 2021
March 2022

Completion of full training programme for the
Customer Contact Team

March 2022

Reducing poverty and enabling customers to make their lives better

Ensuring our rents remain affordable for current and future
generations

Identify £100k savings in 2022 Corporate Plan to January 2022
sustain CPI only rent increases
Review the financial support service

Supporting our customers to navigate welfare reform, sustain Hold two benefit awareness campaigns and
promote to residents
tenancies, move into employment and reduce rent arrears

Supporting more of our customers to get online

Supporting our young people to realise their potential and
older people to play an active role in society
Working with partners to improve our customers health and
wellbeing
Working with partners to address crime and anti-social
behaviour

May 2021
March 2022

Gross rent arrears reduced to 3.7%
Installation of internet in over 300 mini multis
properties as part of Smart Heating air source
heat pump project

March 2022
March 2022

Complete digital inclusion strategy
Deliver a programme of youth activities in North
Maryhill and the Valley and the Locks areas.

October 2021
March 2022

Recruit to three trainee posts (Development
Team, Property Team, Neighbourhood Team)

August 2021

Produce a volunteering strategy
Delivering Community Fund projects to promote
youth diversion.

May 2021

March 2022

Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
Delivering over 300 air source heat pumps in mini March 2022
multis properties.
Completing assessment of working towards
EESSH 2
Improving the energy efficiency of our homes to meet EESSH 2
and reduce fuel bills by replacing electric heating systems with a
Concluding electric storage heater pilots in
more energy efficient solution and improving energy efficiency of
Glenavon properties.
our pre 1919 tenements
Completing feasibility on heating options in low
rise electrically heated properties

Shaping the regeneration of North Maryhill
Improving the efficient planning and delivery of our investment
programme
Engaging tenants and owners to improve back courts and
communal areas to create positive, usable spaces

Working with partners to produce a Delivery
Plan for North Maryhill TRA
Producing information for customers
explaining the process of receiving
Investment works
Agreeing a standard specification for back
courts and agree a plan to visit back courts,
assess and prioritise.

June 2021
February 2022
March 2022
December 2021
March 2022

June 2021

Completing Rothes Drive new build scheme. February 2022
Building new homes that meet housing need

Progressing Botany new build scheme to
programme
Progressing pipeline feasibility schemes

Exploring taking ownership of council-owned land in order to
transform the environment around our homes.

Considering land transfer as part of Stock
Acquisitions and rationalisation Policy

March 2022
March 2022
October 2021

Building a sustainable business
March 2022

Completion of manager training workshops
Developing leadership skills and an empowered, professional
staff team

Ensuring compliance with all regulatory and legislative
requirements
Promoting diversity and ensuring we represent and reflect our
customers

Growing our in-house knowledge and services offer

Improvements in employee engagement
scores – Pulse survey and Best Companies
survey
Completion of landlord health and safety
audits and appropriate action taken.
Achieving target of 5% BAME staff members

Pulse: April 2021
Best Companies –
September 2021
August 2021
April 2022

Making a decision on a long term bulk collection
pilot.

June 2021

Commencing void clearances pilot

September 2021

Reducing reliance on third part IT providers

April 2021
November 2021

Making our contribution to zero carbon and the wider green
agenda

Completing Sustainability Strategy

Assessing the Association’s aspirations for growth

Including assessment of growth and
partnerships in 2022 Strategic Planning
process

February 2022

Board Performance Indicators 2021-22
Indicator
Rental Income & Arrears
Current tenant non-technical
arrears as a percentage of annual
rental income
Former tenant arrears as a
percentage of annual rental
income
Gross rent arrears as a
percentage of annual rental
income
Average debt per non-UC tenant
Average debt per tenant on UC
Number of properties recovered
for non-payment of rent
Lets & Tenancy Sustainment
Percentage of lets to:
• Section 5 referrals
• Waiting list
• Transfer need
• Transfer aspiration
Average time to re-let properties
(days)
Number of voids over 17 days at
the end of the quarter
Percentage rent due lost through
properties being empty
Percentage of new tenancies
sustained for more than a year
Estate Management
Percentage of anti-social
behaviour cases resolved within
locally agreed timescales
Number of properties recovered
for anti-social behaviour
Repairs & Improvements
Average hours to complete
emergency repairs
Average days to complete nonemergency repairs
Percentage of repair
appointments kept
Percentage of repairs completed
right first time
Percentage of customers satisfied
with repairs
Percentage of major works jobs
post-inspected
Percentage of gas safety checks
due that were completed on time

B'mark

Target for
Proposed Changes / Comments
2021/22

3.30%

2.4%
max

1.50%

1.3%
max

4.80%

3.7%
max

-

NA
NA

No target - for information only.
No target - for information only.

-

NA

No target - for information only.

-

48%
27%
18%
7%
10
max

17.5
-

NA

0.40%

0.5%
max

88%

90%

-

95%

-

NA

2.5
5.1

2
max
5
max

-

98%

94%

90%

87%

95%

-

100%

-

100%

Reverting to original quotas from Glasgow City
Council.

No target - for information only.

No target - for information only.

Revised target set in new contract.

New contract requires joint post-inspection of all
major works.

Indicator
Percentage of properties meeting
the Energy Efficiency Standard for
Social Housing 1

B'mark

89%

Target for
Proposed Changes / Comments
2021/22
Target is set to maintain our current achievement
of the standard.
94%
Fails vs. exemptions to be detailed in the
quarterly Board reports.

Percentage of properties meeting
the Energy Efficiency Standard for
Social Housing 2

-

TBC

Factoring
Factoring income collected as a
percentage of the factoring
arrears balance
Customer Contact & Complaints

-

65%

Number of My Home portal users

-

1500

Number of phone calls received

-

36,000
max

Average call waiting time
(minutes)

-

3
max

Number of customers at counter

-

TBC

Percentage of Frontline
complaints responded to within 5
working days

-

95%

Average number of working days
to resolve Frontline complaints

3.2

4
max

-

95%

14.5

15
max

-

95%

-

5%

Percentage of Investigations
responded to within 20 working
days
Average number of working days
to resolve Investigations
Percentage of Freedom of
Information requests responded
to within 20 working days
Human Resources
Percentage of staff from ethnic
minority backgrounds
Percentage staff turnover
Percentage total staff sickness
absence
• Short term
• Long term

14%
4.60%
-

12%
max
4%
max
1.50%
2.50%

New indicator to be introduced this year. National
target is for all properties to meet Band D rating
by 2025 (currently we are at 97.7%) and then
Band B by 2032 (currently we are at 13%).
Our plan for EESSH 2 is in the Delivery Plan for
June 2021. At this point we will be able to
confirm our annual target.

More challenging target as promotion of My
Home is a key action this year.
Annual target based on levels of phone calls
during covid, reflecting a decrease from previous
years.

Target will be set once it is clearer how covid
restrictions will affect reception this year, i.e.
when it can open, whether opening hours will be
restricted, whether visits will be by appointment
only etc.

Governance Effectiveness Plan
2021/22
1. We lead and direct to achieve good outcomes for customers
Complete
Comments
By

No

Action

Lead

a.

Review the arrangements for Board and
Committee meetings once covid restrictions
are lifted.

Chair / CEO / Perf
& Gov Manager

TBC

To consider options around Board members attending
meetings remotely, and future use of the Board survey.

b.

Hold a social event for Board members once
covid restrictions are lifted.

Chair / Corp
Support

TBC

Dependent on covid restrictions.

Status

2. We are open and accountable, taking account of customer needs and priorities
Complete
Comments
By

No

Action

Lead

a.

Develop the use of social media to provide
more accessible updates on Board decisions
and activities to customers.

Chair / Perf & Gov
Manager

Q2

b.

Establish a schedule of meetings between the
Chair, CEO and RTOs.

Chair / CEO

Q3

Some meetings will be dependent on covid restrictions,
however some are taking place remotely.

c.

Review our tenant scrutiny groups to ensure
their work fits with our overall governance
structure.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

TBC

This review will follow the end of the covid lockdown, as
the Service Improvement Panel is currently not meeting.
Carried over from last year.

Status

3. We manage our resources to ensure the Association’s financial wellbeing, while maintaining affordable rents
No

Action

Lead

a.

Co-opt a Board member with financial
expertise and complete their induction.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

Complete
Comments
By

Status

Q1
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4. We base our decisions on good quality information and identify and mitigate risks
No

Action

Lead

Complete
Comments
By

a.

Keep Board agendas under review to ensure
they are manageable and focus on strategic
areas over operational ones.

Chair / CEO

Ongoing

To be discussed as part of each meeting review.

b.

Keep arrangements for presenting assurance
information under review.

Chair / CEO

Ongoing

To be discussed as part of each meeting review.

Status

5. We conduct our affairs with honesty and integrity
Complete
Comments
By

No

Action

Lead

a.

Implement agreed changes to the Company
Secretary role.

Chair / CEO / Co
Sec

Q1

b.

Review and adopt best practice from SFHA
Governance Guidance published in 2021.

Co Sec / Perf &
Gov Manager

Q2

c.

Address recommendations from the
Collaborative Governance Review.

Chair / CEO / Co
Sec

Q3

d.

Encourage participation and contribution from
all Board members during meetings.

Chair / All

Ongoing

Status

Includes model role descriptions, annual review guidance
and succession planning / recruitment guidance.

To be discussed as part of each meeting review. Training
to be provided as requested.

6. We have the skills and knowledge needed to be effective
No

Action

Lead

Complete
Comments
By

a.

Provide a briefing session on Maryhill
Housing’s partners and strategic relationships.

CEO

Q1

Carried over from last year.

b.

Provide a training session on Finance and
Audit.

Director of
Resources

Q1

Identified as common area for development through 2020
Board appraisals.

Status
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No

Action

Lead

Complete
Comments
By

c.

Develop a CEO Performance Management
Framework.

Chair / CEO

Q1

d.

Consider the introduction of pre-Board
meeting briefing sessions to help address
training and development needs.

Chair / CEO / Perf
& Gov Manager

Q2

Focus these sessions on more complex strategic issues.

e.

Provide a training session on Housing Quality
& Energy Standards.

CEO / TC Young

Q2

Carried over from last year.

f.

Provide induction for the new Chair in line with
the Induction Plan.

CEO / Co Sec /
Perf & Gov
Manager

Q2

g.

Provide a training session on Regulatory
Frameworks and Governance.

CEO / Co Sec

Q3

h.

Address individual training needs identified in
Board members’ Individual Development
Plans.

Perf & Gov
Manager

Q3

i.

Provide learning and development
opportunities for Board members holding or
interested in office bearer roles.

CEO / Co Sec /
Perf & Gov
Manager

Q3

j.

Implement learning on governance issues
arising from membership of the G8 Chairs
Group.

Chair / Co Sec /
Perf & Gov
Manager

Ongoing

Status

Identified as common area for development through 2020
Board appraisals.

To include Chairing Skills training as well as opportunities
to Chair short life working groups etc.

7. We ensure organisational changes safeguard the interests of tenants
No

Action

Lead

Complete
Comments
By

a.

Finalise a detailed service agreement between
Maryhill Housing and Maryhill Communities
Ltd.

Co Sec

Q2

Status
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Complete
Comments
By

No

Action

Lead

b.

Set up new governance arrangements for the
Maryhill Communities Ltd subsidiary, including
recruitment of new Subsidiary Board
members.

Co Sec / Perf &
Gov Manager

Q3

c.

Consider group structures as part of the next
Corporate Planning cycle.

CEO / Co Sec

Q4

Status
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1.

Introduction

Background
Wylie & Bisset LLP were appointed as Internal Auditors by the Association with effect from January 2019 for the period to 31 March 2022.
Internal Audit
The prime responsibility of the Internal Audit Service (“IAS”) is to provide the Board of Management, via the Audit & Risk Committee, with
an objective assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of management's internal control systems.
The IAS objectively examines, evaluates and reports on the adequacy of internal control thus contributing to the economic, efficient and
effective use of resources and to the reduction of the potential risks faced by the Association. Also, the operation and conduct of the IAS
must comply with the standards and guidelines set down by the Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors.
Terms of Reference – Internal Audit
The provision of the IAS by Wylie & Bisset LLP is covered by the letter of engagement dated 21 March 2019.
Formal Approval
The Audit Needs Assessment (“ANA”) was developed based on discussions with the Chief Executive of the Association, members of the
Management Team, members of the Audit Committee and a review of various documentation. This annual plan for 2021/22 will be
presented to the Audit & Risk Committee on 11 February 2021 for approval.

3

1.

Introduction

Changes to the Original Plan
This annual plan for 2021/22 has been developed based on discussions with the Senior Management Team and a review of various
documentation. During our discussion with the Senior Management Team, we agreed to amend the original plan in order that it reflected
the risks facing the Association. During these discussions it was agreed that the number of internal audit days would be reduced by 4. We
note that the Association is also obtaining other sources of assurance outwith this internal audit plan.
The changes were as follows:
Audit Area

Days Increase/(Decrease)

Development

(3)

Health & Safety and Gas Safety

(3)

Corporate Governance & Board Effectiveness reviews

(6)

Procurement & Community Benefits

4

Covid-19 – Relaunch, Planning and Transition Approach

3

Increase in Information Management Days

1

Movement in days in year

(4)

Total Number of Audit Days 2021/22

29

4

2. Operational Plan 2021/22
Audit Area

High level indicative summary scope

Total
Number
Of Days

Budgetary & Financial
Reporting

The purpose of this assignment is to review the Association’s budgeting, monitoring and
reporting. Our review will seek to provide assurance to the Audit & Risk Committee that there
is an effective budget setting process in place and that action is taken when adverse
variances arise. Our review will also consider the financial reporting arrangements in place
and whether the level of reporting is sufficient for decision making purposes.

3

Procurement & Community
Benefits

Our review will consider the procurement arrangements in place within the Association. Our
review will consider the suitability of the procurement strategy and the arrangements in place
for managing procurement. We will also assess the arrangements in place at the Association
to ensure the community benefits agreed with the supplier are being monitored and carried
out.

4

Allocations & Voids

This review will consider the arrangements in place at the Association in respect of allocations
and voids. We shall consider the adequacy of these arrangements and whether or not these
are being adhered to by staff. We shall also consider areas of good practice from the
Association.

3

Factoring

We will assess the arrangements in place to ensure that the Association is complying with key
legislative requirements relating to its factoring activities. We will also review the effectiveness
of key operational controls, including arrears management in relation to factoring. We will
also review the process in place to ensure that the annual management fee is reviewed and
is reflective of the services provided, this will also include benchmarking the management fee
with our other RSL clients. We will also look to ensure that the management fee is charged
consistently to owners.

3
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2. Operational Plan 2021/22
Audit Area

High level indicative summary scope

Total
Number
Of Days

Recruitment & Retention

The purpose of this assignment is to review the Association’s recruitment arrangements and
ensure that the Association has systems in place to ensure the retention of staff members. We will
review the steps taken by the Association to ensure that recruitment needs are fully assessed
and fulfilled. We will also assess the steps undertaken by the Association to ensure staff recruited
are retained following their probation period. Our review will also cover the steps being taken to
ensure that there is a diverse workforce in place.

3

IT Systems

The purpose of this assignment is to review the overall IT systems in place to ensure there are
appropriate controls in place and that these are operating as expected. This review will
specifically examine the controls in place surrounding cyber security.

3

Information Management

The purpose of this review is ensure that the Association is complying with the requirements of
the General Data Protection Regulation which came into force from May 2018. We will
undertake a review of the processes in place to ensure compliance.

3

Covid-19 – Relaunch,
Planning and Transition
Approach (Blended
Working and Productivity)

The purpose of this assignment is to review the Association’s planning and transition approach to
blended working. We will consider the blended working approach adopted by the Association
to ensure this is sufficient and has been implemented successfully. We will also assess the steps
taken by the Association to ensure staff members productivity remains high.

3

Follow Up Review

The effectiveness of the internal control system may be compromised if management fails to
implement agreed audit recommendations. Our follow up work will provide the Audit & Risk
Committee with assurance that prior year recommendations are implemented within the
expected timescales.

2
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2. Operational Plan 2021/22
Assignment Plans
A detailed assignment plan will be prepared for each audit undertaken, setting out the scope and objectives of the work, allocating
resources and establishing target dates for the completion of the work. Each assignment plan will be agreed and signed off by an
appropriate sponsor from the Association.
Key Dates
Visit

Audit Areas

Visit 1
Visit 2

Key
Association
Personnel

Provisional Date
for Planning
Meeting

Provisional Date for
Visit

Date of Issue of
Draft Report

Provisional Date for
Audit Review
Meeting

Provisional Date to
the Audit & Risk
Committee

Procurement & Community
Benefits

17 May 2021

14 June 2021

2 July 2021

23 July 2021

TBC

Allocations & Voids

16 August 2021

20 September 2021

8 October 2021

22 October 2021

TBC

25 October 2021

29 November 2021

16 December
2021

15 January 2022

TBC

13 January 2022

31 January 2022

18 February
2022

25 February 2022

TBC

Factoring
Visit 3

Budgetary & Financial Reporting
Covid-19 – Relaunch, Planning
and Transition Approach
(Blended Working and
Productivity)
Information Management

Visit 4

Recruitment & Retention
IT Systems
Follow Up
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Appendix A - Summary of Internal Audit Input
Operating Plan (No. Of days)

1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022
System

Audit Area

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Financial Systems

Overall Financial Controls

-

3

-

Budgetary and Financial Reporting

-

-

3

Procurement & Community Benefits
Non Financial
Systems

4

Development

-

3

-

EESSH Compliance

2

-

-

Business Planning Process

-

3

-

Contract Management Framework

3

-

-

Procurement Toolkit

3

-

-

Welfare Reform and Universal Credit

3

-

-

Freedom of Information

2

-

-

Complaints Handling and Customer Experience

2

-

-

Allocations and Void Management

-

-

3

Reactive Repairs

3

-

-

Factoring

-

-

3

Recruitment and Retention

-

-

3

Covid-19 – Relaunch, Planning and Transition Approach (Blended Working and
Productivity)
Carried Forward

3
18

9

19
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Appendix A - Summary of Internal Audit Input
Operating Plan (No. Of days)
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022

System

Audit Area

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

18

9

19

Health and Safety and Gas Safety

-

-

-

Arrears Management

-

3

-

IT Systems

-

Information Management

-

-

3

Corporate Governance

-

-

-

Board Effectiveness Review

-

-

-

Business Continuity Planning

-

2

-

Follow Up review

2

2

2

Audit Management

2

2

2

Total

22

18

29

Brought Forward

IT

Governance

Required

3
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Appendix B - Grading Structure
For each area of review we assign a grading in accordance with the following classification:
Assurance

Classification

Strong

Controls satisfactory, no major weaknesses found, some minor recommendations identified

Substantial

Controls largely satisfactory although some weaknesses identified, recommendations for
improvement made

Weak

Controls unsatisfactory and major systems weaknesses identified that require to be
addressed immediately

No

No or very limited controls in place leaving the system open to significant error or abuse,
recommendations made require to be implemented immediately

For each recommendation we make we assign a grading either as High, Medium or Low priority depending upon the
degree of risk assessed as outlined below:
Grading

Risk

Classification

High

High Risk

Major weakness that we consider needs to be brought to the attention of the
Audit & Risk Committee and addressed by senior management of the
Association as a matter of urgency

Medium

Medium Risk

Significant issue or weakness which should be addressed by the Association as
soon as possible

Low

Low Risk

Minor issue or weakness reported where management may wish to consider our
recommendation
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Appendix C – Key Performance Indicators
Analysis of Performance Indicators
Performance Indicator

Target

Internal audit days completed in line with agreed timetable and days allocation

100%

Draft scopes provided no later than 10 working days before the internal audit start date

100%

Draft reports issued within 10 working days of exit meeting

100%

Management provide responses to draft reports within 10 working days of receipt of draft reports

100%

Final reports issued within 5 working days of receipt of management responses

100%

Recommendations accepted by management

100%

Draft annual internal audit report to be provided no later than 5 weeks of the year end each year

100%

Attendance at Audit & Risk Committee meetings by a senior member of staff

100%

Suitably experienced staff used on all assignments

100%
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Policy Schedule
EQIA?

Approval
Required

Last Approved
Where
When

Title
2021-22
Complaints Policy

Area

Next Due

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Jan-20

Mar-21

Corporate Business Plan

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Mar-20

Mar-21

Repairs and Maintenance Policy

Property

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Mar-21

Value for Money Strategy

Finance

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-20

Mar-21

Annual Procurement Strategy

Resources

No

Board

Board

Apr-20

Apr-21

Communications Strategy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-18

Apr-21

Development Policy

Development

Yes

Board

Board

Oct-18

Apr-21

Employment References Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-19

Apr-21

Equality & Diversity Strategy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Apr-18

Apr-21

Domestic Abuse Policy

Housing

Yes

Board

NEW

Factoring Written Statement of Service

Factoring

No

Board

Board

Oct-16

May-21

Procurement and Community Benefits
Policy
Rent and Service Charge Policy

Resources

No

Board

Board

May-19

May-21

Housing

Yes

Board

NEW

-

Mar-21

Volunteer Strategy

Yes

Board

NEW

-

May-21

GDPR Policies & Procedures

Community
Regeneration
Corporate

No

Board

Board

Jun-18

Jun-21

Remote Working Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

NEW

-

Aug-21

Anti-Social Behaviour Policy

Housing

Yes

Senior Mgt

P&P

Aug-18

Aug-21

Construction, Design and Management
Regulations (CDM) Policy
Fraud, Theft and Anti-Bribery Policy

Property

No

Senior Mgt

P&P

Aug-18

Aug-21

Resources

No

Board

Board

Aug-18

Aug-21

Comments

Annual - part of Corporate Plan

May-21

1 of 5

EQIA?
No

Approval
Required
Senior Mgt

Last Approved
Where
When
P&P
Aug-18

Title
Landlord Health & Safety Manual

Area
Health & Safety

Next Due
Aug-21

Acquisitions & Stock Rationalisation
Policy
Alcohol and Substance Misuse and
Gambling Policy
Board Member and Office Bearer Role
Profiles
Digital & ICT Strategy

Resources

No

Board

NEW

-

Sep-21

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Sep-18

Sep-21

Governance

No

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-21

ICT

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-17

Sep-21

Dignity at Work Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Sep-18

Sep-21

Health & Safety Policy

Health & Safety

No

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-21

ICT Acceptable Use Policy

ICT

No

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Sep-18

Sep-21

Assurance Statement 2020

Governance

No

Board

Board

Nov-20

Oct-21

Digital Inclusion Strategy

Yes

Board

NEW

-

Oct-21

Personal Relationships at Work Policy

Community
Regeneration
HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Oct-18

Oct-21

Staff Code of Conduct

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Oct-17

Oct-21

Board Expenses and Allowances Policy

Governance

No

Board

Board

Nov-18

Nov-21

Sustainability Strategy

Resources

No

Board

NEW

-

Nov-21

Adverse Weather Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Jan-19

Jan-22

Organisational Health & Safety Manual

Health & Safety

No

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Mar-19

Mar-22

Comments
Range of policies revised throughout
the year, all forming part of the overall
manual

Linked to SFHA update
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EQIA?

Approval
Required

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Oct-19

Oct-22

Adaptations Policy

Property

Yes

Senior Mgt

Board

Nov-20

Nov-23

Adult Support & Protection Policy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Allocations Policy

Housing

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy

Housing

Yes

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-22

Asset Management Strategy

Property

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-20

Mar-24

Audit & Risk Committee remit

Governance

No

Board

Board

Sep-20

Sep-23

Business Continuity Policy

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Jan-21

Jan-24

Capital Policy

Finance

No

Audit & Risk

Board

Mar-20

Mar-23

CEO Remuneration Panel Procedure

HR

No

Board

Board

May-19

May-22

Child Protection Policy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Clothing at Work Guidelines

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-20

May-23

Code of Conduct for Board Members

Governance

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

Community
Regeneration
Community Regeneration Strategy 2020- Community
23
Regeneration
Contract Management Framework
Resources

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Nov-19

-

Customer Insight & Engagement Strategy Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Disclosure Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Jul-19

Jul-22

Employee Diversity and Wellbeing
Strategy
Entitlements, Payment & Benefits Policy

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Aug-20

Aug-23

Corporate

No

Board

Board

May-20

May-23

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Policy

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-22

Title
Future Years
Absence and Attendance Management

Area

Community Fund and Donations Policy

Last Approved
Where
When

Next Due

Comments
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Title
Estate Management Policy

Area
Housing

EQIA?
Yes

Approval
Required
Senior Mgt

Last Approved
Where
When
Board
May-20

Factoring Policy

Factoring

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Aug-20

Aug-23

Flexi Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-20

May-23

Flexible Working Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Dec-19

Dec-22

Guide to Information

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Oct-19

-

Induction Policy

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Jul-20

Jul-23

Learning & Development Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Board

Mar-20

Mar-23

Leased Properties Policy

Housing

No

Board

Board

Apr-19

Apr-22

Letting Standard

Housing

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Feb-17

-

Long Service Policy

HR

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Aug-20

Aug-23

People Strategy 2019-2022

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-22

Recruitment & Selection Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Board

Jan-21

Jan-24

Rent Arrears Policy

Housing

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Jan-21

Jan-24

Rules of the Association

Governance

No

SGM

SGM

Oct-20

-

Severance Policy

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Shared Parental Leave Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-20

May-23

Smoke Free Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Aug-19

Aug-22

Special Leave Guidance Note

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Oct-19

Oct-22

Staff Expenses Policy

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Aug-20

Aug-23

Staffing Panel remit

Governance

No

Board

Board

Sep-20

Sep-23

Standing Orders and Financial
Regulations

Governance

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

Next Due
May-23

Comments

Structure and approach to FOI
approved by Board in 2019
Guide updated on an ongoing basis
and updated on the website
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Approval
Required
Senior Mgt

Last Approved
Where
When
SMT
Oct-19

No

Board

Board

Jun-20

Jun-23

Finance

No

Board

Board

Jun-20

Jun-23

Unacceptable Actions Policy

Corporate

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Jun-20

Jun-23

Whistleblowing Policy

HR

No

Board

Board

Oct-19

Oct-22

Title
Stress Management Policy

Area
HR

Treasury Management Policy

Finance

Treasury Strategy

EQIA?
Yes

Next Due
Oct-22

Comments
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Planned Investment Works - Summary

Windows & Doors Cumlodden Estate c/fwd
266 Cumlodden air source heating c/fwd
Kitchens, Bathrooms, Showers c/fwd
External Wall Insulation
Cumlodden windows phase 2
Stoneworks
Hathaway bin chutes & environmentals
Mini multis: ASHP and foyers
Glenavon multis: heating replacement
Glenavon multis: foyers
Low rise stock: heating replacement
Oran Place: communal heating replacement
Common water tanks
Mini multis: common area fire doors
Internal wall insulation
Roof repair / renewal (various)
Back courts / environmentals
Minor projects : 12no. (grouped)
GHA Stage 3 Adaptations
Reactive / cyclical / void, plus contingency
Total minus 20% over-programming(inc VAT)

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

55,000
175,430
35,000
28,823
184,262
50,000
33,793

44,805
50,000
45,000
3,671,501
119,350

200,000

200,000

553,245
2,007,681

358,500
150,000
1,668,997

18,300
110,000
415,500

30,000
299,815
70,850
55,000
15,000
66,088
110,000
531,241

£1,620,589

£5,835,718

299,815

139,232
30,000

30,000

50,000
47,675
110,000
508,140

50,000
42,500
110,000
472,400

£3,961,066 £3,393,403

Board and Committee Schedule 2021-22

May

April

Audit & Risk Committee

Board
29th April – Board meeting
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Annual Procurement Strategy
• Board agendas for 2020/21
• Communications Strategy
• Equality & Diversity Strategy
• Plan for full Customer Survey
• Development Policy
• Governance policies
• Smeaton Street contract award
• Ledgowan Hall
• CEO Performance Management Framework
• Company Secretary
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report including Board recruitment update

24th May – Board meeting
• Feedback from training and conferences
• ARC approval
• Gifts & Hospitality annual report
• Domestic Abuse Policy
• Factoring Written Statement of Service
• Volunteer Strategy
• Shawpark street land transfer
• Procurement and Community Benefits Policy
• Rent and Service Charge Policy
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report including Scottish Grenfell response
• Governance report including new Board member
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Audit & Risk Committee

TBC in June – Away Day (or late May?)
• Governance – led by North Star

24th June - Assurance Board
• Feedback from Audit & Risk Committee
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Assurance Framework
• Performance
• Investment Programme
• Complaints & Customer Feedback
• Risk Management
• Financial Management
• Development Programme
• Health & Safety
• Delivery Plan
• Governance Effectiveness Plan
• GDPR Policies
• Remote Working Policy
• Five Year Financial Submission to SHR
• EESSH 2 Plan
• Bulk Uplift Pilot and future of the service
• North Maryhill consultation outcome and next steps
• Gas Maintenance Policy
• Development feasibilities – next steps
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report
• Governance report

July

June

10th June – Audit & Risk
• Management Accounts
• External & Internal Audit Tracker
• Internal Audit reports
- Business Continuity (KF)
- Follow Up
• Internal Audit Annual Report
• Other third lines of defence
- Cyber Essentials
• Risk review
• Governance registers

Board
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Audit & Risk Committee

August

12th August – Audit & Risk
• Management Accounts
• External & Internal Audit Tracker
• External Audit Report
• Internal Audit reports
- Procurement & Community
Benefits
• Other third lines of defence
- Collaborative Governance
- Legionella
- Gas Safety
• Risk review
• Governance registers

Board
TBC in August – Board / SMT Workshop (evening)
• Social value

23rd August - Assurance Board
• Feedback from Audit & Risk Committee
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Assurance Framework
• Performance
• Investment Programme
• Complaints & Customer Feedback
• Risk Management
• Financial Management
• Development Programme
• Health & Safety
• Delivery Plan
• Governance Effectiveness Plan
• Fraud, Theft and Anti-Bribery Policy
• Full Customer Survey
• Remote Working Policy
• Readiness for alternative tenures update
• External Audit Report
• Board nominations – to include 9 year rule
• Board Review process
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report
• Governance report
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Audit & Risk Committee

Board
TBC in September – Board Workshop (evening)
• Choice based lettings system

October

September

22nd September – AGM
• Annual Report
• Appointment of Board members
• Annual accounts
• Appointment of Auditors

30th September – Board meeting
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Governance - election of office bearers; Committee
remits & membership; role profiles; members for
Development Hub Board, Community Fund Panel and
EVH
• Revised Code of Conduct approved & signed by
Board members (+ICT policy + decs of interest)
• Rent Options / Consultation Proposals
• Acquisitions & Stock Rationalisation Policy including
council-owned land
• Digital & ICT Strategy
• Health & Safety Policy
• Salary Sacrifice review
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report – Annual Procurement Report and
Community Fund summary.

28th October – Board meeting
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Write Offs & Write Backs
• Digital Inclusion Strategy
• Heating element of the rent structure
• Strathclyde Pension Fund review
• Approval of Assurance Statement
• Review of shareholders following AGM
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report
• Governance report
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Audit & Risk Committee

TBC in Mid November - Away Day
• New Corporate Plan
• Aspirations for long term growth and partnerships
• Board remuneration and future Board review process
• Best Companies results
• EVH Membership

29th November - Assurance Board
• Feedback from Audit & Risk Committee
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Assurance Framework
• Performance
• Investment Programme
• Complaints & Customer Feedback
• Risk Management
• Financial Management
• Development Programme
• Health & Safety
• Delivery Plan
• Governance Effectiveness Plan
• Board Expenses and Allowances Policy
• Sustainability Strategy
• Readiness for alternative tenures update
• Strategy and development funding plan (SDFP)
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report
• Governance report

January

December

November

11th November – Audit & Risk
• Management Accounts
• External & Internal Audit Tracker
• Internal Audit reports
- Allocations & Voids
- Factoring
• Other third lines of defence
- Development – handover
planning
• Risk review
• Governance registers

Board

31st January – Board meeting
• Feedback from training and conferences
• North Maryhill TRA Masterplan
• Rent & Service Charge Approvals
• Governance Effectiveness Plan
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report
• Governance report
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March

February

Audit & Risk Committee
10th February – Audit & Risk
• Management Accounts
• External & Internal Audit Tracker
• Internal Audit reports
- Budgetary & Financial Reporting
- COVID-19 Relaunch, Planning &
Transition Approach
- Information Management
• Internal Audit Programme
• External Audit approach
• Annual Treasury Management
Review
• Other third lines of defence
• Risk review
• Governance registers

Board
TBC in Mid February – Board & SMT Away Day
• Draft Corporate Plan & appendices
• Financial Business Plan and Scenario Planning

24th February – Assurance Board
• Feedback from Audit & Risk Committee
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Assurance Framework
• Performance
• Investment Programme
• Complaints & Customer Feedback
• Risk Management
• Financial Management
• Development Programme
• Health & Safety
• Delivery Plan
• Governance Effectiveness Plan
• Heating solution for Glenavon properties
• Community fund summary report
• Subscriptions and memberships
• Subsidiary governance
• Mid-market rent readiness update
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Report
• Governance report

28th March – Board meeting
• Feedback from training and conferences
• Final Corporate Business Plan & Budget
• Board Calendars & Meeting Schedule
• Write Offs & Write Backs
• Heating in low rise properties
• Development Programme feasibility studies
• Board review process and Board remuneration
• COVID impact analysis and relaunch planning
• CEO Appraisal and Remuneration
• CEO Report including Community Fund summary.
• Governance report
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REPORT TITLE: POLICY SCHEDULE
1.

PURPOSE

1.1 This report presents the revised Policy Schedule for 2021/22 for Board approval.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Board is asked to:
- Approve the revised Policy Schedule including the proposed additional delegation of
approval for specific policies to Senior Management Team or Audit & Risk Committee.

3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1 Each year the Board is asked to review and approve the Policy Schedule, which tracks all
our controlled policies and strategies. Appendix 1 presents the revised Schedule, with all
documents due for review during 2021/22 included in the first section, followed by all other
controlled documents and their future approval dates.
3.2 The Board recently provided feedback that approval of some of our operational policies could
be delegated to Committee or SMT, freeing up more time for strategic level Board
discussions and approvals.
3.3 A review of the Policy Schedule has therefore been carried out for the new year. The
following assumptions have been used:
 All strategies and governance related policies will continue to go to Board for approval.
 Brand new policies will go to Board the first time.
 Minor changes to adopt legal requirements only will not have to be approved by Board
(unless related to a governance policy).
 If major changes are proposed (particularly in relation to the principles of a policy) or if
the changes are related to an incident or paper that is being reported to Board, Board
will always be asked to approve.
3.4 The documents where officers are proposing further delegation are highlighted in orange in
the ‘Approval Required’ column of Appendix 1.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT
FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY:
LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:
CORPORATE PLAN/
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:

There are no implications.
All policies and other controlled documents are updated every
three years, or when required to meet legislative or regulatory
changes.
The Policy Schedule forms one of the appendices to the
Corporate Plan.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Customers are consulted on changes to our policies and
strategies where appropriate. Staff are consulted for all HR
policies.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Changes to our policies and strategies are communicated to
our customers where appropriate, using a range of
communication methods such as the website, newsletter, and
targeted letters or emails/texts.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

Our organisational and landlord health and safety policies are
included on the schedule.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

There are no implications.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

The Policy Schedule sets out when an EQIA is required for
each policy or other controlled document.

RISK ANALYSIS:

Ensuring our policies and other controlled documents are up to
date and appropriately approved is part of our action to prevent
or mitigate key risk areas.
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Policy Schedule
EQIA?

Approval
Required

Last Approved
Where
When

Title
2021-22
Complaints Policy

Area

Next Due

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Jan-20

Mar-21

Corporate Business Plan

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Mar-20

Mar-21

Repairs and Maintenance Policy

Property

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Mar-21

Value for Money Strategy

Finance

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-20

Mar-21

Annual Procurement Strategy

Resources

No

Board

Board

Apr-20

Apr-21

Communications Strategy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-18

Apr-21

Development Policy

Development

Yes

Board

Board

Oct-18

Apr-21

Employment References Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-19

Apr-21

Equality & Diversity Strategy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Apr-18

Apr-21

Domestic Abuse Policy

Housing

Yes

Board

NEW

Factoring Written Statement of Service

Factoring

No

Board

Board

Oct-16

May-21

Procurement and Community Benefits
Policy
Rent and Service Charge Policy

Resources

No

Board

Board

May-19

May-21

Housing

Yes

Board

NEW

-

Mar-21

Volunteer Strategy

Yes

Board

NEW

-

May-21

GDPR Policies & Procedures

Community
Regeneration
Corporate

No

Board

Board

Jun-18

Jun-21

Remote Working Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

NEW

-

Aug-21

Anti-Social Behaviour Policy

Housing

Yes

Senior Mgt

P&P

Aug-18

Aug-21

Construction, Design and Management
Regulations (CDM) Policy
Fraud, Theft and Anti-Bribery Policy

Property

No

Senior Mgt

P&P

Aug-18

Aug-21

Resources

No

Board

Board

Aug-18

Aug-21

Comments

Annual - part of Corporate Plan

May-21
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EQIA?
No

Approval
Required
Senior Mgt

Last Approved
Where
When
P&P
Aug-18

Title
Landlord Health & Safety Manual

Area
Health & Safety

Next Due
Aug-21

Acquisitions & Stock Rationalisation
Policy
Alcohol and Substance Misuse and
Gambling Policy
Board Member and Office Bearer Role
Profiles
Digital & ICT Strategy

Resources

No

Board

NEW

-

Sep-21

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Sep-18

Sep-21

Governance

No

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-21

ICT

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-17

Sep-21

Dignity at Work Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Sep-18

Sep-21

Health & Safety Policy

Health & Safety

No

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-21

ICT Acceptable Use Policy

ICT

No

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Sep-18

Sep-21

Assurance Statement 2020

Governance

No

Board

Board

Nov-20

Oct-21

Digital Inclusion Strategy

Yes

Board

NEW

-

Oct-21

Personal Relationships at Work Policy

Community
Regeneration
HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Oct-18

Oct-21

Staff Code of Conduct

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Oct-17

Oct-21

Board Expenses and Allowances Policy

Governance

No

Board

Board

Nov-18

Nov-21

Sustainability Strategy

Resources

No

Board

NEW

-

Nov-21

Adverse Weather Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Jan-19

Jan-22

Organisational Health & Safety Manual

Health & Safety

No

Senior Mgt

Staffing

Mar-19

Mar-22

Comments
Range of policies revised throughout
the year, all forming part of the overall
manual

Linked to SFHA update
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EQIA?

Approval
Required

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Oct-19

Oct-22

Adaptations Policy

Property

Yes

Senior Mgt

Board

Nov-20

Nov-23

Adult Support & Protection Policy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Allocations Policy

Housing

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy

Housing

Yes

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-22

Asset Management Strategy

Property

Yes

Board

Board

Mar-20

Mar-24

Audit & Risk Committee remit

Governance

No

Board

Board

Sep-20

Sep-23

Business Continuity Policy

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Jan-21

Jan-24

Capital Policy

Finance

No

Audit & Risk

Board

Mar-20

Mar-23

CEO Remuneration Panel Procedure

HR

No

Board

Board

May-19

May-22

Child Protection Policy

Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Clothing at Work Guidelines

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-20

May-23

Code of Conduct for Board Members

Governance

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

Community
Regeneration
Community Regeneration Strategy 2020- Community
23
Regeneration
Contract Management Framework
Resources

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Nov-19

-

Customer Insight & Engagement Strategy Corporate

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Disclosure Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Jul-19

Jul-22

Employee Diversity and Wellbeing
Strategy
Entitlements, Payment & Benefits Policy

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Aug-20

Aug-23

Corporate

No

Board

Board

May-20

May-23

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Policy

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-22

Title
Future Years
Absence and Attendance Management

Area

Community Fund and Donations Policy

Last Approved
Where
When

Next Due

Comments
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Title
Estate Management Policy

Area
Housing

EQIA?
Yes

Approval
Required
Senior Mgt

Last Approved
Where
When
Board
May-20

Factoring Policy

Factoring

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Aug-20

Aug-23

Flexi Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-20

May-23

Flexible Working Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Dec-19

Dec-22

Guide to Information

Corporate

No

Board

Board

Oct-19

-

Induction Policy

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Jul-20

Jul-23

Learning & Development Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Board

Mar-20

Mar-23

Leased Properties Policy

Housing

No

Board

Board

Apr-19

Apr-22

Letting Standard

Housing

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Feb-17

-

Long Service Policy

HR

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Aug-20

Aug-23

People Strategy 2019-2022

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Sep-19

Sep-22

Recruitment & Selection Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

Board

Jan-21

Jan-24

Rent Arrears Policy

Housing

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Jan-21

Jan-24

Rules of the Association

Governance

No

SGM

SGM

Oct-20

-

Severance Policy

HR

Yes

Board

Board

Jan-20

Jan-23

Shared Parental Leave Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

May-20

May-23

Smoke Free Policy

HR

Yes

Senior Mgt

SMT

Aug-19

Aug-22

Special Leave Guidance Note

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Oct-19

Oct-22

Staff Expenses Policy

HR

No

Senior Mgt

SMT

Aug-20

Aug-23

Staffing Panel remit

Governance

No

Board

Board

Sep-20

Sep-23

Standing Orders and Financial
Regulations

Governance

No

Board

Board

Oct-20

Oct-23

Next Due
May-23

Comments

Structure and approach to FOI
approved by Board in 2019
Guide updated on an ongoing basis
and updated on the website
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Approval
Required
Senior Mgt

Last Approved
Where
When
SMT
Oct-19

No

Board

Board

Jun-20

Jun-23

Finance

No

Board

Board

Jun-20

Jun-23

Unacceptable Actions Policy

Corporate

No

Senior Mgt

Board

Jun-20

Jun-23

Whistleblowing Policy

HR

No

Board

Board

Oct-19

Oct-22

Title
Stress Management Policy

Area
HR

Treasury Management Policy

Finance

Treasury Strategy

EQIA?
Yes

Next Due
Oct-22

Comments
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REPORT TITLE: VALUE FOR MONEY STRATEGY
1.

PURPOSE

1.1 To present Board with the proposed Value for Money (VFM) Strategy 2021 to 2024.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Board is asked to:
- Approve the Value for Money Strategy 2021-2024.
3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1 The Board approved the first VFM Strategy covering 2017-2020 at its meeting in September
2017. This strategy set a target of saving £750,000 over a seven year period. The Association
out-performed on this aim, with £850,000 of savings delivered by the end of 2019/20.
3.2 The proposed VFM Strategy 2021-2024 replaces the previous version and sets out the two
VFM aims for the coming three year period of:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans.



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period.

3.3 To deliver these aims, the following objectives have been identified for the strategy period:
 Ensure customer needs and views are central to our VFM approach.
 Review and improve operational efficiency and internal processes to achieve VFM
and obtain efficiencies.
 Optimise the use of our assets to achieve VFM for our customers and the Association.
 Ensure that we procure goods, services and works in the most sustainable economic
way possible.
 Develop leadership skills and an empowered, professional staff team.
 Deliver social and environmental value.
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3.4 The Action Plan involves input from all staff teams across the Association, this should assist
with achieving the aim of embedding the VFM approach.
3.5 The VFM strategy sets out a new savings target of a total of £300,000 over the period:


£100,000 to be saved each year for the next three years, with these savings feeding
into the annual budgets for 2022/23, 2023/24 & 2024/25.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY:

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

The VFM Strategy sets a target to achieve savings of £300,000
over the three year plan period, with the aim of identifying
savings of £100,000 per year.
As a registered social landlord (RSL) we have a duty under the
Scottish Social Housing Charter to continuously strive for VFM,
this is set out in Outcome 13: Value for Money: “tenants,
owners and other customers receive services that provide
continually improving value for the rent and other charges
they pay”
This VFM duty is also reflected in the Scottish Housing
Regulator’s Regulatory Framework Standard 3: “The RSL
manages its resources to ensure its financial well-being,
while maintaining rents at a level that tenants can afford to
pay.”

CORPORATE PLAN/
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:

Achieving VFM is a key objective within the Corporate Plan.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Consultation is a crucial element of delivering on VFM, in order
that we understand our customers needs and aspirations and
involve customers in investment decisions.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Effective communication with all stakeholders is an integral part
of delivering on our VFM aims.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

There are no implications.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

Environmental impact considerations are covered in the
following two VFM objectives:
 Ensure that we procure goods, services and works in the
most sustainable economic way possible
 Deliver social and environmental value

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

There are no implications.

RISK ANALYSIS:

Achieving VFM in all of our activities addresses a number of key
strategic risks, including:
 Customer experience - Failure to improve customer
experience and increase customer satisfaction
 Rent Collection - Failure to collect rent effectively
 Development - Inability to deliver new developments to time
and budget
 Rent Affordability - Failure to deliver affordable rents
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MARYHILL HOUSING
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1

1. Introduction
This Value for Money (VFM) Strategy links to our Corporate Plan and sets out the key
actions required over the next three years to deliver on our VFM aims of:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period

Our VFM Strategy is integral to delivering on our vision, mission, values and long term
strategic objectives.
Our vision is: Great homes in strong and thriving communities
Our mission is: Providing great housing and services for our customers; supporting strong,
inclusive communities in North West Glasgow.
Our values are to:





Think customer first
Deliver on our promises
Celebrate diversity
Keep improving

Our long term strategic objectives are to:




Improve customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
Address poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
Provide better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of

Our activities are funded through the rents paid by our tenants and the factoring fees paid
by our factored customers. There is a direct link between the VFM we achieve and the level
of rents or factoring fees we charge.
As a registered social landlord (RSL) we have a duty under the Scottish Social Housing
Charter to continuously strive for VFM, this is set out in Outcome 13: Value for Money:
“tenants, owners and other customers receive services that provide continually
improving value for the rent and other charges they pay”
This VFM duty is also reflected in the Scottish Housing Regulator’s Regulatory Framework
Standard 3: “The RSL manages its resources to ensure its financial well-being, while
maintaining rents at a level that tenants can afford to pay.”
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2. Purpose of this strategy
The purpose of the strategy is to:


Provide a clear definition of what VFM is



Provide a summary of the progress made towards achieving our VFM aims to date



Identify key objectives for achieving our VFM aims in the 3 years of this strategy, and



Set out an action plan for 2021/22 for the first steps in achieving these objectives

3. What is VFM?
VFM is about making optimal use of resources to achieve intended outcomes.
Achieving VFM is often defined as achieving the optimal balance in terms of Economy,
Efficiency and Effectiveness. The diagram below illustrates this:
Value for Money

ECONOMY

EFFICIENCY

EFFECTIVENESS

Economy – demonstrates whether services were delivered on budget, on time and within
resource constraints. We need to be able to show that resources and services have been
procured at the lowest possible costs without loss of quality
Efficiency – demonstrates that we have achieved a good return on our investment. We
need to be able to show the value of the output we have obtained against what we have
invested
Effectiveness – demonstrates the extent to which we have delivered against what we set
out to do. We need to show that we have achieved everything we set out to do in relation to
the total cost attributed to these outputs.
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The Economy, Efficiency, Effectiveness model can however be interpreted as just about
financial control of spending. Controlling spending is part of VFM, but VFM is much wider
than just the cost of things.
Resources is much wider than just money, it also includes time, staff costs, use of assets
and community benefits. The vast majority of the resources we have are funded by tenants’
rents. Therefore, making optimal use of resources is about using tenants’ rent money well.
This links to the first of our VFM aims:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans

Achieving the optimal use of resources is also far wider than just spending the right
amount of cash on something, it is also fundamentally about the way we do things and the
processes we follow in doing these things. When considering if we are achieving VFM in
everything we do, we should strive to develop a culture where we continually ask ourselves
“does this activity use the right amount (optimal) of tenants rent money (resources)
to do the right things (intended outcomes)”
This links to the second of our VFM aims:


ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period

Another crucial element in achieving VFM is understanding our customers needs and
aspirations and involving customers in investment decisions. This is critical if we are to
ensure that customers see that we are investing in the right things.
Whether someone views an activity as achieving VFM is very much about people’s
perceptions and therefore is intrinsically linked to customer satisfaction. Listening and
responding to customer feedback in all forms of consultation is therefore also part of a VFM
approach.
4. VFM Progress To Date
The first VFM strategy covered the period 2017-2020. In 2017 the 30 year financial
business plan was still based on projected rent increases of RPI+. Over the period of the
first VFM strategy the business plan has moved progressively towards achieving CPI only
rent increases.
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In order to move towards these lower projected rent increases, a VFM savings targets was
identified of £750K savings being achieved over a 7 year period:


£250k by 2018/19,



£250k by 2019/20, and



final £250k by 2024/25

By the end of 2019/20 a total of £850k of VFM savings had been achieved, and the 2020
Corporate Plan set a target of a further £500k of VFM savings by 2024/25:


£250k by 2021/22, and



£250k by 2024/25

In the 2021/22 Budget savings of £373k were identified.
Therefore, since the implementation of the first VFM strategy in 2017 the Association has
achieved a total of £1.223m of VFM savings.
Achieving the VFM savings has been assisted by the development and implementation of:


Improved budgeting and budgetary control



Improved business planning



Improved asset management and life cycle costing data



Improved procurement and contract management processes



Restructuring of customer facing teams



Identification of areas for savings by the VFM Working Group



Benchmarking and best practice information via Housemark and linking in with other
RSLs

5. VFM objectives
Our VFM aims are:


implementing CPI only rent increases for each of the three rent years April
2022, April 2023 and April 2024, supported by a viable business plan position
which assumes CPI only rent increases for the remainder of our 30 year
financial plans



ensuring that a VFM approach is embedded across all staff teams by the end of
the three year strategy period
5

To deliver these aims, the following objectives have been identified for the 3 year strategy
period:


Ensure customer needs and views are central to our VFM approach



Review and improve operational efficiency and internal processes to achieve VFM
and obtain efficiencies



Optimise the use of our assets to achieve VFM for our customers and the
Association



Ensure that we procure goods, services and works in the most sustainable economic
way possible



Develop leadership skills and an empowered, professional staff team



Deliver social and environmental value

The Action Plan set out at Appendix 1 details the actions which will be taken over the
course of 2021/22 under each of these objectives.
The actions have purposefully for the main part been taken directly from the Team Delivery
Plans of the various functions within the Association. This linking of VFM to the actions
across all staff teams is an essential element in achieving the aim of embedding the VFM
approach.
The Association will also continue with quarterly meetings of the VFM Working Group,
which will be lead by the Head of Finance and have representatives from across the staff
teams and Board. The purpose of the VFM Working Group will be to identify any new areas
of VFM focus that can then be taken forward by relevant staff teams in future Team Delivery
Plans. The VFM Working Group will also monitor the effectiveness of the VFM efforts being
made by assessing financial savings achieved annually.
For the coming three year strategy period, a new VFM savings target will be applied:


£100,000 to be saved each year for the next three years, with these savings feeding
into the annual budgets for 2022/23, 2023/24 & 2024/25.

6. Strategy Review
This strategy will be reviewed annually to ensure it remains relevant to the business and
contributes to the overall strategic objectives.
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Value for Money Action Plan

Item

Appendix 1

Objectives

Lead

Timescale

Monitored
Through

1 Ensure customer needs and views are
central to our VFM approach
1a

Use feedback from satisfaction surveys, RTO
meetings and consultations to help priorities
funding and partnership opportunities to
address any common themes/interest which
arise from our customers

Community
Regeneration
Manager

From April
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1b

Renew our satisfaction figures through a full
customer survey to assess the impact that
recent improvements have had on our
customers’ views of the organisation.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

August
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1c

Make use of customer insight information from
local and national sources to gain a better
knowledge of the needs, aspirations and
challenges of our current and potential
customers.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

1d

Working with TCG/Glasgow City Council (GCC)
to carry out the virtual consultation for the
masterplan for North Maryhill TRA

Head of
Development

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1e

In-House survey on finance and utilise
feedback for improvements

Head of
Finance

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1f

ASB satisfaction survey to be carried out with
100% of complainants who are residents.
Feedback monitored monthly at team meetings
and used to shape the development of our
management of anti-social behaviour.

Head of
Housing/all of
housing team

Monthly
from April
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1g

Carry out customer satisfaction survey with the
landscaping service and act on feedback
received

Head of
September Team
Housing/
2021
Delivery
Neighbourhood
Plan
Team Leaders

1h

Agree appropriate heating solution for
Glenavon properties, based on data and
feedback from pilot properties

Investment
Manager
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August
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1i

Investigate the best way forward in terms of
using benchmarking information to develop our
VFM approach

Director of
Resources

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1j

Develop a suite of VFM benchmarks

Director of
Resources

Sept 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

1k

Deliver training on VFM across all staff
teams to ensure it is built into annual team
delivery planning process.

Director of
Resources

Oct 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2 Review and improve operational efficiency
and internal processes to achieve VFM and
obtain efficiencies
2a

Purchase Ledger Scanning and Invoice
workflow

Head of
Finance

October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2b

SDM Management Accounts work completed
for 22-23

Head of
Finance

January
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

2c

HR and Payroll Interface

Head of
Finance/ HR
Manager

July –
August
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2d

Review Anti-Social Behaviour procedure in the
light of feedback received from surveys –
demonstrating that customer feedback has led
to changes in the way anti-social behaviour is
managed.

Head of
Housing/
Housing
Manager

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2e

Deliver new broadband connectivity – potential BT & ICT
for VFM monetary savings or better speeds to
Manager
improve productivity/remote working experience
for staff

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2f

Explore Boardpacks renewal/replacement

BT & ICT
Manager &
P&G Manager

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2g

Explore replacement of Zeus (TA) with HR

BT & ICT
Manager & HR
Manager

September Team
2021
Delivery
Plan
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2h

Developing process and procedure schedule
for Property team and prioritising keys areas for
review / implementation.

Head of
Property/
Managers

Q4 20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

2i

Updating the void process to include void clean
and clearances

Director of
Operations/
Property
Manager

Q4 Jan
20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

2j

Deliver reduction in bad debt write off through
improved factoring arrears performance

Factoring
Manager

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

2k

Ensure Factored owners are correctly
consulted with so that owner’s share can be
recovered

Factoring
Manager/
Asset
Manager/
Investment
Manager

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

2l

Review of contract management framework

Director of
Resources

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

2m

Revise Risk Register to incorporate the 3 lines
of defence controls, new format to June Audit &
Risk Committee

Director of
Resources

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

3 Optimise the use of our assets to achieve
VFM for our customers and the Association
3a

Develop and implement Acquisition and Stock
Rationalisation Policy

Director of
Resources/
Head of
Finance

September Team
2021
Delivery
Plan

3b

Promote My Home and sign up all customers
with email addresses at sign up and two yearly
– target of 500 additional customers signed up
by year end.

Head of
Housing/All
housing
officers

Monthly
Team
when visits Delivery
resume
Plan

3c

My Home improvements (live chat, more
offerings on reporting issues and repairs)

BT & ICT
Manager

Ongoing
through
2021-22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3d

Restructure of F drive into separate drives by
department

BT & ICT
Manager &
P&G Manager

October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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3e

Expanding use of photos and videos for
customers to reduce the need for PO home
visits

Customer
Services
Manager/
Property
Manager/
Property
Officers

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

3f

Promotion of MyHome facility and supporting
customers to sign up to this. Target of 1000
users

Head of
Property/
Managers

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

3g

Developing the methodology to be used for
stock condition surveys; delivering training on
these; planning and implementing a condition
survey of 10% of MH stock

Director of
March
Operations/
2021
Head of
Property/ Asset
Manager

Team
Delivery
Plan

3h

Implement a stock condition survey of the main
office

Property
Manager/
Property
Officers

Q1 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3i

Agree a standard specification for the
Association’s back court and develop a plan to
visit, assess and agree priority improvements

Director of
Operations/
Asset Manager

Q1 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3j

Review Internet of Things technology and use
for future inclusion in MH stock

Head of
Property/
Property
Manager/ BT &
ICT Manager

Q2 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

3k

Develop and deliver programme of watertesting within storage tanks. Ensure the
effective ongoing management of water
hygiene testing in line with legislative
requirements.

Head of
Q4 202/21
Property/ Asset
Manager/
Property
Manager

Team
Delivery
Plan

3l

Deliver fire risk assessment actions in line with
the action identified for multi story properties
and set out a plan for delivery of any necessary
remedial actions from low rise FRAs (when
developed)

Head of
Property/
Property
Manager

Q4 20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

3m

Establish rent working group in order to plan
and then deliver the import of rent structure into
SDM

Director of
Resources

June –
October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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3n

Mid Market Rent delivery via subsidiary – set
up accounting model and if required inter
company loan

Director of
Resources/
Head of
Finance

September Team
2021
Delivery
Plan

3o

Monitor achievement of VFM savings as part of
annual budget setting process

Head of
Finance

February
2022

VFM
Working
Group

3p

Identify areas for further VFM improvement

Head of
Finance

Ongoing
on a
quarterly
basis

VFM
Working
Group

4 Ensure that we procure goods, services and
works in the most sustainable economic way
possible
4a

Complete the bulk uplift pilot and provide
meaningful feedback to enable a decision to be
made on the future of the service

Neighbourhood April 2021
Team Leaders/
Estates Team

4b

Implement pilot of in house void clearance and
cleaning service in the multi storey stock

Neighbourhood September Team
Team Leaders/ 2021
Delivery
Estates Team
Plan

4c

Deliver 2% savings on voids and reactive
repairs budgets to 22/23

Head of
Property

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

4d

Deliver savings in cyclical maintenance costs
through reprocurement of contracts

Head of
Property

Ongoing

Team
Delivery
Plan

4e

Organise external procurement training for key
staff (JS/CB/RW) in regards to OJEU
procurement

Director of
Resources

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4f

Deliver internal training in procurement toolkit,
Director of
practical steps of undertaking OJEU
Resources
procurement, community benefit monitoring and
contract management

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4g

Produce further detailed procurement process
guidance and templates, such as use of PCS
for contract notice, contract award, framework
call off, tender evaluation, issuing of standstill
notice etc.

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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Director of
Resources

Team
Delivery
Plan

4h

Review of Procurement & Community Benefits
Policy and update of Procurement Toolkit, to
include consideration of use of frameworks as
VFM and consideration of widening of
community benefits to include sustainability
options

Director of
Resources

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4i

Financial due diligence for procurement to be
built into guidance, include consider finance
undertaking credit checks for contractors

Director of
Resources

May 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4j

Implement Procurement Plan and Community
Benefit monitoring and report quarterly to SMT
from July 2021

Director of
Resources

By April
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

4k

Explore Scotland Excel procurement review

Director of
Resources

December
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5 Develop leadership skills and an
empowered, professional staff team
5a

Develop training/development plan and “how
to” guide for CCT to provide accurate advice on
rent accounts and arrears up to the value of
£500.

Housing
Manager/All
Housing
Officers

October
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5b

Implement revised Housing Officer Duty Cover
to ensure that customers receive a meaningful
service at the first point of contact – by
telephone or in person

Head of
Housing/
Housing
Managers

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5c

Implement full Performance Management
Framework – detailing how performance will be
managed in each area of the housing service –
including audits, weekly performance
management meetings, one to ones and
monthly team performance meetings

Head of
Housing/
Housing
Managers

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5d

Review allocations and processes and make
recommendations for revised procedure – using
learning from lockdown and explore
opportunities to digitalise parts of the process
for the customer

Housing
Manager/All
Housing
Officers

January
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

5e

Development and delivery of “90 minute
Management Workout” workshops

HR Manager/
HR Officer

July 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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5f

Implement revised induction process

HR Manager/
HR Officer

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5g

Provide training in repairs, including refresher
training, new repairs timeframes and SORs by
April 2021 (timescales to be confirmed)

Head of
April 2021
Housing/
Neighbourhood
Team Leaders

Team
Delivery
Plan

5h

Develop Training matrix to Identify any gaps in
training in the Estate Team and ensure that all
team member fully trained in all aspects of the
role

Neighbourhood September Team
Team Leaders 2021
Delivery
Plan

5i

Develop team training plan to incorporate key
areas of legislation and compliance

Head of
Property

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

5j

Develop programme for CCT advisors to
shadow property/housing officers. CCT to
agree mechanism e.g. rota based system and a
brief to identify learning to be gained from
shadowing. Agree with Housing Management
guidelines and structure to work shadowing

CCT Advisors/
Housing
Officer/
Property
Officer

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

5k

Full Property team to meet quarterly to ensure
effective inclusion in team priorities. Develop a
monthly bulletin / blog to keep the full team up
to date with key Property information in
between full team meetings.

Head of
Property/
Managers

Q4 20/21

Team
Delivery
Plan

6 Deliver social and environmental value
6a

Establish a Sustainability Working Group

Director of
Resources

June 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

6b

Develop a Sustainability Strategy & Action Plan

Director of
Resources

November
2021

Team
Delivery
Plan

6c

Complete installation programme of air source
heat pumps across mini multis

Heating
Project
Manager
Manager

March
2022

Team
Delivery
Plan

6d

Identification of a technical solution for
replacement of electrical storage heaters in low
rise properties and procurement for installation

Investment
Manager

Dates as
per
investment
plan

Team
Delivery
Plan
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6e

Set out plan for working towards delivery of
EESSH 2

Asset Manager

Q1 21/22

Team
Delivery
Plan

6f

Explore social value and link in with SFHA work
stream – potential link into sustainability
strategy and community benefits

Director of
Resources

April 2021

Team
Delivery
Plan
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REPORT TITLE: Reactive Repairs Contract – Mobilisation Update
1.

PURPOSE

1.1.

This report provides an update to the Board on the mobilisation of the new reactive repairs
contract which starts on 1 April 2021.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

Board is asked to:
- Note the progress towards mobilisation of the new reactive repairs contract on 1 April
2021.

3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1.

A new reactive repairs contract is due to start on 1 April 2021. This contract was awarded
to Turner Property Services (known as Turner Services), who are currently the incumbent
reactive repairs contractor.

3.2.

The current contract was appointed on an interim basis following the withdrawal of MPS in
July 2020.

3.3.

The new contract will be adopting different revised conditions of contract to both the interim
contract and the previous contract with MPS. The conditions of contract have been
developed in consultation with Board, customers and staff, and include revised timescales
for repairs, adoption of the National Housing Federation (NHF) Schedule of Rates (SORs),
the integration of the Association’s and Contractor’s IT systems using a diagnostic tool for
customer to report their repairs online and have these directly appointed by Association
and the Customer.

3.4.

A project plan was set out last year for the procurement and mobilisation of the new
contract. Progress towards the start date on 1 April 2021 is on track and has been helped
by good working relationships between Turners, Maryhill Housing and SDM the
Associations housing management software providers. Systems testing and integration is
likely to continue to the end of March 2021. In the event that something unforeseen occurs
delaying full systems integration, the existing interface between Maryhill Housing and
Turners will ensure that there is no reduction in service delivery to the customer.

3.5.

Due to the Scottish Government’s ongoing tiered COVID restrictions, routine repairs are
still not being carried out by the contractor. This will mean that customers will not be able
to raise repairs using My Home the online customer portal until the tier restrictions reduce
and routine repairs re-start, as My Home has been developed for only routine repairs, not
for emergency or urgent repairs.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT
The reactive repairs contract is for the approximate value of
£1.23m per year. The reactive repairs contract has therefore
been procured in order to achieve the best possible value for
FINANCIAL RESOURCE
money, using National Housing Federation (NHF) Schedule
AND VALUE FOR
of Rates (SORs) for repairs pricing. Changed repairs
MONEY:
categories will see a reduction in the number of emergency
jobs being raised, albeit these are now priced lower on the
new contract.

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

The Association will comply with legislation on Right to Repair
and all other relevant legislation and statutory requirements
and within the parameters of the new reactive repairs
contract. Procurement of the contract has been completed in
line with all relevant procurement legislation. No challenges
were received to the outcome.

CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

Procurement of a new reactive repairs contractor from 1 April
2021 was a key outcome in the Corporate Plan and Asset
Management Strategy. This should assist in our objectives of
providing better homes and neighbourhoods.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Customer feedback during the procurement period has been
used to shape delivery of the new repairs service. Feedback
will continue to be sought from customers for the duration of
the contract using a variety of methods.
Customers have been given an update on the new contract in
the Spring newsletter and further targeted updates will be
provided on social media and on our website.

COMMUNICATIONS:

A plan to promote the My Home facility throughout the year
has been developed to encourage customers to register and
make use of the online reporting tool for routine repairs. The
will commence when lockdown restrictions are eased and the
backlog of routine repairs have been delivered.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

Repairs which are classed as having a health and safety risk
or the potential to be a health and safety risk have been
categorised as emergencies. The Landlord Health & Safety
Control Manual and individual health and safety
policies/procedures set out the approach and management of
key areas of health and safety management.

ENVIRONMENT

There are no negative environmental implications of this
report. The contractor has committed to adopting sustainable
working practices in their delivery of the contract.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

An equality impact assessment is not required for the
mobilisation of the contract.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

RISK ANALYSIS:

Failure to mobilise the reactive repairs contract exposes the
Association to a significant risk of service failure. The reactive
repairs contract is the most important service provided by the
Association in tenants’ view. It is vital that the mobilisation is
carried out on time and implemented effectively to ensure that
there is continuity of service.
There is a regulatory risk if a repairs service is not being
delivered and also a reputational risk.
System integration failure will impact on services available to
customers who may not be able to utilise the online portal to
report repairs.
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4.

Reactive Repairs Contract – Mobilisation Plan Update

4.1 The table below notes progress towards the mobilisation and commencement of the new reactive repairs contract with Turner Property
Services on 1 April 2021.
Key: Grey – action complete; green on track as per project plan; amber – some actions remaining (no material impact)
Activity
Customer Communications
Newsletter updates
Press release
Social media
Registered tenant organisations
/ customer groups
Staff Training
NHR Schedule of Rates

Progress

Status

Articles on the new contract in both the Winter and Spring newsletters
Joint press release with Turners on the new contract in Scottish Housing News in February
Updates posted on website and organisation social media accounts during February and
closer to the launch date
Specific updates to RTOs and customer groups still to happen

Complete
Complete

External training provided for Customer Services Manager, Property Manager and 2x
Property Officers on NHF SORs; remainder of POs and Customer Advisers to be trained on
how to read and interpret the NHF version 2 schedule-of-rates document.
Conditions of contract
Training scheduled for relevant staff in March
Raising repairs using MyHome
Training scheduled for relevant staff in March / April
Invoicing / payments
Training to be scheduled in March
Process Development and Reporting
Performance, ARC and finance Reporting requirements agreed and developed by SDM
reporting
Policy and process review
Repairs categorisations reviewed and policy updated
My Home Diagnostic Tool
System development complete, including diagnostic trees and illustrations
System / Interface Testing
System and interface testing, including raising repairs and integration with TPS
Multi-trade jobs
The ability to raise multi-trade jobs through My Home – will become available end of April /
May 21. Jobs that meet this criterion will continue to be raised through SDM in the interim.
Contract Go Live
Scheduled to go live on 1 April 2021
My Home Repairs Picker Go
Due to routine repairs not being carried out during COVID tier 4 restrictions, ability to raise
Live
repairs on My Home will be delayed until routine repairs re-start. All other aspects of My
Home still available

Complete
Complete
Complete
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REPORT TITLE: Repairs and Maintenance Policy
1.

PURPOSE

1.1.

This report introduces the Association’s revised Repairs and Maintenance Policy, in line
with the key repairs categorisation changes coming into effect from 1 April 2021.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

Board is asked to:
- Approve the revised Repairs and Maintenance Policy (attached as appendix 1).

3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1.

The Association’s Repairs and Maintenance Policy needs to be revised to incorporate the
changed repairs categorisations approved within the new reactive repairs contract which
starts on 1 April 2021.

3.2.

The revised Policy details the principles, aims and objectives of the Association’s reactive
repairs and maintenance service. The key changes to the policy are as follows:

3.3.



Moving from two repairs categories (urgent and routine) to four (emergency,
urgent, routine and other)



The list of repair types has been expanded to give greater clarity to customers



Explicit clarification that the Association will not carry out lock changes outwith normal
working hours (except with the approval of a manager in cases of extreme customer
vulnerability)



Inclusion of a new section on customer alterations to make clear that approval is
required before a customer can carry out an alteration to their home

This policy will be further reviewed in three years in line with our policy schedule or in the
event of regulatory, legislative or good practice change.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT
The reactive repairs budget is in the region of £1.23million per
FINANCIAL RESOURCE year. The new reactive repairs contract has therefore been
AND VALUE FOR
procured in order to achieve the best possible value for
MONEY:
money. The change to repairs categorisations reflects the
procurement of the new contract.
LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

The Association will comply with legislation on Right to Repair
and all other relevant legislation and statutory requirements
and within the parameters of the new reactive repairs
contract.
This policy links to our objectives of increasing customer
satisfaction and provision of better homes and
neighbourhoods by ensuring that we have a high quality,
responsive reactive repairs service for customers and their
homes.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Customer consultation was carried out during the
procurement of the new contractor to take views on
appropriate response times for repair appointments.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Customers have been advised of the change of contractor in
the newsletter, and also of the new repairs categories.
Further updates will be made on the Association’s website
and social media accounts.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

Repairs which are classed as having a health and safety risk
have been categorised as emergencies

ENVIRONMENT

There are no environmental implications of this report.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

An Equality Impact Assessment has been carried out on this
policy. The exceptions within the repairs categorisations
allow for repairs to be escalated in urgency for particular
customers with specific medical or cultural needs. The
revised policy does not cause detriment to customers on the
grounds of protected characteristics.

RISK ANALYSIS:

The key risks with this policy and contract are of poor
contractor performance and low customer satisfaction. The
changes proposed give greater clarity to customers when
they will receive a service from the Association, and the
digital improvements made to the customer journey have
been designed around what customers have indicated that
they want.
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Title
Purpose

Repairs and Maintenance Policy
Maryhill Housing aims to ensure its homes are maintained to a high
standard through the delivery of effective repairs and maintenance
providing excellent customer service.
The Association will provide staff with clear operational procedures
and guidelines to determine how the Association will organise repairs
and maintenance for its customers.
This policy provides a framework for the delivery of repairs and
maintenance and sets out how the Association is meeting its legal and
statutory repairing responsibilities.
The Association will comply with relevant legislation and adopt the
principles and practices detailed in the Social Housing Charter.

Scope

The Board has delegated responsibility for monitoring performance on
repairs and maintenance and for approving the Repairs and
Maintenance Policy.
The Director of Operations holds the lead responsibility for this policy
with responsibility for implementation delegated to the Head of
Property.
This policy applies to all Board and Committee members, members of
staff whether employees of MHA, freelance, casual, or temporary
agency staff irrespective of grade, position or length of service
responsible for the management of repairs and maintenance within the
Association.

Definitions

For the purposes of this policy, unless otherwise stated, the following
definitions shall apply:
The policy applies to the management of property owned by the
Association and subject to a Scottish Secure Tenancy, a Short
Scottish Secure Tenancy, a Shared Ownership Occupancy Agreement
Lock up Agreement or Lease. The policy also applies to common
areas where the Association is the factor.
Right to Repair Legislation as set out in the 2002 Right to Repair
Regulations

Policy
Statement

Aims
The Association aims to deliver repairs and maintenance services
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that:
-

Ensure its homes are warm, safe, wind and water tight and
provide healthy environments for its customers,
Are tailored to customers’ needs and are efficient, responsive
and flexible, and which
Are in line with the legislation set out above, the requirements
of the Scottish Social Housing Charter and with sector good
practice on repairs and maintenance.

Repair timeframes
On receipt of a repair request the Association will categorise the repair
in terms of impact on the property and occupants taking account of
any health and safety implications.
The Association will categorise repairs into the following categories:
Category

Definition

Emergency

Attendance within 2 hours to make
safe and complete the repair within
24 hours

Urgent

Attendance and completion of the
repair within 24 hours

Routine

Completion within 5 working days

Other

Completion within 15 working days

An emergency repair is where there is a risk to safety, danger to
health, to prevent serious damage to the property or a loss of an
essential service.
Urgent repairs are less serious than an emergency repair with no
immediate risk to health and safety or security (for example, partial
loss of power or heating).
Routine repairs are those which do not require urgent attendance for
reasons of health and safety and which do not present an obvious risk
of further, more substantial, damage to the property.
Repairs which fall under the ‘Other’ category are generally repairs
which need multiple trades in attendance or where there may be a
longer manufacturing time for a part or non-standard materials.
The full categorisation of repairs can be found in Appendix 1 to this
policy. This also includes the timescale in which a repair will be
completed.
The Association reserves the right to amend the completion category
and timescale for individual repair works to take account of unforeseen
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or other specific circumstances. These include, for example, a
requirement to order parts and materials, very specialist works and
additional works being identified when repairs are being carried out.
The Association will apply the same process of categorisation of
defect repairs required in newly built and converted properties. All
defects will be managed in line with the Association’s policy on
Defects.
Quality of repairs
The Association and its appointed contractors will carry out repairs
and maintenance using high quality materials and an appropriately
trained workforce. The Association aims to ensure that repairs are
resolved on the first visit (known as ‘right first time’) and will return to
complete any failed repairs within twenty four hours of an issue being
identified.
A proportion of repairs carried out will be post-inspected for quality
after completion. The target for this will be set annually.
The Association will monitor its performance on ‘right first time’ repairs
and report this to the Board quarterly.
Customer focus
The Association and its contractors will provide a twenty-four hours a
day, 365 days a year repairs reporting and delivery service. The
Association will offer appointments for all non-emergency repairs
where access is required from the tenant. Appointments will be offered
at times to suit the customer within standard working hours (between
9.00am and 5.00pm). Where the customer cannot provide access
during these times, appointments outwith these times can be offered,
including evenings and weekends (with the exception of emergency
repairs.)
The Association and its contractors will communicate with customers
throughout the progress of a repair. The Association will work with
customers in shaping its repairs and maintenance services. We will
also seek feedback on the quality of repairs from our customers using
a variety of means, for example, text, email, via the online portal etc.
Tenant responsibility
Under the terms of the Tenancy Agreement, tenants must allow
access to inspect, carry out repairs or improvements. Persistent
failure to provide access will be seen as a Breach of Tenancy which
may result in the Association taking action against the tenant.
Rechargeable repairs
Where the need for repairs are the result of tenant damage or neglect
the Association will not carry out the repair unless the tenant meets at
least fifty percent of the cost of the repair upfront. Where a tenant is
unable to meet the cost this will be referred to a Manager for
consideration.
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If a rechargeable repair has to be carried out for reasons of health and
safety of either the customer or neighbouring customers, the repair will
be completed and the cost of this will be recharged to the tenant after
the work has taken place.
A tenant may choose to carry out a repair which would otherwise be
rechargeable to them by the Association. In these cases, the work
must be carried out to a standard acceptable to the Association. Any
further work carried out by the Association to rectify the repair to bring
it up to an acceptable standard will be recharged to the tenant.
As a general rule, the Association will not carry out lock changes
outwith normal working hours, except in cases of extreme vulnerability
and with the approval of a manager.
Vulnerable Customers
This policy recognises that there may be circumstances where
exceptionally vulnerable customers may be more directly impacted by
a necessary repair to their home. In these cases, discretion can be
applied to ensure vulnerable customers are supported appropriately.
Right to repair
The Association will deliver all eligible repairs within Right to Repair
timeframes. The Association will advise tenants of their rights under
the scheme when they report a qualifying repair and provide them with
a list of approved contractors who will carry out the work of the
association fail to. The Association will compensate tenants in line with
the Regulations where Right to Repair timeframes are not met.
Effective Asset Management
The Association recognises that it is more effective to deliver planned
investment programmes than repair properties on a reactive basis.
Information such as repairs trends will be analysed and fed into the
Association’s Asset Management Strategy to drive investment
decisions.
Cyclical Maintenance
The Association will deliver a programme of cyclical repairs to
maintain the functioning and appearance of its stock. The cyclical
programme will include, but not be limited to: close cleaning;
landscape maintenance; health and safety compliance; lift servicing;
electrical checks; gas servicing; gutter cleaning; health and safety
checks such as legionella.
Compensation for tenants
Where major disruptive work in a customer’s home entails the need for
redecoration, the Association may carry out re-decoration works or will
make payment of a decoration allowance to the customer. The
relevant values of this allowance are set out in Appendix 2 to this
policy.
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Tenant Alterations
The Association recognises that tenants may wish to carry out their
own alterations to their homes.
Written permission must be provided by the Association before any
alterations can be carried out. Alterations can include but are not
limited to the installation of kitchens or bathroom suites, satellite
dishes, garden sheds etc.
The Association will not unreasonably withhold consent for an
alteration, but will make it conditional that any proposed alterations
meet the Association’s standards and are compliant with all relevant
legislation. Consideration will also be given to the impact on
neighbouring properties and the ability to re-let the property in the
future. All requests for alterations will be considered on their own
merits.
Procurement of services and value for money
The Association will procure repairs and maintenance services in line
with its Procurement Policy and Toolkit to provide economically
advantageous services for the Association. The Association’s
procurement strategy will be produced annually. The Association will
effectively client its repairs and maintenance contractors to deliver
continuously excellent services which give value for money
In addition, cost and performance benchmarking will be undertaken
against other providers to measure performance.
Operational Delivery
The Policy is supported by a range of procedures that allow staff to
effectively deliver the Association’s Repairs and Maintenance
services. The Association will ensure that all relevant staff receive
appropriate training and support to meet the requirements of the
Policy and Procedures.
Continuous improvement
The Association aims to continuously improve its repair and
maintenance services and will adapt processes in response to
customer complaints; customer satisfaction information; input from
Registered Tenant Organisations and other customer groups; internal
audit and sector best practice.
Legal and Good Practice Requirements:
This policy is compliant with the following legislation and good practice
guidance:





Housing (Scotland) Acts 2001, 2006, 2010 and 2014
Right to Repair (Housing Scotland Act 1987 as amended 2001 and
2010)
Right to Compensation for Improvements (Housing Scotland Act
1987 as amended 2001and 2010)

Scottish Social Housing Charter 2012
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Scottish Housing Quality Standard
SFHA Good Practice Guidance Repairs and Maintenance –
2012
Scottish Secure Tenants (Right to Repair) Regulations 2002
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Equalities Act 2010
The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 and The Gas
Safety (Installation and Use) (Amendment) Regulations 2018
The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012

Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004
The Building (Scotland) Regulations & Building Standards 2017
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015
Asbestos Regulations (Control of Asbestos at Work, 2002; The
Asbestos (Licensing) Regulations 1983; The Asbestos
(Prohibitions) Regulations 1992
Property Factors (Scotland) Act 2011
Health and Safety Executive Guidance

Approval

Board – March 2021

Policy
Owner
Review

Head of Property
March 2024
The policy may also be reviewed in light of legislation, good practice,
or internal structural and process change.
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Appendix 1: Repairs Categories

Maryhill Housing - Repair
Timescale Categories

Emergency
Attend within
2 hours and
complete
within 24
hours

Urgent
Attend
and
complete
within 24
hours

Routine

Other

5 working
days

15 working
days

Exceptions

Right to Repair (RTR)
Requirement

Electrical
Close lighting

Yes

External lighting

Yes

If more than 1
light out, move
to emergency
category

Yes

Internal lighting

If kitchen &
bathroom lights,
move to urgent
category.

Light switch - damaged

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Light switch - loose

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day
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Light switch - not working

Yes

Door bell

Yes

Mechanical extractor fan in internal
kitchen or bathroom not working.

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes
If in high rise
property, move
to emergency
category.
Yes

TV aerial

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes

Cooker Control Unit
Unsafe electrical fitting

Legal maximum response:
3 working days

Yes

Smoke / Heat / Co2 Detector

Water leaking onto electrics

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes

Partial loss of electrical power

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Legal maximum response:
7 working days

Yes

Immersion heater

Full loss of electrical power

If kitchen &
bathroom lights,
move to urgent
category.

Yes
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Yes

Socket - loose or unsafe

Yes

Socket - not working

Door entry
Lifts
Electric heating - throughout
Electrical heating - partial (1 room or
less)
Repair to cable trunking
Plumbing
Bath seal - leaking
Wash hand basin - tap
broken/loose/dripping
Panels
Wall Tiles
Bath - cracked
Bath - unstable
Bath seal - leaking

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

If medical need
- move to urgent
category
7 day response

Yes
If medical need
- move to
emergency
category

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bath tap - broken/dripping/loose
Yes

If no other
washing facility,
move to
emergency
category.
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If any sign of
sewage, move to
emergency
category

Wastes - wash hand basin / Kitchen
Sink / Bath
Yes
Blocked or Leaking Foul Drains, Soil
Stacks, or Toilets where there is no
other toilet in the house

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes
If leak cannot be
contained, move
to emergency
category.

Kitchen sink leaking, dripping or loose.
Water pipe leaking
Leaking overflow pipe

Yes
Yes

Loss of full water supply

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Partial loss of water supply

Legal maximum response:
3 working days

Noisy pipes

Yes
If manual flush
not possible,
move to
emergency
category.

Unable to flush WC
Yes
Clear choked WC (where there are
other toilets in house)
Running cisterns

Yes
Yes

Shower repair / replacement
Yes

If medical or
cultural need,
move to
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emergency
category.
Toilet pan leaking

Yes
If leaking, move
to emergency
category.

Toilet pan cracked
Yes
Yes

Shower tray choked
Shower screen

Yes
If no other
washing facilities,
move to urgent
category

Minor tile repairs including sealant
Yes
Wetwall

Yes

Leak into property

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes

Joinery
External door - repair minor
(aesthetic/adjustments/loose/draughty)
Yes
External door - major repair (unable to
secure / open)
External door replacement
Internal door - adjustment
Internal door - if unable to open or
secure
Internal door replacement

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes
Yes
Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes
Yes
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Communal doors - service
Board-up window or door

7 day response
Yes

Unsafe timber flooring or stair treads

Legal maximum response:
3 working days

Yes
Skirting board repair

Yes

Renewal of flooring (new ply) - 1 room
or less

Yes

Renewal of flooring (new ply) - 1 room
or more

Yes

Floorboards - taking up boards or joists

Yes
If risk to health
and safety, move
to emergency
category.

Fencing - repair
Yes
Fencing - renewal
Kitchen cupboard - loose
Kitchen cupboard - damaged

Yes
Yes
If risk to health
and safety, move
to emergency
category.

Kitchen cupboard door - damaged /
loose / sticking
Yes
Kitchen unit drawer - not
opening/closing
Kitchen worktop repair

Yes
Yes
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Locks & Fittings - Lost keys (Out of
hours)

Locks & Fittings - Lost keys (Within
Working Hours)

Tenant will be
referred to
reputable
contractor.
Tenant
responsibility.

Yes

Locks & Fittings - Unable to lock door

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes
Gain access to property (for example,
forcing access due to leak)

Yes

Loose or detached bannister / handrail

Legal maximum response:
3 working days

Yes
Window - Drafty
Window - Adjustment (Unable to
open/close)

Yes
Yes
If on ground floor,
move to
emergency
category.

Window - Unable to open / close
Yes
Window - catch loose or borken

Window - cill or beading repair

Yes
(subject to
availablity
of
materials)
Yes
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Plastering & Painting
Painting small areas over <10m2

Yes

Painting large areas over >10m2

Yes

Plastering small areas under <10m2

Yes

Plastering large areas >10m2

Yes

Gas Central Heating
Blocked flue to open fire or boiler
Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Loss / Partial loss of gas supply
Partial loss of heating or hot water
(where no alternative heating is
available)

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Full loss of heating or hot water (where
no alternative heating is available)

Leaking radiator

Raditor valve repairs

Yes
Yes

If leak is
uncontainable,
move to
emergency
category
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Repair to heating controls

Yes

Communal
Clothes Line

Yes
If obscene, move
to urgent
category.

Graffitti
Yes
Choked bin chute
Walls / Flooring / Ceilings

Yes
Yes

Dampness
Dampness - treatment

Yes

Lock-ups
Damaged or stiff/loose
Door not opening/closing

Yes
Yes

Gates
Gate Damaged
Gate loose or sticking
Glazing

Yes
Yes
Yes *
timescale to
be agreed
with
contractor

Replacement glazing unit

Gutters
Downpipe - blocked
Downpipe - broken or missing
Downpipe - leaking

Yes
Yes
Yes
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If risk to health
and safety, move
to emergency
category.

Downpipe - loose
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Gutter - blocked
Gutter - broken or missing
Gutter - leaking

If risk to health
and safety, move
to emergency
category.

Gutter - loose
Yes
Paths and Steps
Path Repair
Steps

Yes
Yes

Make safe path
Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Yes

Legal maximum response:
1 working day

Make safe step
Pest Control
Possible infestation

Contractor
report

Treatment
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Repairs and Maintenance Policy – Appendix 2:
Decoration Allowances
The table below sets out the rates at which decoration allowances will be paid
following disruptive major works, such as kitchen and bathroom installs, re-wires or
central heating replacements. The rates are calculated based on each room
disturbed by the work.

Room

Amount

Kitchen

£37.00

Bathroom

£47.00

Livingroom

£83.00

Hall

£43.00

Bedroom 1

£57.00

Bedroom 2

£45.00

Bedroom 3

£45.00

Bedroom 4

£45.00

Hall/Stairs/Landing

£78.00

Heating (Boiler)

£120.00
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REPORT TITLE: READINESS FOR MID-MARKET RENT ACTION PLAN
1.

PURPOSE

1.1.

This report provides Board with a proposal for the governance framework and introduces
draft key documents for Maryhill Communities, the Association’s subsidiary.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

Board is asked to:
 Note and provide commentary on the action towards development of the Maryhill
Communities Subsidiary and preparation for owning and management of mid-market
rent homes and sale of new supplied shared equity (NSSE) housing.

3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1.

In November 2018 the Board approved an approach to the use of its subsidiary Maryhill
Communities as a vehicle for owning and managing mid-market rented accommodation. In
September 2019 the Board approved an outline Governance Framework for the subsidiary
and outline key governance documents.

3.2.

In November 2019 the Association’s Senior Management Team (SMT) met to develop an
action plan with leads for different elements of readiness for mid-market rent.

3.3.

The project was put on hold due to the covid pandemic which meant that the start of the
new build scheme at the Botany Corner was delayed by approximately 9 months.

3.4.

Botany Corner was on site in December 2020 and is on track to be completed in an 18
month programme. We now need to recommence our plans for readiness for mid-market
rent.

3.5.

A revised action plan for readiness for mid-market rent has been produced. This is shown at
1.8. Actions required to prepare for sale of NSSE housing have also been included in the
action plan. SMT will meet quarterly to review action plan progress.

3.6.

Key dates where Board approval is required have been included in the Board agenda plan
for 2020/21.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT
The costs involved in the activation of Maryhill Communities are
professional and legal advice and staff time to service the
FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY: governance and finances of the subsidiary. These costs will be
contained within existing budgets.
Specialist legal has previously been taken on this issue.

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

Under standard four of the Regulatory Framework, where the RSL is
the parent within a group structure it must fulfil its responsibilities as
required in the group structures guidance to:
(a) control the activities of, and manage risks arising from, its
subsidiaries;
(b) ensure appropriate use of funds within the group;
(c) manage and mitigate risk to the core business; and
(d) uphold strong standards of governance and protect the
reputation of the group for investment and other purposes.
Under standard seven of the Regulatory Framework RSLs are
required to ensure their ‘governance structures are as simple as
possible, [and] clear as possible’. This has been built into the
proposals developed to date.
Under our current loan agreement consent is required from Royal
Bank of Scotland (our funders) prior to the establishment of a
subsidiary. Consent has already been provided for the
establishment of Maryhill Communities.

CORPORATE PLAN/
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

Readiness for mid-market rent is a Delivery Plan priority for 2020/21

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

There are no customer/tenant implications at this stage in the
project.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Our website will be updated once Maryhill Communities is actively
trading to explain the relationship between Maryhill Housing and
Maryhill Communities.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

There are no health and safety implications.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

There are no environmental implications.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

There are no equalities implications

RISK ANALYSIS:

The Regulatory guidance Group Structures and Constitutional
Partnerships’ is clear that the parent should not take on liability for
risks of a non-registered subsidiary. Liabilities will be clearly set out
in the intra-group agreement between Maryhill Housing and Maryhill
Communities. The key risk around establishing a subsidiary for midmarket rent is added governance complexity which could distract
from core services. This risk will be mitigated by keeping the
subsidiary governance as simple as possible.
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4.

Background

4.1.

The Association is building 18 units of mid-market rented housing for the first time at the
Botany Corner development. Mid-market rent is affordable housing with rent between the
social housing rent and the market housing rent (hence mid-market). It is let on private
sector tenancies which cannot be issued by registered social housing provides such as
Maryhill. For this reason it is necessary to rent mid-market housing through a different
vehicle. Most registered social landlords rent mid-market rent housing through a subsidiary
company.

4.2.

The Association is also building 18 units of NSSE housing at the Botany Corner
development. In NSSE housing the Scottish Government retains an equity share, so the
purchaser only owns (and pays for) a 50% share. In this way the homes are more affordable
for potential purchasers. Purchasers have the option to increase this share over time. The
Association is responsible for marketing and selling these properties.

4.3.

In 2018/19 the Association carried out a review of options for our dormant subsidiary
Maryhill Communities Limited (MCL). The review concluded that the subsidiary should be
activated to manage the Association’s mid-market rent units. The Board approved this
approach in November 2018.

4.4.

In September 2019 the Board approved an outline Governance Framework for the
subsidiary and outline key governance documents. Board also noted the need for SMT to
develop an action plan for readiness for mid-market rent including further detailed
development of the governance framework.

4.5.

The project was put on hold due to the covid pandemic which meant that the start of the
new build scheme at the Botany Corner was delayed by approximately 9 months.

4.6.

Botany Corner was on site in December 2020 and is on track to be completed in an 18
month programme. We now need to recommence our plans for readiness for mid-market
rent.

4.7.

A revised action plan for readiness for mid-market rent is shown below. Actions required to
prepare for sale of NSSE housing have also been included in the action plan. SMT will meet
quarterly to review action plan progress. The CEO will manage the overall project. Key
dates where Board approval is required have been included in the Board agenda plan for
2020/21.

4.8.

Board will note that the lead for the detailed development of the governance framework for
the subsidiary is identified as the Company Secretary rather a specific officer. This is
because the CEO is currently the Company Secretary but this is proposed to move to the
Director of Resources as discussed at the September 2020 Board meeting. A full proposal
on this is due to come to the April 2021 Board meeting.
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4.9 Action Plan: November 2019 – March 2021 review and re-issue
Activity
Allocation of resources
Housing Management to confirm the housing officer
responsible for mid-market rent accommodation and if
Letwell training is required
Best practice/learning visits
Robert, Karen and Lesley to undertake Best Practice
learning visits to other HAs with mid-market rent. Ideally
some that use SDM to understand the financial systems
and structures, the governance arrangements – e.g.
subsidiary board set ups used but also practical issues,
e.g. allocations, marketing, voids, rent collections/arrears
management, repairs etc.
Branding/identity
Investigate if we should set up a separate online domain
Investigate if we should have a separate brand/logo and
how this should be used
System issues
Paul to contact SDM to find out how others have their
subsidiary set up on the SDM system.
Operational thinking
Develop a marketing approach for mid-market rented
housing and NSSE housing

Procure estate agent for NSSE housing

Original
Timeframe

Lead

New proposed
timeframe

March 2021 comments

Dec 2019

RR

N/A

Complete. Cheryl and
Mareta completed training

Jan March
2020

RR/KF/LC

April – June 2021

Other HAs identified but no
visits completed to date.

Jan 2020
March
2020

PG
LC

May 2021
May 2021

Jan 2020

PG

NEW

Midmarket:
JS/RR

NEW

NSSE:
AMcA
AMcA

Complete. Paul has this
information.
April – July 2021

August –
September 2021
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Activity
Develop an allocations policy (or amend our current one)
for mid-market rented housing
Develop voids standard and potentially process for midmarket rent properties
Review/develop operational policies to assess any
changes needed for mid-market rent, e.g. ASB, repairs,
rent etc.
Clarify roles and responsibilities around management and
maintenance of mid-market rented homes. Develop
procedures for mid-mark rent properties. Procedures
specifically needed will be rent collection/arrears,
allocations, ASB, voids.
Develop a tenancy agreement for mid-market rent
Recruit Subsidiary Board
Advertise subsidiary Board members

Induct subsidiary Board members
Hold first subsidiary Board meeting
Financial systems
Set out how the financial and technical accounting

Original
Timeframe
July October
2020
July October
2020
July –
October
2020
July –
October
2020

Lead
RR, JS

New proposed
timeframe
July – October 2021

RR, JS,
CB

July – October 2021

RR, JS,
CB

July – October 2021

JS, RR,
CB

July – October 2021

July October
2020

RR, JS

July – October 2021

April 2020

LC,BW

May 2021

July October
2020
November
2020

LC,RW,
BW

Nov, Dec 2021

LC,RW

Jan 2022

July –

KF/RR

Apr-July 2021

March 2021 comments

Completed in 2020. List of
potential interested people
from 2020 recruitment
process. Need to reconnect
and check still interested.
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Activity
systems will work.
Confirm the VAT position and if a VAT group is required

Original
Lead
Timeframe
October
2020
July 2020– KF/RW
initial
review of
existing
advice

Oct 2020 –
confirm
final plans
and
process
Investigate insurance implications
NEW
Finalising governance documents and financial relationship
Agree principles of financial relationship between MH and NEW
MC
Developing procedures for Maryhill Communities’ Board.
NEW
Develop the services agreement between Maryhill
NEW
Communities and Maryhill Housing setting out the services
provided by MH to MC.
Develop loan agreement and loan terms between MH and NEW
MC
Further develop the lease agreement between MH and
NEW
MC including proposed lease rent
Develop a business plan for the subsidiary
NEW

KF/RW

New proposed
timeframe

March 2021 comments

Apr 2021– initial
review of existing
advice
July 2021 – confirm
final plans and
process

July 2021
RW/KF/
BW/LC
RW/LC
RW

Apr – May 2021

RW

Apr – July 2021

RW

Apr – July 2021

BW, RW,
KF

Apr – July 2021

Apr – July 2021
Apr – July 2021
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1.

PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek Board approval to write off unrecoverable debt.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Board is asked to:
- Approve the write off of £69,820.24 in respect of former tenant arrear debts for the
period 1st October 2019 to 31st March 2020.
- Approve the write off of £14,078.02 in respect of rechargeable repairs
- Approve the write off of £1,194.85 of factoring debt which is no longer recoverable
- Approve the write off of £923.98 of sequestered debt.
- Approve the write off of £5,450.00 of historic debt from the Ruchill Furniture Project
- Approve the write back of £2661.58 of arrears previously written off by the
Association
3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1 The Board is asked to approve the write off of £69,820.24 of former tenant arrears. The
Association and its external debt collection agency (Network Credit Services) have
attempted to collect this debt, but this is now deemed irrecoverable.
3.2 The Board is asked to approve the write off of rechargeable repairs totaling £14,078.02. All
of these rechargeable debts relate to former tenants. The Association and its external debt
collection agency (Network Credit Services) have attempted to collect this debt, but this is
now deemed irrecoverable.
3.3 The Board is asked to approve the write off of £1,194.85 of factoring debts which have
arisen where properties have been sold and the final payment has not covered the full
balance once adjustments have been made.
3.4 The Board is asked to approve the write off of £923.98 of sequestered debt for former
tenants which can no longer be recovered.
3.5 The Board is asked to approve the write back of £2661.58 which has been previously
written off. This is a case where the former tenant has made payments after the debt was
written off and the account is now in credit.
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3.6 The Board is asked to approved write off of £5450 of debt from Ruchill Furniture Project
where the Association acted as the main leaseholder of a commercial unit but the rent was
not paid by Ruchill Furniture Project.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY:

The proposed write off amount in respect of former tenant
arrears is covered within the bad debt provision and the write off
for the year is within budget. The proposed write off in respect
to rechargeable repairs does not have any cash implications
because the money has already been spent and provided for in
bad debt provision.

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

Under the Scottish Housing Regulator’s Regulatory Framework
(3.1) the Association must have ‘effective financial and treasury
management controls and procedures, to achieve the right
balance between costs and outcomes, and control costs
effectively. The RSL ensures security of assets, the proper use
of public and private funds, and access to sufficient liquidity at all
times.’

CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

This report relates to the strategic objective of: Supporting our
customers to navigate welfare reform, sustain tenancies, move into
employment and reduce rent arrears

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

n/a

COMMUNICATIONS:

Customers are provided with quarterly performance updates via
the Associations newsletter and the Association details write off
information in the Annual Return to the Charter.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

n/a

ENVIRONMENTAL:

n/a

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

n/a
The key risks are:

RISK ANALYSIS:

Financial: rental income is essential to the Associations long
term viability. This is mitigated by reducing rent arrears when
tenancies ends which reduces write offs required.
Staff resources: regular write-offs are part of good housekeeping
to ensure staff resources are focused on the collection of
recoverable debt.

4.

FORMER TENANT ARREARS

4.1 The procedure for the management of rent arrears requires that we should consider which
former tenant arrears are irrecoverable and report to the Board with a recommendation that
these arrears are written off.
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4.2 This is the second write off for the current financial year and it is proposed to write off
£69,820.24 for the period 1st October 2020 to 31st March 2021. A breakdown of cases,
together with the reason for each write off is listed in Appendix 1.
4.3 A total of £32,020.31 was written off in October 2020. The total amount of former tenant
arrears put forward for write off in this financial year is £101,840.55
4.4 As a comparison the total amount written off in the previous financial year was £110,132.69,
with £64,535.87 written off in the first half of the year and the remaining £45,596.82 in the
second half.
4.5 The amount put forward for write-off in the second half of the year is higher than the same
period last year. This reflects increased activity on income management in the second half
of the year and the fact that some restrictions previously in place were lifted or relaxed.
However, the amount put forward for write off this year is broadly in line with last year’s
figure and with 2017/18 when £104,550.90 was put forward for write-off and 2016/17 when
the amount put forward was £112,339.47.
4.6 In presenting the attached former tenant arrears write offs for approval the following criteria
have been applied to ensure that all collection opportunities have been maximized:
• No forwarding address details available to enable pursuit of the former tenant and
where balance is deemed uneconomical to pursue, debt less that £50.00.
• The Association has initially pursued the debt with no success in recovery and the
case has been transferred to a debt collection agency where the recovery rate is
generally low. The debt has now been passed back from the debt collection agency
as irrecoverable.
• Where there were no forwarding details the debt has been passed to a debt
collection agency that has been unable to trace the former tenant or recover the debt.
• The former tenant has died and there is no estate.
• The former tenant is in prison and there is no or little chance of recovery.
• The former tenant has moved to a care home and does not have the resources to
pay the debt.
4.7 The table below sets out the proposed amount for each of the above reasons:
Reason
Debt collection agency unable to recover
Former tenant died and there is no estate
Small balance and impractical to pursue
Total
4.8

Number of Cases
49
18
10
77

Balance
£63,757.53
£5,963.78
£98.93
£69,820.24

It is noted that some cases put forward for write off have a high balance. A short
explanation of the highest cases is provided below.
Ref
7004

Reason for debt
The tenant had a long history of non payment and disputes
over repairs issues. A decree for eviction was obtained on
09/10/2019 and the tenant ended the tenancy on 04/11/2019.
The tenant has been referred to our debt collection agent
twice and both times traces have been unsuccessful. It is
acknowledged that this case was not managed robustly in the
earlier stages and this resulted in a higher debt.

Amount
£7185.65
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Ref
7952

5.

Reason for debt
Amount
Payments ceased on this account in May 2019 and we
£7099.06
discovered that the tenant was abroad and could not be
contacted. An unauthorised occupant was left in the property.
Legal action was instigated and called at court in January
2020 when we were asked to make an offer of an alternative
property to the occupant. This was offered and refused and a
decree for eviction was obtained in March 2020. An eviction
date was set but we were unable to proceed due to Covid-19
restrictions and the eviction was carried out in August 2020.

RECHARGES

5.1 It is acknowledged that recovery rates are generally low for this type of debt; however the
Association now has a process in place where the cost of re-chargeable repairs is taken
up front wherever possible.
5.2 For the period 1st April to 30th September 2020 no recharge debt was written off.
5.3 For the period 1st October 2020 to 31st March 2021, it is proposed to write off a total of
£14,078.02 in re-chargeable repairs that are irrecoverable. These are listed in Appendix 2.
5.4 In presenting re-chargeable repair write off the following criteria has been applied:
• Former tenant passed to debt collection agency and returned with no trace.
• Former tenant has moved to care and there are is no prospect of recovery.
• Former tenant is deceased with no estate.
5.5 The table below sets out the proposed write off amount for each of the above reasons:
Reason
Returned from debt collection as No Trace.
Former tenant deceased with no estate
Small balance – not practical to pursue
Total

Number of Cases
22
7
4
33

Balance
£3,391.01
£10,682.29
£4.77
£14,078.02

5.6 It should be noted that one recharge amount is particularly high. An explanation of this
case is provided below.
Ref
5577

6.

Reason for debt
This property was occupied from 1994 by the tenant and his
brother. The tenancy ended in December 2019 when the
tenant entered a nursing home. The recharges were applied
for void work which had to be carried out and was
rechargeable to the tenant. The tenant died in February 2020
and we were unable to collect the debt.

Amount
£9955.98

FACTORING DEBT

6.1 We have a number of small debts arising from factored properties where there has been
a change of ownership in 2018. The total amount of these debts is £1194.85. A
breakdown of these amounts and the reason for the write off is shown in Appendix 3.
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7.

SEQUESTRATED DEBT

7.1 Sequestration is a form of insolvency available to Scottish residents whereby assets are
transferred to the control of an appointed trustee in order to pay off unsecured debts. We
have one former tenant where it is no longer possible to recover any of the sequestered
debt and we are now putting it forward for write off.
Ref
6439

Reason for write off
Amount
The tenant was declared bankrupt in November 2019 and £923.98
£923.98 was sequestered. The tenant is now deceased and the
amount is not recoverable

8.

RUCHILL FURNITURE PROJECT

8.1

Ruchill Furniture project was a local furniture re-use project, which was established over
30 years ago. The project was run purely by volunteers and received donations of
unwanted furniture and household items which were in an acceptable condition and sale
at affordable prices for those on low incomes. The project was based in a unit in
Maryhill, where they were charged no rent. This unit was recovered by the landlord,
leaving the project with no base to operate from.

8.2

In 2017, a unit at 127 Glenavon Road was secured by Maryhill Housing and was sublet
to Ruchill Furniture Project on the basis that they would transfer the rent payment to
Maryhill Housing. The annual cost of the lease was £8,500 plus VAT. The Board
approved a spend of £7,500 from the Community Fund to help with initial rental costs
until the project was able to operate and generate an income and secure external
funding of their own. Unfortunately the project did not generate sufficient income to
cover running costs, also affected by the lead volunteer for the project passing away.
Debt accrued from April 2018. In September 2018 the Board approved taking legal
action to recover the property. At this point arrears were approximately £4,000 but
additional debt accrued following the Board meeting because of the need to service
notice on the unit and fund dilapidations at the end of the lease term.

8.3

The project has now disbanded and the Association has been unable to contact the one
remaining trustee. Legal advice has been taken on options to recover the debt but this
has confirmed that any attempt of recovery is likely to be unsuccessful and incur more
costs with little likelihood of recovering any income.

8.4

An amount of £5,450 remains unpaid and is deemed no longer recoverable and we are
seeking Board approval to write this sum off .

9.

WRITE BACK OF FORMER TENANT ARREARS

9.1

Where former tenant arrears have been written off, we will request a write back where
we become aware of a credit on another account held by the same former tenant or
where a payment to the account is subsequently made.

9.2

We are seeking approval to write back a former tenant arrear on one account. A
summary of the reasons for the request is provided below.
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Account No
7632

Reason for Write Back
A former tenant arrear in the sum of £2661.58 was
written off on 1st April 2018. Shortly after this date,
the former tenant began to pay the debt at a rate of
£8.00 per month and has maintained payments.
As a result, the account is now £298.44 in credit.

Balance
£2661.58

10.

DEBT COLLECTION

10.1

The Association currently uses Network Credit Services Ltd to pursue debt where our
internal processes have been exhausted or where we do not have any contact details
which would enable us to trace the former tenant.

10.2

The Association does not pay a fee for any unsuccessful traces and only incurs a cost if
a trace is successful and results in payments being obtained. This is an advantage as
collection rates for former tenant debt are generally low and many agencies charge for
every case.

10.3

During the period April 2020 to March 2021, 56 cases have been referred to Network
Credit Services Ltd. This is slightly lower than normal due to reduced activity on arrears
whilst restrictions on court actions and evictions have been in place at various points
during the year.

10.4

The total value of the debt passed to Network Credit Services during the year is
£54,848.95. A breakdown of the cases is set out in the table below.
No of cases

Collection stage

Amount of debt

18

In collection/tracing process with Network Credit
Services
Paid in full
Paying agreed monthly sums
Paying MHA directly
Case closed – activity exhausted
Case closed – negative trace

£15,647.80

1
4
4
20
9
56

£243.12
£3,724.94
£5,157.96
£23,056.86
£7,018.27
£54,848.95
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Appendix 1 – Former tenant arrears
Ref

Amount

Reason for write off

7004
7952
8222
8088
8774
8152
7970
8662
8354
8722
6892
7022
6910
8702
9013
8637
8719
8453
7729
5189
8093
6303
3841
7535
8106
7844
8385
7140
8289
4969
7149
8070
7177
7757
5710
7896
7092
3450
7723
8012
4070
6785
3694
7215
7482
3618
6294
8607

7,185.65
7,099.06
4,829.85
3,261.71
2,991.55
2,853.06
2,792.43
2,736.66
2,570.45
2,193.89
1,840.45
1,816.77
1,669.10
1,609.42
1,556.24
1,406.25
1,155.53
1,059.14
1,050.62
1,028,91
950.79
933.26
928.09
896.09
801.23
759.70
752.99
724.36
698.55
677.15
639.49
605.67
574.06
542.85
442.33
383.77
343.93
340.00
326.45
323.28
318.99
293.04
270.39
257.99
255.53
245.25
234.71
225.64

Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Deceased
Deceased
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
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Ref
8833
8057
7927
6329
7817
5206
4500
7785
8392
6983
6739
6047
4408
5934
5895
6597
4753
6152
9236
8732
8654
4463
6741
6924
398
7434
5824
7522
7454

Amount
208.80
205.82
184.62
183.54
170.52
169.85
160.12
159.79
152.50
138.21
122.31
92.28
75.42
68.06
61.45
60.72
28.99
28.39
16.77
15.53
14.70
13.53
13.17
12.71
4.98
4.08
1.46
0.30
0.01

Reason for write off
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
Deceased
Deceased
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
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Appendix 2 - Recharges
Ref

Amount

Reason for write off

5577
8066
8354
8064
6910
5340
7076
4216
4242
4437
7732
3667
8575
4969
4216
3798
7768
7776
4228
3212
4345
5934
6648
7039
7179
7458
4969
5610
8357
6535
5491
7738
7706

9955.98
367.36
367.36
350.58
217.20
213.41
210.86
208.00
184.67
180.00
180.00
168.00
157.28
134.40
130.00
120.30
99.64
95.41
91.34
67.20
67.20
67.20
67.20
67.20
67.20
67.20
61.17
60.17
49.82
3.43
0.84
0.40
0.10

Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Irrecoverable
Deceased
Small Balance
Small balance
Small balance
Small balance
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Appendix 3 – Factoring Debt
Ref

Balance

Reason for write off

52HAT3-2
11LYG1-2
100STR21
3KEL31A
47HAT3-1
31LYS22
21LYS21A
20LAN2-2
20LAN2-2
116ST21A
151GASH
28LY531A
97CU2M1D
55CRA31A
4CAG3-2

£167.16
£159.92
£142.19
£104.93
£89.81
£85.98
£81.73
£72.00
£68.41
£ 62.42
£51.30
£41.21
£27.85
£24.59
£15.35

Error in insurance charge 2018
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
No retention held with solicitor
No retention held with solicitor
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Payments made to incorrect account
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Final payment insufficient after adjustments
Charge applied after account settled

£1194.85
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REPORT TITLE: COMPLAINTS POLICY
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT:

1.1. This report introduces the Association’s updated Complaints Policy, incorporating recent
changes from the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

2.1. The Board is asked to:

3.

Approve the Complaints Policy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

3.1. As a registered social landlord, Maryhill Housing is regulated by the Scottish Public Services
Ombudsman (SPSO) in relation to complaints handling, and follows their Model Complaints
Handling Procedure (MCHP).
3.2. The SPSO revised and reissued all of their MCHPs in 2020, following consultation with all
sectors. The new version includes a core text that is consistent across all public services in
Scotland, with some additional guidance and examples specific to each sector.
3.3. To be compliant with the MCHP, RSLs must adopt all elements. Adopting the MCHP in its
entirety will ensure that we meet the SPSO’s test of compliance.
3.4. The following table shows the documents that have been issued by the SPSO, and how
these will be adopted by Maryhill Housing:
Part 1 – Introduction and Overview
Part 2 – When to use this Procedure
Part 3 – The Complaints Handling Process

All incorporated into our Complaints
Handling Procedure for staff (approved
by SMT in March 2021).

Part 4 – Governance

Incorporated into our Complaints Policy
(attached as Appendix 1).

Part 5 – Customer Facing Guide

Will be published online for customers
from 1st April.
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3.5. All blue text in Appendix 1 is directly lifted from the revised MCHP. The redress section of
the policy remains unchanged.
3.6. The following key changes have been made to the MCHP:
 Complaints can now be Upheld, Not Upheld or Resolved. Resolved is when a staff
member agrees the action to be taken to address the complaint with the customer,
without needing to make a decision on whether to uphold. This is most likely to happen
at Stage 1, but could happen at Stage 2 if the investigator can see a quick way to resolve
something that has not been offered at Stage 1.
The principle for Resolved is fixing something quickly and empowering staff to find a
resolution that can be agreed with the customer.
This will impact on the Complaints and Customer Feedback report presented to each
Assurance Board, as it currently includes the number of complaints upheld or not upheld
– the number resolved will be added to these stats from Quarter 1 onwards.
 Stage 2 investigations now have to start with agreeing the detail of the complaint and
the outcome sought with the customer. This should be achieved by speaking with the
customer. This is not a major change for the Association as we recommend doing this
already. However this will now be required and the outcome recorded on SDM.
 There is now a six-month time limit on customers escalating their Stage 1
complaint to Stage 2. So after we have given our Stage 1 response they must contact
us within six-months if they are not satisfied.
 Any complaints about members of staff must now be shared with the member of
staff. They should be notified of the complaint, the process that will be involved and the
outcome. They should also be offered support as appropriate. We are currently
investigating training for staff in how to handle situations where they are being
complained about, as well as training for managers who may need to support a team
member through this.
3.7. The go-live date for the revised MCHP is 1st April 2021. The changes will be rolled out to
staff in late March 2021 through remote briefing sessions, as well as through the step by
step guidance for handling complaints and recording them on SDM that is already in place
and fully updated. There will be live sessions and a recorded version that staff can join or
watch on their own. There is also an SPSO video that will be shared.

4.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

FINANCIAL RESOURCE AND
VALUE FOR MONEY:

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE EVENTS:

A compensation budget is in place to allow tracking of
all spend in relation to complaints redress.
The Association is regulated by the Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman (SPSO) in relation to
complaints handling. This policy reflects our adoption
of the SPSO model complaints handling procedure.
Our timescales for responding to complaints are also
monitored by the Scottish Housing Regulator through
the Annual Return on the Charter (ARC)
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4.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

Effective complaints handling links in to our corporate
CORPORATE PLAN/STRATEGIC value of ‘Think customer first’ and our objective to
‘Improve customer experience and increase customer
OBJECTIVES:
satisfaction’.
CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Tenants and other customers from across Scotland
were extensively involved in developing the SPSO’s
model complants handling procedure.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Our complaints policy is communicated to our
customers on our website. It is communicated to our
staff through SPSO e-learning and in-house training
sessions.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

There are no implications.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

There are no implications.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

There are no implications as our policy adopts the
SPSO’s model complants handling procedure which
is based on a detailed equality assessment.

RISK ANALYSIS:

The complaints policy links to our customer
experience risk, which focuses on the risk of failure to
improve customer experience and increase customer
satisfaction.
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Title

Complaints Policy

Purpose

This policy sets out our overall arrangements for handling complaints and is
supported by the Complaints Handling Procedure. This policy also sets out our
arrangements for redress for customers in the event of significant inconvenience
or distress having been caused.

Scope

This policy is applicable to all Maryhill Housing staff in dealing with any complaints
against staff or our organisation. This policy does not cover complaints made by
customers against other customers – these are dealt with under the Anti-Social
Behaviour Policy.

Definitions

Complaint
An expression of dissatisfaction about our action or lack of action, or about the
standard of service provided by or on behalf of us.
Complaints Stages
There are two stages for handling complaints:
 Stage 1 – Frontline (straight forward, easily resolved), responded to within 5
working days.
 Stage 2 – Investigation (require more investigation, complex or high risk),
responded to within 20 working days.
Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO)
The final stage for complaints about public services: https://www.spso.org.uk/
First-tier Tribunal for Scotland (Housing & Property Chamber)
The final stage of complaints for factored owners.

Policy
Statement

Principles
In implementing this policy and the supporting procedures we are adopting and
complying with the SPSO’s Model Complaints Handling Procedure. Full details of
how complaints will be handled, along with accompanying guidance for staff, are
found in the Complaints Handling Procedure.
Roles and responsibilities
All staff will be aware of:
 the Complaints Handling Procedure (CHP).
 how to handle and record complaints at the frontline response stage.
 who they can refer a complaint to, in case they are not able to handle the
matter.
 the need to try and resolve complaints early and as close to the point of
service delivery as possible.
 their clear authority to attempt to resolve any complaints they may be called
upon to deal with.
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Training on this procedure will be part of the induction process for all new staff.
Refresher training will be provided for current staff on a regular basis.
Senior management will ensure that:
 Maryhill Housing’s final position on a complaint investigation is signed off by
an appropriate manager in order to provide assurance that this is the
definitive response of Maryhill Housing and that the complainant’s concerns
have been taken seriously.
 it maintains overall responsibility and accountability for the management and
governance of complaints handling.
 it has an active role in, and understanding of, the CHP.
 mechanisms are in place to ensure a consistent approach to the way
complaints handling information is managed, monitored, reviewed and
reported at all levels of the Association.
 complaints information is used to improve services, and this is evident from
regular publications.
The role of the Board is:
 to approve the adoption of the CHP.
 to ensure that staff keep to this CHP and associated internal processes.
 to ensure that information and learning from complaints are used to improve
our understanding of, and to steer, our policies and practices.
Particularly important is the Board’s role in developing and fostering a culture that
values complaints. The Board must ensure that recording and reporting of
complaints is thorough and effective, so that reports to committee reflect a true
picture of all complaints.
The Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring that there is an effective CHP,
with a robust investigation process that demonstrates how we learn from the
complaints we receive.
The Chief Executive is also responsible for ensuring that there are governance
and accountability arrangements in place in relation to complaints about
contractors. This includes:
 ensuring performance monitoring for complaints is a feature of the
service/management agreements between Maryhill Housing and contractors.
 setting clear objectives in relation to this complaints procedure and putting
appropriate monitoring systems in place to provide Maryhill Housing with an
overview of how the contractor is meeting its objectives.
The Chief Executive may delegate these responsibilities to appropriate senior
staff. Regular management reports will be used to assure the Chief Executive of
the quality of complaints performance.
On the Chief Executive’s behalf, senior managers may be responsible for:
 managing complaints and the way we learn from them.
 overseeing the implementation of actions required as a result of a complaint.
 investigating complaints.
 deputising for the Chief Executive on occasion.
They may also be responsible for preparing and signing off decisions for
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customers, so they should be satisfied that the investigation is complete and their
response addresses all aspects of the complaint. However, senior managers may
decide to delegate some elements of complaints handling (such as investigations
and the drafting of response letters) to other senior staff. Where this happens,
senior managers should retain ownership and accountability for the management
and reporting of complaints.
The Performance & Governance Manager is responsible for ensuring all new staff
receive training on the CHP as part of the induction process, and that refresher
training is provided for current staff on a regular basis.
Recording, reporting, learning from and publicising complaints
Complaints provide valuable customer feedback. One of the aims of the CHP is
to identify opportunities to improve services across Maryhill Housing. By
recording and analysing complaints data, we can identify and address the causes
of complaints and, where appropriate, identify training opportunities and introduce
service improvements.
We also have arrangements in place to ensure complaints about contractors are
recorded, reported on and publicised in line with this CHP.
Recording complaints
It is important to record suitable data to enable us to fully investigate and respond
to the complaint, as well as using our complaint information to track themes and
trends. As a minimum, we should record:
 the customer's name and contact details.
 the date the complaint was received.
 the nature of the complaint.
 the service the complaint refers to.
 staff member responsible for handling the complaint.
 date the complaint was closed.
 the underlying cause of the complaint and any remedial action taken.
 outcome/decision (i.e. resolved, upheld or not upheld).
 any learning that will help prevent similar complaints in future.
If the customer does not want to provide any of this information, we will reassure
them that it will be managed appropriately, and record what we can.
Individual complaint files will be stored in line with our document retention policy.
Learning from Complaints
We must have clear systems in place to act on issues identified in complaints. As
a minimum, we will:
 seek to identify the root cause of complaints.
 take action to reduce the risk of recurrence.
 systematically review complaints performance reports to improve service
delivery.
Learning may be identified from individual complaints (regardless of whether the
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complaint is upheld or not) and from analysis of themes evident in complaints
data. Learning will be recorded on the complaints module of our housing
management system and reported on quarterly.
Our Learning from Complaints group will meet quarterly to review recorded
learning and complaints data. An Action Tracker from the group will be
maintained by the Performance & Governance Manager to ensure all actions are
recorded and progressed.
Reporting of complaints
We will report quarterly to senior management and to Board on:
 performance statistics, in line with the complaints performance indicators
published by the SPSO and from the Annual Return on the Charter.
 analysis of the trends and outcomes of complaints.
Publicising complaints information
We will publish information on complaints on a quarterly basis, including ‘you said,
we did’ information around complaints outcomes and actions taken to improve
services. This will be published on our website and in our customer newsletter.
We will publish an annual complaints performance report on our website in line
with SPSO requirements, and provide this to the SPSO on request. This
summarises and builds on the quarterly reports we have produced about our
services. It includes:
 performance statistics, in line with the complaints performance indicators
published by the SPSO.
 complaint trends and the actions that have been or will be taken to improve
services as a result.
Complaints Redress
Redress is setting right what went wrong for an individual or group of individuals.
This means that, wherever possible and practicable, a customer negatively
affected as a consequence of when something has gone wrong should be
returned to the position they would have been in if the failure had not occurred.
Redress may include some or all of the following:
 An apology.
 An explanation.
 Practical action to mitigate any detriment.
 Where possible, reimbursement of demonstrable loss and/or costs incurred.
 Other appropriate action suggested by the complainant or the organisation.
Redress should:
 Be fair and reasonable.
 Take into account the wishes and needs of the complainant.
 Be procedurally sound.
 Be provided in a timely manner.
 Provide, as far as possible, a comprehensive resolution of the issue
remembering that it may apply not only to the complainant but others who
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have suffered as a result of the same failure.
Redress may be limited by:
 The time elapsed since the problem occurred.
 The degree to which the complainant had a contributory responsibility for the
failure and the detriment suffered.
 The capability of the organisation to comply.
 The customer’s current balance.
 Damage that should be covered by an insurance or liability claim (discuss
areas of doubt with the Head of Finance who can direct you to our Brokers
for advice).
A table and operational procedure is in place for managers to give guidance on
fair redress for customers in specific situations.
Any calculation for financial payment should take into account the degree to which
the customer has contributed to the failure or loss suffered, and the extent to
which loss can be demonstrated.
In the assessment of any time and trouble payment, consideration should be
given to all relevant factors, such as:
 The passage of time, including response times by the Association in relation
to the nature of the problem.
 The amount of time and effort which the complainant had to devote.
 Difficulty experienced by the complainant in dealing with MH.
 The degree of inadequacy in the response of the Association to letters,
phone calls and visits.
 Whether this is a repeat issue that the complainant has previously
complained about.
All calculations and reasons for each element should be clearly recorded on SDM.
All financial redresses will be coded to the compensation budget, enabling us to
report on the total amount spent on redress each year.
In the spirit of dealing with complaints swiftly and fairly, MHA will deal with redress
related to issues caused by contractors in exactly the same way as we deal with
our own errors. After providing the customer with redress, the staff member
responsible for doing so should take the necessary action to recover costs from
the relevant contractor.
Prior to making a gesture or payment to a customer, their account should be
checked for outstanding payments (rent arrears, rechargeable repairs arrears or
factoring arrears). If the customer is not up to date with payments, the case
should be discussed with the Head of Housing, Head of Property or Director of
Operations to assess the best way forward. Consideration should be given to
applying any credit to a customer in such a situation’s account, rather than directly
to the customer.
Approval
Policy Owner
Review

Board – March 2021
Performance & Governance Manager
March 2024
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REPORT TITLE: COVID IMPACT & RELAUNCH
1.

PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Board with an update on the impact of the
coronavirus restrictions across the Association’s activities and also to update on relaunch
planning.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Board is asked to:
- Note the COVID Impact Analysis as at 16th March 2021
- Note the progress on relaunch planning
3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1 The restrictions imposed in the fight against coronavirus (COVID-19) are unprecedented
and are having a significant impact across all aspects of daily life. It is extremely important
that the Association monitors the impact on our activities, manages the risks created and
also puts in place plans for the relaunch of services once restrictions are lifted.
3.2 Appendix A provides Board with the summary version of the COVID-19 Impact Analysis as
at 16 March 2021. The Impact Analysis is updated on a monthly basis by Senior
Management Team (SMT) members. The second page provides benchmarking information
on furlough, using information provided through the monthly Covid-19 returns to the Scottish
Housing Regulator.
3.3 The Chief Executive provided details of relaunch planning in the updated Routemap emailed
to all Board members on 5 January 2021 and updated to reflect the new Tiered system on
16th November 2020 and the second Lockdown introduced from 5 January 2021. Appendix
B provides a summary of the Association’s services that have been relaunched (shaded
green), those services where the latest lockdown has resulted in some elements stopping
again (shaded amber) as well as those which are still due to be relaunched in each phase –
with projected timeframes where available.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY:

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

The financial impact of the coronavirus restrictions are being
monitored within the impact analysis.
The revised budget for 2020/21 was presented to the
September 2020 Board.
A monthly return on coronavirus impact is now being
submitted to the Scottish Housing Regulator.
The SFHA produced COVID-19 guidance on Practical
Governance Advice, this included a template business
continuity update which has been used as a starting point to
develop the Association’s COVID-19 Impact Analysis
document.
The coronavirus restrictions could have a significant impact on
our ability to deliver our corporate plan objectives within the
desired timeframes. An important part of the impact analysis
process will be developing comprehensive relaunch plans to
enable the Association to get back on track with service
delivery and achievement of objectives as soon as possible.
In September 2020, to accompany the restated budget and
business plan financials, the Delivery Plan for 2020/21 was
reviewed and re-stated and reported to the Board.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Consultation methods with customers during the period of
restrictions have to be tailored to avoid face to face meetings.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Effective communication with all stakeholders is an integral
part of managing the coronavirus restrictions.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

The Health & Safety implications of the coronavirus
restrictions such as social distancing, actions to limit infection
risk and PPE are contained within the Impact Analysis and the
risk register.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

There are no implications.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

There are no implications.

RISK ANALYSIS:

10 identified risks arising from the coronavirus restrictions
have been identified and were reported to April 2020 Board.
These risks have been updated and are reported to Board
quarterly as part of the Assurance papers.
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Maryhill Housing – COVID19 Impact Analysis Summary
Service Delivery


Routine repairs on hold during tier 4 and lockdown v.2 (294
logged as at 17/3/21) – emergency and urgent repairs only
being carried out.
 Allocations - temp TFFs 8 let to date, 204 additional
properties let since mid August 2020
 Cumlodden window/door installation programme on hold
since 4 Jan 2021 but aiming to re-start end April 2021
 Current void properties end Feb – 40 (34 over 17 days)
 Full close cleaning service now resumed.
 Neighbourhood Team resumed full service 03/07/20
 Landscaping service working at pre-covid service levels
 Arrears management continuing, legal actions proceeding
but evictions suspended. Reduction in non tech arrears of
£119,587 from end September to end January.
 Housing Options – all applicants now contacted
 Full medical adaptations service resumed mid-October
 COVID-19 funding awarded via community regen team
£102,000 – all now distributed to local organisations and
tenants. Additional £25,650 obtained from Scottish
Government Recovery Fund - £21,589 distributed

Legal & Regulatory






water tank surveys (common): programme complete
asbestos surveys: programme complete.
fire door installations completed
smoke detection installation programme on hold from 11 Jan
gas servicing operating as normal –Currently working at
100% compliance [service now complete at final property
overdue from May 2020]
 construction site at Leyden Street restarted and on site at
Oran and Shiskine, Botany Corner and Rothes Drive.

Latest Data as at 16 March 2021
Staff Welfare

















All Garrioch Road staff enabled for home working
Office skeleton staffing and not yet open to customers
Priority Covid-19 testing portal established
Relaunch planning – Phase 3, Stage 2 plans underway.
HR completed risk assessments with all staff on vulnerable list
Phase 2 - Re-orientation packs issued and returned - 6 July 2020.
Phase 3 – Stage 1 reorientation packs issued – 07 Aug 2020, face
covering update issued 10 Oct 2020
Pulse survey - 3rd survey issued – 6 November 2020
Relaunched Healthy @ Home 2 weekly updated during new lockdown
Retirement Housing Officers – part of new weekly testing programme
start w/c 18 Jan.
Current number of staff furloughed - 0
Current number of staff flexible furloughed – 0
Benchmarking info of use of furlough shown on next page
Current number of staff on reduced hours – 0
Current number of staff on relaxed working pattern – 5 (4.8 FTE)
Monthly sickness absence numbers:
o Normal absence – for February – 9 people (8.6 FTE)
o COVID sick – 1 COVID self isolating – 4

Finance – monthly data as at 28/02/2021
Cashflow impact latest month
compared to February 2020
Current rent arrears impact
(since Feb 2020)
Void rent loss impact (precovid ave.£4k-£4.5k month)
Furlough income
Draft Budget underspends as
at 28 February 21

£5.8m end of February,
£6.5m end of February 21
Increase of 0.1% in non tech arrears
from February 2020 from 3.9% to 4%
£16,547 in January. Void loss year to
date £190,192.
£13k for March & April, May & Jun £16k,
Jul £15k, Aug £6k, Sept £1.5k, Oct £326.
Reactive repairs £271k, Void repairs
£(172)k, Cyclical repairs £290k, Planned
Maintenance £757k
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SHR Covid Return - Benchmark data on use of furlough – April 2020 to November 2020
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Maryhill Housing’s Relaunch Routemap – summary of relaunch activities –
16/03/20
*SG Phase 1
28th May 2020
Garrioch office fully
closed

SG Phase 2
Earliest possible:
18th June 2020
Garrioch office - very limited
staffing in order to support
Phase 2 service restarts

Leasing properties to
GCC for use as temporary
furnished flats

Neighbourhood Station
handed over and in use

Restarting in-house
landscape maintenance
service

Neighbourhood Team - restart
full time hours and full services
apart from entering customers’
homes and Caledonian
Cleaning - restart full services
Restarting void property
repairs, lettings and mutual
exchanges already ready to go
Restarting routine reactive
repairs

Development projects on
site - subject to specific
construction sector plans

Restarting delivery of cyclical
and health and safety services
currently on hold
Restarting Property Officers
carrying out external
inspections and housing
officers inspecting closes –
reactive only

Restarting virtual meetings
with factored customers

Serving of Notice of seeking
possession

SG Phase 3
No date known

SG Phase 4
No date known

Garrioch office - open to
the public (subject to
physical distancing
requirements)
TBC

Garrioch office - open
to the public
but SG still
encourages home
working

Retirement Housing
common rooms reopen

Community @ Maryhill
and
Maryhill Online porta
cabins
re-open

Restarting new mutual
exchanges
Restarting routine reactive
repairs
Restarting delivery of
investment programme
Restarting delivery of
cyclical and health and
safety services currently on
hold
Restarting Property Officers
carrying out external
inspections and housing
officers inspecting closes
as normal
Restarting Community
Regen grant funded
activities (staggered)
Restarting face to face
appointments with
customers in the office
Restarting accepting card
payments at the office
Restarting seeing drop in
customers in the office
Recalling sisted cases as a
result of COVID-19 (subject
to Court confirmation)
Restarting home visits
where it cannot be
conducted over the phone

Key:
Green - completed

Amber – some services have
stopped in latest lockdown

Restarting Community
Regen grant funded
activities (staggered)

Carrying out Evictions
Restarting all home
visits
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1.

PURPOSE

1.1

This report aims to provide Board with an overview of key activity and issues for
information. The report updates Board Members on organisational, housing related or
other relevant issues, and provides progress updates on items which do not require a
paper in their own right.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

The Board is asked to:
 Note the content of this report.
 Approve the application for membership included at 1.6.
 Approve the renewal of the fixed rate on £3.44m of current borrowing as set out at
3.1.

Contents:
1.
2.
3.

Chief Executive
Operations
Resources

1.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

1.1

Notifiable events
Four new notifiable events have been submitted since the last Board papers were issued
as follows:
1004347

24-Feb-2021

Former RTB property with incorrect deeds, corrective
conveyancing

22060
22064

10-Mar-2021
15-Mar-2021

Negative press re social media post
Weak assurance in electrical safety audit result

22067

17-Mar-2021

22060

17-Mar-2021

Potential covenant breach as reported in Corporate Business Plan
paper
Turners property lease as approved by March Board
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The CEO met with the Regulator on 11th March 2021 to review notifiable events and as
a result the Regulator indicated that a number of notifiable events would be closed.
However, at the time of writing only one of these notifiable had actually been closed.
Closed notifiable events are listed below.
22060

10-Mar-2021

Negative press re social media post

16.03.21. SHR closed no
further action.

Remaining open notifiable events are summarised in the table below:
1002840

02/10/2018

Render failure

Update December 2020: We note the updates
provided and that the association has
commissioned a study into options for long term
replacement of the render with a final draft
report expected before Christmas 2020. We will
keep this notifiable open at this stage. Please
keep us informed about any key updates in
relation to this notifiable event and advise us
once the matter has concluded. 11.3.21. SHR
confirmed will remain open.

1003364

26-Sep2019

Common area
asbestos
records

Asked to see action plan. Provided 11th October
2019. Update Dec 2020: We note the work that
has been carried out to date and that the
association’s approach to asbestos
management will be externally tested by
Housing Health and Safety compliance between
November 2020 and June 2021. We will keep
this notifiable event open until the testing has
been carried out. Please keep us informed
about the outcome of this testing. 11.3.21 SHR
confirmed will remain open until audits complete.

1003383

11-Oct-2019

Water safety
management

Asked to see fire safety information. Provided.
Update Dec 2020: We note the work that has
been carried out to date and the association’s
approach to water safety management will be
externally tested by Housing Health and Safety
between November 2020 and June 2021. We
will keep this notifiable event open until the
testing has been carried out. Please keep us
informed about the outcome of this testing.
11.3.21 SHR confirmed will remain open until
audits complete.
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1003452

28-Nov2019

Employment
tribunal

Dec 2020 update: We note that the hearing for
the tribunal was delayed due to COVID and the
proposed timescales for the hearing are now
January – March 2021. We will keep this
notifiable event open. Please contact us once
this matter has concluded. If there are any
further key updates please also keep us
informed. Feb 2021: Update issued to confirm
ET settled for £2.5k. 11.3.21. SHR advised will
close.

1003971

28-Jun-2020

Resignation of
a Board
Member for
non-personal
reasons

1003978

05-Jul-2020

Resignation of
a Board
Member for
non-personal
reasons

Please keep the Regulator up to date as these
issues progress. Dec 2020 update As confirmed
in your email of 9 December 2020 we note that
the investigations have been concluded and that
action plans are in place and being delivered.
We will keep this notifiable event open until all
actions in the plans have been completed.
Please confirm once these have been
concluded. If there are any new issues
emerging in relation to this notifiable event
please also keep us informed. 11.3.21. SHR
advised will remain open until final two actions
completed.
Please keep the Regulator up to date as these
issues progress - particularly any action taken
by the Board following the Special General
Meeting in August. Dec 2020 update: As
confirmed in your email of 9 December 2020 we
note that the investigations have been
concluded and that action plans are in place and
being delivered. We will keep this notifiable
event open until all actions in the plans have
been completed. Please confirm once these
have been concluded. If there are any new
issues emerging in relation to this notifiable
event please also keep us informed. 11.3.21.
SHR advised will remain open until final two
actions completed.

1004159

05-Nov2020

Smeaton
Street new
build contractor
issues

Dec 2020 update: We note the updates
provided. We will keep this notifiable event
open. Please advise us once all outstanding
issues have been concluded. If there are any
new issues emerging in relation to this matter
please keep us informed. 11.3.21. SHR advised
will close.

1004258

22-Dec2020

Whistleblowing
allegations

Maryhill to keep Regulator updated with
progress. Update issued on 20.01.21 confirming
Karen Fee, Interim Director of Resources,
appointed to investigate. 22.02.21. Report
issued. 11.3.21. SHR advised will close.
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1.2

1004308

29-Jan-2021

Health and
safety issue.
Potential
carbon
monoxide
poisoning

Regulator responded asking for further details of
the incident and steps the Association will take
to ensure it does not happen again. CEO
responded to confirm this will be contacted in
the Board report issued following the 1st March
Board meeting. 02.03.21 update. Board report
issued. HSE confirmed file closed. 11.3.21. SHR
advised reviewing. May include in engagement
plan.

1004347

24-Feb-2021

11.3.21 SHR will seek confirmation that any
future ones will be addressed. Then will close.

22064

15-Mar-2021

22067

17-Mar-2021

22060

17-Mar-2021

Former RTB
property with
incorrect
deeds,
corrective
conveyancing
Weak
assurance in
electrical
safety audit
result
Potential
covenant
breach
Turners
property leave

16.03.21. SHR asked to be informed when
action plan is complete.

Delegated decisions taken
No delegated decisions have been taken since the last Board meeting.

1.3

Customer survey – access to the Association’s services
As the Association moves through relaunching its services officers have started to think
about how the organisation might look and feel post covid social distancing restrictions,
e.g. will all staff return to the office majority of the time or will more remote working
become our new normal. We have carried out an initial survey of staff and all of our
office based staff would like to work remotely more in the future. This issue will be
considered in more detail by the Board in the future but in order to inform these
discussions officers are planning to consult customers around how they would like to
contact us and access services in the future. We will also collect data on why customers
are visiting the office when we start to open up when government restrictions allow. This
will ensure we are Thinking Customer First when developing our ‘new normal’. This
survey was anticipated to be issued in late January/early February but officers are now
proposing to include this in the wider customer satisfaction survey planned for later in
the Spring to maximise the number of responses.

1.4

Housing to 2040 – Scotland’s Long Term Housing Strategy
The Scottish Government has published its Housing to 2040 Routemap. This is the first
long term housing strategy produced by the Scottish Government. A summary of the
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routemap and potential implications for the Association will be included in the April 2021
CEO report. In the meantime, Board members can review the full suite of documents
here https://www.gov.scot/collections/housing-to-2040/.
1.5

Board recruitment update
The Association is recruiting to co-opt a Board Member with finance and/or other
Corporate skills/experience, such as HR and IT. The deadline for applications is 19th
March 2021. At the time of writing the Association had received one application and two
enquiries. A verbal update will be provided at the Board meeting.
The Tenant Przemyslaw (Sammy) Mikuszewski who observed the January Board was
due to be interviewed before the February Board but unfortunately he was unavailable.
Sammy had confirmed he is still interested in joining the Board but recent attempts to
make contact with Sammy have not been successful. A verbal update will be provided
at the Board meeting if possible.

1.6

Application for membership
Rule 7.1 states that the following shall be eligible to become Members of the
Association:

Tenants of the Association;

Service users of the Association;

Other persons who support the objects of the Association;

Organisations sympathetic to the objects of the Association.
An application for membership has been received from Mr Ryan Pasi, an owner who
receives a factoring service from the Association. On his application form Mr Pasi
states the following as his reason for wishing to join: “Interested in getting more involved
in the community and learning more about any projects. Have been a homeowner since
2007 and love Maryhill, would like to contribute more to the area.”
Board is asked to approve Mr Pasi’s application.

1.7

Regulatory Correspondence
Updated coronavirus advice for Governing Bodies
The Scottish Housing Regulator has updated its Coronavirus advice for Governing
Bodies. This can be accessed here: https://www.housingregulator.gov.scot/forlandlords/advisory-guidance/recommended-practice/coronavirus-advice-for-governingbodies
This update mainly relates to virtual AGMs/SGMs where Associations did not change
their rules in 2020 to allow these to take place virtually. This does not apply to Maryhill
because virtual or partially virtual AGMs/SGMs are now permitted under our Rules.
This update also confirms that there will be no extension to the requirement to submit
accounts by the end of September 2021.
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Regulatory returns 2021-22
The Scottish Housing Regulator has written to confirm the dates for Regulatory returns
during 2021/22. In 2020/21 dates for most Regulatory returns, e.g. performance results,
financial returns, were postponed. In 2021/22 all dates will return to normal. This will be
built into the Governance Calendar and programme of Board meetings for 2021/22.
2.

OPERATIONS

2.1

Working group for in-house services
It was agreed at the Board Away Day in November 2019 that the next steps in
considering in-house services would be the formation of a working-group to carry out
learning visits to other Associations who have developed and disbanded in-house
services. The proposed remit for the working group is shown at Appendix A. Three
Board Members have volunteered to be part of this working group to date (Tim Holmes,
Isabella McTaggart, Jenny Crowe). Please do step forward and volunteer if you are
interested. The working group will not meet in practice until covid restrictions are lifted.

2.2

Transition back to patch-based housing management services
The Associated changed its approach to housing management in September 2020 to
move to specialist teams focusing on rent arrears, anti-social behaviour and allocations.
This move achieved its aim of improving performance with rent arrears now lower than
they were pre-lockdown and the backlog of empty properties reducing. The Housing
Management Team are in the process of implementing the transition back to patchbased working from 22nd March 2021. The move back is being made to improve the
customer experience. The impact of this will be closely monitored to ensure
performance improvements are sustained.

2.3

Glenavon render legal case
Removed as commercially sensitive
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2.4

Glenavon Heating Solution – updated storage heater pilot
The specification of the pilot storage heating system has been agreed and will be
procured during April 2021. All customers who indicated that they want to take part in
the pilot have been contacted and the pilot properties have been selected from the initial
21 households who responded. The selection was based on the location of the property
within the block.
It should be noted that access to properties and installations are still subject to any
working restrictions in place due to the pandemic.
The three air source heat pumps that were installed in the Glenavon blocks as part of
the first pilot (to identify if ASHPs were suitable or not) will be removed and installed into
266 Cumlodden Drive. These three customers will receive the new storage heating and
have indicated they are happy to take part in this second pilot programme.
A report will come back to the Board in February 2022 with the outcome of the pilot and
the informal learning on communal heating systems.

2.5

Changes to Glasgow City Council’s bulk uplift service and the Association’s
response
The Association’s pilot to replace Glasgow City Council’s (GCC) bulk rubbish collection
commenced on 14th December. The pilot was adjusted from mid-January to move to
two members of staff working to a two-weekly cycle. This has been successfully
maintained since mid-January. In recent weeks the team have experienced problems
with changes in the way the Dawsholm recycling centre is managed which have led to
delays for our staff. This has been raised with GCC and has not seriously impact on the
service for customers to date.
The cost of delivering this service with two members of staff will be higher than the
savings from not paying Caledonian to deliver this service. Officers are, therefore,
exploring alternative options including jointly procuring this with other Associations and
linking in with nearby Associations. Officers will not bring a permanent proposal to the
Board for the in-house service until these alternatives have been explored. The pilot will
continue whilst these options are explored.
In certain areas, such as the Cumlodden estate, officers are aiming to develop a wider
waste management strategy to effectively manage bulk and other waste and reduce the
risk of fly-tipping.
Customers are being kept up to date about the change in service by letter and social media.
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2.6

Maryhill Locks
Removed as commercially sensitive

2.7

Community Fund allocations in 2020/21
The Community Fund is a £40k fund set up by the Association to be used for
addressing priorities identified in our Community Regeneration Strategy and
complementing our approach to tenant and resident participation. Ideas and
suggestions are encouraged from Registered Tenants Organisations, individual
customers, third sector partners and Maryhill Housing staff.
Decisions about Community Fund allocations are made by a panel of staff and
customer Board Members. In total all of the £40k budget has been allocated to fund 18
projects. Of these 13 are fully delivered, four are underway and one (installation of
CCTV at Maryhill Locks) will be carried over into next year whilst procurement options
are explored. A full summary can be found at Appendix B.

2.8

Actions following potential carbon monoxide poisoning
The actions approved by the Board on 1st March following the incident of potential
carbon monoxide poisoning is progressing well with a number closed off. The HSE
has closed the case and confirmed no further action is required.

3.

RESOURCES

3.1

Fixed Rate Loan
Removed as commercially sensitive
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Remit for In-House Services Working Group
Summary:
The Board agreed at its last Away Day to set up a working group of staff and Board members to
investigate the provision of in-house services.
Background
Reactive repairs, close cleaning and landscaping are key services for the Association. Past and
current experience of service delivery by external contractors has been variable and there has
been several discussions between the Board about the potential benefits to bring some of the
services in house. The investigation of the delivery of in-house services was highlighted by the
Board as a priority for the Association and is included in the Delivery Plan for 2019/20.
The discussion at the away day considered the benefits and risks of bringing services in house
and the following key issues and considerations were identified:
 Clarity on the overall objective of bringing any service in house
 Potential areas of service which should be brought in house
 Resource implications
 HR issues – cultural challenges, location of staff
 Management capability and resourcing
 Reputational risk
 Governance/legislative implications
The Scope of the Group.
The scope of the group is to consider the benefits and risks in more detail through learning from
other Associations. The working group will report on each of the key issues identified above and
consider different models of in-house delivery, e.g. sharing with other Associations, directly
employed staff and use of subsidiaries.
Timeframes/Format
Stage 1:
Establish a group of Board member volunteers to be part of the working group by Friday 14
February 2020.
Stage 2:
Staff and volunteer Board members to attend a workshop meeting to agree other Associations
to visit and key information to collect by end March 2020.
Stage 3:
Complete visits to other Associations by September 2020
Stage 4:
Collate information from visits and working group to meet to discuss feedback from visits and
agree recommended next steps by November 2020.
Stage 5:
Working group to report back to the Board with recommendations by January 2021.

Amount
Status
Approved
£2,900 Delivered
£1,000 Delivered

Project Name

Summary

Roots of Ruchill
Parkview Primary Parent Council

Community Allotment site in Ruchill. Fence repair, drainge issue rectified
EAL (English as a Second Language ) resources. Many of the families of children who attend the school do not
speak English as their first language. The school gave bags with resources to many of the families who are
learning English. Purchase of musical equipment and sound system for outdoor use.

Maryhill Park Nursery Parent Council
Community Mural- Homestart Glasgow North

Wooden Shelter for children for outdoor learning during inclement weather
The aim of this project is to collaborate with families, volunteers and staff within Home-Start to create a dynamic,
vibrant and bright outdoor mural.Working with Home-Start, the artist will run workshops to ensure the design
reflects the lived experiences of local families. The process aims to be a shared community experience with
families having the opportunity to contribute to the finished work.

£1,000 Delivered
£1,500 Ongoing - Work started

St Mary's Primary Parent Council
G20 Youth Festival - Food pantry

Shelter for outdoor learning activites
Contribution to cover costs for local young people to run a food pantry for residents from Shannon Street, Ruchill

£1,500 Delivered
£1,440 Delivered

Cumlodden Estate Bollards at 61 Cumlodden Drive

Quad bikes are being driven along the pathways from the carpark in front of 1666 Maryhill Road to 61 Cumlodden
Drive down to the carpark at the corner of 81 Cumlodden Drive. RTO is aware and housing officer was nearly
knocked down in Feb 2020 when trying to exit the close. After a drive around the estate and neighbouring streets
immediately after the near miss, 2 housing officers could not find the culprit. Bollards would prevent access to
these areas.
We would like to deliver a project that will encourage intergenerational participation by offering free DanceFit
classes for our young people and parents to participate in one evening per week.These classes will be based in
the local community centre one evening per week and will provide an opportunity for participants to focus on
themselves.This will also provide an opportunity for local people to look after their physical health.

£3,000 Delivered

The Halliday Foundation requested a contribution towards the salary of the Volunteer Co -ordinator and Service
Developer.The foundation provides our tenants with furniture and white goods when moving into new tenancies
and have helping several families in Ruchill to date. This post holder will allow them to monitor and evaluate the
impact of the the project. The post holder will also be applying for external funding to help the project reach more
people.
Street as art gallery, exhibition of photographic images created by people from Maryhill and Ruchill. Proposed 10
sites to each display 5 poster sized art pieces for installation in Spring 2021 and maintained into the summer.
Children and adults will be encouraged to put forward images on 'Home on the Hills of Maryhill and Ruchill' in an
easily accessible way using a simple and free mobile app.A selection will be displayed in poster sized
photographs on public spaces,bringing the art gallery outside and a trail created across Maryhill and Ruchill.

£2,500 Delivered

Flag making workshops and to have the flags produced and installed in Maryhill. With MHA help we will be able to
decorate the streets of Maryhill with the winning design and host a celebration event (Subject to government
guidelines on social distancing)
Costs for sessional gardener. MIN runs a weekly Gardening Club in the Many Hands Community Garden
facilitated by a professional gardener as part of our programme of activities to integrate asylum seekers, refugees,
migrants and the local community. The Gardening Club helps to maintain the garden throughout the year and
gives people from diverse backgrounds the opportunity to volunteer in Maryhill, learn and share skills in gardening
and find out more about healthy eating and cooking.
Christmas selection boxes for children at Glenavon Road

£1,500 Delivered

Divas Dance Academy, 'Covid, We Are Stronger'
Family dance classes

The Halliday Foundation

Home On The Hills - Outdoor Gallery

A Flag For Maryhill- Burgh Halls

Many Hands Community Gardening Club- Maryhill
Integration Network

Glenavon Residents Assocoation- Selection Boxes

but project lead was
absent for several
months as hospitalised
with Covid.

£1,800 Sessions started but
had to pause due to
restrictions

£3,080 Ongoing - due to start
promotion of the
project in April for
community
submissions

£1,890 Delivered

£75 Delivered

Project Name

Summary

NUME - Health and Wellness Project Worker

To cover costs for NUME project workshops. NUME was a project from North United Communities developed for
the local community. It looked at all aspects that make up wellbeing, which was much needed during lockdown.
This course looks at different topics and gives the tools to develop self- wellbeing such as mindfulness, yoga and
also fun activities to reduced social isolcalation such as bingo!
The continuation of holiday programmess and trips - the project did not receive any funding at all from Glasgow
City Council which left the project in the situatuin of potential closure.
Currently within the GA sub-division of Greater Glasgow Division, a project is underway in which victims of
domestic abuse receive a free installation of an ADT smart doorbell, funded from a successful application to the
Covid-19 Emergency Fund. This system links in to the home WiFi network, relays through the ADT infrastructure
and allows the victim to view footage from their front door via their smart phone. With over a dozen units currently
deployed and detections of offences identified whereby a perpetrator under bail conditions has attended at the
victim’s home address, the system has proven to be a success.
Examples of these deployment scenarios include but not limited to, people victim to: Doorstep crime, Racial
harassment, Vandalism, Threat to Life / Risk to Life, Alzheimer’s / Dementia (as part of an early warning system if
they are repeat missing persons – the unit would be linked to the relevant family member), Domestic abuse

Shakespeare Street Youth Project
Smart Doorbell Project - Police Scotland

Amount
Status
Approved
£1,000 Delivered

£5,000 Delivered
£500 Ongoing - liasing with
PC Callum Yuill to coordinate

Any deployment of a doorbell should generally be where there is a targeted victim. The proposal to Maryhill
Housing Association is to participate in this project by supporting it with funding to the value of £500. This amount
would be combined with other RSLs in Glasgow and part / match funding from other sources to drive the project
forward. This funding will secure a volume purchase of units and a service level agreement with the approved
supplier for the complete installation and follow-on support of the system.

Plants
CCTV installation

Plants and shubbery for across the estates which Euan our neighbour caretaker plants
Incidinces of flytipping,graffiti and ASB. It's hoped that the installation of CCTV will act as a detterent but also
provide footage if any reports are submitted to Police Scotland.

Total spent to date

£1,315 Delivered
£9,000 Carrying over in 21/22
as ongoing project with
Video Watchman.

30500.00

